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Patents, Machine Learning, and War:
Invention during the British Industrial Revolution

My thesis investigates the incentives to invent and innovate, with a

particular focus on the role of Britain’s patent system in the first half of the

nineteenth century, during the Industrial Revolution. My research focuses on

three important questions for economics and economic history: (1) does it

matter how we classify historical patent data? (2) how did Britain’s patent

fees affect patenting behaviour? and (3) was Britain’s involvement in the

French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars harmful to industrialisation?

Using a combination of machine learning techniques, econometric analysis,

and new archival evidence, this thesis finds that: (1) the results of statistical

analysis of historical patent data depends on the taxonomy used to classify

that data; (2) Britain’s high patent fees were unlikely to have harmed

invention, as the most economically valuable inventions were patented in

multiple British patent jurisdictions, and were produced by individuals of a

higher social status; and (3) the Napoleonic War coincided with a permanent

increase in economically valuable invention, which likely aided

industrialisation. Together, my findings lead to the following conclusions:

The historical innovation literature likely yields inconsistent results and

interpretations because of the choice of their patent taxonomies; inventors

were motivated by economic incentives, suggesting patents can encourage

invention; and war can have positive effects on stimulating demand for new

technologies. Overall, my evidence supports the recent positive reassessment

of the British patent system in relation to the British Industrial Revolution,

and considers the patent system as beneficial to innovation.
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Chapter 1

The Invention Paradigm:
How much do patents matter?

1.1 Introduction

Innovation is the most important mechanism for achieving sustained,

long-run economic growth. There is widespread acceptance of this argument

amongst economists and policymakers (Solow, 1956; Romer, 1990; Galor,

2011). However, there is much debate over the most appropriate incentive

schemes to encourage innovation (Boldrin and Levine, 2008a; 2013). For

innovative activity to occur, Khan and Sokoloff (1993) propose three

conditions must be fulfilled: inventors must respond to market signals;

inventors must invest in inventive activity; and inventors must be able to

obtain property rights to protect their inventions. Patent institutions are one

possible mechanism to obtain secure property rights. But, is this institution

effective, and is it socially optimal?

This thesis investigates how effective patents are at encouraging

innovation by studying one of the most important events in modern human

history: the British Industrial Revolution. Economic historians have long

sought to explain Britain’s initial emergence as the world’s first industrial

nation, and numerous competing explanations have been offered. At present,
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there is a consensus that Britain’s industrial transformation was caused by a

prolonged period of technological change. Indeed, Crafts (2011) argues that

any serious explanations for the Industrial Revolution should focus on the

acceleration of inventive activity in Britain.

Explaining what made Britain so inventive, however, is highly contested.

Crafts (2011) summarises the debate as focusing on supply-side versus

demand-side factors; Dowey (2017) re-frames it as a horse race between

capabilities and incentives.1 Capabilities are skills and ideas, and those

factors cultural or otherwise affecting an individual’s ability to conceive and

develop new and useful inventions. Explanations for Britain’s superior

capabilities have focused on: the Age of Enlightenment (Mokyr, 2009); a

centuries long diffusion of bourgeois ethics and ideals in Britain (McCloskey,

2011); a unique British mentality to strive for improvement (Howes, 2016);

and access to social institutions which acted to stimulate and diffuse ideas

across the country (Dowey, 2017).

By contrast, the literature on incentives focuses on factors influencing why

people invent, and what technologies they focus their skills and ideas

towards, which naturally support the potential role of the patent system.

Schmookler (1966) was amongst the earliest economists to emphasise what

inventors invented, and why they invented it, are probably related to how

profitable the invention may be. Indeed, the most prominent account

favouring incentives, that of Allen (2009), argues the Industrial Revolution

occurred because Britain’s high wage structure made labour-saving

technologies profitable to invent. If inventors were reasonably motivated by

profit incentives, then securing a patent right would be a rational endeavour

to prevent their profits being appropriated by competitors. During the

1These terms are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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Industrial Revolution, patents are argued as one potentially more secure

method of protecting inventions than secrecy (Dutton, 1984), particularly for

those mechanical labour-saving technologies.

The new institutional economics literature emphasises the importance of

institutions for generating and sustaining long-run economic growth

(Williamson, 2000). Institutions, both political and economic, dictate the

rules of the game (North, 1991), influencing the incentives for individuals to

engage in productive or rent-seeking behaviour, which can have a substantial

influence on an economy’s growth (Acemoglu and Akcigit, 2012). North and

Weingast (1989) and Acemoglu et al. (2005) highlight the importance of the

Glorious Revolution and subsequent parliamentary reforms in establishing

the credibility of British institutions, such as those relating to property

rights, which arguably aided the onset of industrialisation. Patents are one

such institution which likely benefited from the Glorious Revolution (North,

1990), although the institutional economics literature has downplayed their

potential role (Mokyr, 2008). However, more recent evidence suggests that

patents more than likely mattered for facilitating invention and thereby

contributing to the onset of industrialisation (Bottomley, 2014b).

The recent literature has emphasised the capabilities explanation of

invention and industrialisation, with much less attention given to the role of

incentives. Capabilities and incentives are not substitutes, however, but

complements (Crafts, 2011); incentives are necessary to direct capabilities.

Ideas mattered, of course, as a lack of ideas would have resulted in a lack of

invention, and thereby no Industrial Revolution. But, ideas are less

convincing on their own at explaining the Industrial Revolution. Explaining

industrialisation requires understanding not just why individuals invented,

but also why they invented what they did, and what factors affected those

3



decisions. My thesis focuses on the incentives explanation of the Industrial

Revolution, with a particular emphasis on Britain’s institutions, namely its

contentious patent system.

1.2 Do Patents Matter...

...in Economics?

What is a patent and why does it matter? Patents are temporary monopoly

rights granted by a governing authority to an individual or firm, bestowing

them with the sole right to legally exclude other persons from producing,

using, or selling their innovation in return for disclosing to the public the new

knowledge embodied in their invention (Scotchmer, 2004).

Patents matter for two reasons: they counter the non-excludability

property of innovations and therefore encourage individuals to engage in

inventive behaviour; and they prevent inventors from keeping their inventions

secret, thereby encouraging follow-on or cumulative invention. Regarding the

first point, producing inventions is thought to require significant investment

in terms of time and resources (Schmookler, 1966), but, once invented, they

are also replicable with a very low marginal cost (Guellec and de La Potterie,

2007). Absent a patent right, inventors supposedly incur all of the costs and

few of the benefits from their innovations. Indeed, patent rights can raise

imitation costs for competitors, which acts to strengthen the excludability

constraint (Mansfield et al., 1981). Consequently, without patents inventors

would be discouraged either from inventing or, at least, from disclosing their

inventions publicly. Withholding the new knowledge of an invention would

slow its dissemination, and ultimately harm the rate of cumulative invention,

as inventors would have less new knowledge available to build on.
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However, patent systems are also considered harmful to innovation. Patents

can harm innovation, for example, by considerably increasing a firm’s start-

up costs. Boldrin and Levine (2008a) argue that incumbent firms have an

incentive to pre-empt innovative firms, and purchase a wide range of patents

to serve only as tools for litigation in maintaining their privileged position,

because it is cheaper to do so than to innovate. Any new, innovative firms are

forced to invest significant resources toward purchasing patent licenses from

incumbent firms, or else the new firm would face substantial litigation charges.

This investment diverts resources away from research and development (R&D)

or other more productive investments, which serves to slow the amount of

innovation the new firm can achieve. Cheaper patent systems can exacerbate

this problem, by making it much easier for rent-seeking incumbents to purchase

more patents (Boldrin and Levine, 2013).

The political economy of patent systems also leads incumbents to divert

substantial resources toward lobbying for stricter patent rights (Boldrin and

Levine, 2013). Incumbent firms have an additional incentive to make their

patent rights stronger, while increasing the barriers to entry for newer firms.

Stronger protection, either through the length of time patents are held in force

or the breadth of industries and technologies covered by the patent right, can

serve to increase rents extracted by existing firms.

Instead, scholars have argued that innovators can be rewarded for their

efforts without monopoly rights. First-mover advantage, whereby an inventor

or innovator earns significant returns from simply being the first individual to

introduce new ideas to the market, is regarded as a sufficient reward mechanism

(Cohen et al., 2000; Boldrin and Levine, 2008b). Imitation and duplication

are not immediate, which allows an innovator a temporary period of time to

earn sufficient rewards for their innovative efforts. Schumpeter (1934) was
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an early proponent of this view, arguing that entrepreneurs introducing cost-

saving technologies have a temporary lead over their competitors within a

market because of their lower per-unit costs. Eventually the industry will

restructure around the entrepreneur’s innovation, and the ‘law of cost’ will

resume whereby the entire industry benefits from the cost-saving technology.

Others have suggested that competitive markets are even better at

encouraging inventive behaviour than patents (Hellwig and Irmen, 2001). For

example, increased competition between market leaders and followers in an

industry can spur innovation when the followers are sufficiently close to the

market leaders in terms of their technological knowledge (Aghion et al.,

2002). Gilbert (2006) argues monopoly conditions discourage invention, as

innovation replaces a monopolist’s profit stream with a newer one through a

costly investment in R&D; there is no incentive to incur this cost when the

monopolist has an existing, unthreatened profit stream, which results from

lower levels of competition. In addition, innovation has also been shown to

occur under perfectly competitive conditions, as fixed factors of production

can earn competitive rents because those factors produce a finite amount of

goods (Boldrin and Levine, 2008b).

Consequently, this body of literature has led some authors to recommend

the abolition of the patent system altogether (Boldrin and Levine, 2008a).

The literature, however, relies extensively on a theoretical body of knowledge,

but less on empirical evidence. For any abolition or reform to be reasonably

proposed, there should be substantial empirical evidence in support, otherwise

policymakers are at the risk of making sub-optimal decisions. Machlup and

Penrose (1950) argued that abolishing the patent system was näive based on

their current knowledge; they also argued that adopting a patent system based

on that knowledge would be foolish.
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Today, economists still do not fully understand the effects patents have on

the process of innovation, nor what effect abolishing patents would have. This

is because the empirical effects of patents are difficult to disentangle from other

protection mechanisms (Khan, 2013a). Economic history presents a possible

solution, as it provides a substantial body of evidence to discern how much

patents matter, and can contribute to our understanding of patents and their

effects.

...in Economic History?

Britain has one of the longest running patent systems of the modern world.

Established in 1624, the British patent system thrived during the Industrial

Revolution. Yet, this fact has not resulted in a systematic examination of the

role patents played during the Industrial Revolution. Instead, the patent

system has been largely ignored in popular accounts seeking to explain

British inventiveness. Authors generally invoke one of five arguments for

downplaying the role of Britain’s patent system: (1) patents were too costly

and cumbersome to obtain; (2) there was too much uncertainty surrounding

the patent system; (3) the patent system existed for too long before

industrialisation began for the timing to work; (4) too many inventors were

bankrupted by their patents; and (5) too many inventions bypassed the

patent system entirely. However, it is my view that these arguments are not

all justifiable, as they rely on limited empirical evidence, misinterpretations

of the patent system, and strong assumptions. I think they provide an

insufficient basis for overlooking the role of patents entirely. I address what I

see as the problems with each of the five arguments below.

(1) MacLeod (2002) and Khan (2005) state patents were not useful to

innovation because they were too expensive and difficult to obtain. English
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patents cost approximately £100, or four times the average British workers

annual wage, and could take an average of six to eight weeks to obtain

(Bottomley, 2014b).2 This is undeniably expensive. However, this argument

is unlikely to be as severe as suggested for two reasons. Firstly, the argument

assumes that restricting poorer inventors from obtaining patents is harmful.

But, if an invention’s economic worth is determined by how skilful, wealthy,

or educated an inventor is, then poor inventors are less likely to produce

useful inventions. Opening the patent system to poorer inventors was a

serious concern for contemporaries, as they worried it would increase patent

litigation and harm innovation (Dutton, 1984). There is evidence to support

this argument. Nicholas (2011a) shows that reducing patent costs, and

thereby lowering barriers to entry for poor inventors, led to more patents but

not better ones. Rassenfosse and Jaffe (2017) provide further evidence, by

showing that an increase in patent fees can reduce the share of less valuable

or useless patents. Secondly, patent agents substantially reduced the

cumbersome nature of the petition procedure, meaning that navigating the

UK’s patent institutions was not as costly and cumbersome as many argue

them to have been. From the mid-eighteenth century onwards, inventors

could increasingly rely on patent agents – patent office workers who sold

their expertise to would-be patentees – to guide their petition via post

(Bottomley, 2014b). The extra cost of this service was likely outweighed by

the benefits to inventors of not having to travel to London, reside there for

an extended period, and forego their earnings.

(2) Dutton (1984) and MacLeod (2002) have argued patenting was an

uncertain endeavour. Inventors allegedly did not know what constituted a

patent, while their patent rights could supposedly be made void over trivial

2Obtaining Scottish and Irish patents was similarly costly and could take even longer
than obtaining an English patent (Bottomley, 2014a).
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matters. Judicial attitudes to patentees, meanwhile, were considered hostile

until the 1830s, implying patentees frequently lost their cases as a

consequence. These arguments have recently been challenged by Bottomley

(2014b) and Murfitt (2017).3 Bottomley states both Dutton’s and MacLeod’s

arguments derive from an examination of reported legal cases, rather than all

legal cases. This selection bias could occur for numerous reasons which are

unclear. Bottomley extends the legal data to include additional reported

patent cases, and in doing so does not find evidence of judicial hostility.

Similarly, Murfitt challenges the historiography by examining important

patent cases which influenced patent law, and shows the development of

patent principles increased the patent system’s utility for inventors.

Consequently, the alleged judicial discrimination against patentees is not

supported, and patenting uncertainty diminished over the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, because of the evolution of patent law.

(3) Clark (2007) and McCloskey (2011) dismiss patents, and institutions

more generally (for example, see Clark, 1996), because Britain’s patent system

existed for more than a century before industrialisation began. Had it played

a role in encouraging invention, they suggest, then we should have observed

its use during the seventeenth century. But this argument assumes the system

did not evolve. Britain’s institutions were based on common law, whereby

the law developed from cases brought forth to the judiciary. As discussed,

Bottomley (2014b) and Murfitt (2017) provide strong evidence of how the

evolution of patent law benefited inventors. Inventors in the eighteenth century

also benefited from a greater availability of information concerning the utility

of the patent system than their counterparts a century earlier; reports of patent

3Murfitt also contests another argument advanced by MacLeod, that inventors simply
registered their patents unchallenged. Murfitt shows that caveat hearings routinely took
place before the Law Officers, which would have required patent specifications to be accurate
and transparent, otherwise they could result in a void patent.
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cases were regularly disseminated to inventors through a growing number of

scientific journals and magazines, and patent agents. Furthermore, the patent

system was established before the Glorious Revolution of 1688, which arguably

contributed to a revaluation of the credibility of British institutions, including

the patent system (North and Weingast, 1989; North, 1990). Inventors were

probably less likely to trust pre-1688 institutions, and so we could not have

reasonably expected inventors to either trust the patent system or know how

to exploit the new patent rights.

(4) Clark (2007) and Mokyr (2009) suggest patentees did not profit from

holding patents. According to Clark in particular, many inventors were either

bankrupted by their patent rights, lost their patent rights, or did not earn

profits from their patents. Mokyr even describes the patent system as a lottery:

the chance of winning – earning profits – was entirely random. Inventors could

not have relied on the patent system, they conclude, and therefore could not

have been incentivised by it to invent. However, their supporting evidence

focuses on the hardships of particular inventors, such as James Hargreaves,

John Kay, and Richard Trevithick. While inventors did go bankrupt or lose

their patents, Bottomley (2014b) argues this reflects poor business acumen

rather than a malfunctioning patent system. Inventors were not guaranteed

businessmen, and possessing a patent did not automatically entail profits.

In addition, several inventors, including James Beaumont Neilson, Charles

Macintosh, and James Watt, did earn substantial profits from their patent

rights (Bottomley, 2014b). More recently, Bottomley (2019) finds patentees

held substantially greater wealth than their siblings at the time of their death,

suggesting patentees were capable of profiting from their patents.

(5) The final and most popular argument asserts that most inventions

bypassed the patent system altogether. Many popular accounts explaining
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invention during the Industrial Revolution cite this argument (Allen, 1983;

Landes, 1986; Nuvolari, 2004; Moser, 2005; Clark, 2007; Mokyr, 2009;

McCloskey, 2011; MacLeod and Nuvolari, 2016). Naturally, not all inventions

can or will be patented. Inventors can keep their invention secret, or submit

them to prize-giving institutions.4 But, limited evidence exists concerning

the volume of inventive activity outside the patent system, meaning most

arguments rely on assumptions derived from contemporary accounts. For

example, Landes (1986) asserts that the most important improvements to

manufactures were non-patentable, while Mokyr (2009: p. 84) asserts that

only a minority of the Industrial Revolution’s important inventions were

patented. Yet, Sullivan (1990) argues few inventions were non-patentable,

and most patentable inventions were probably patented. This contention

arises because no agreeable definition of non-patentability exists, and in the

aforementioned cases, neither author proposes one. Without a standard

definition of patentability, we cannot measure non-patentability, and

therefore, we cannot rule out the patent system because of it.

As a further extension of the non-patentable argument, Mokyr (2009)

states that because the propensity to patent varies across industry, patents

do not reflect the true rate of invention. Chemical inventions, for example,

rely considerably more on secrecy than mechanical inventions, because they

are harder to reverse engineer (Moser, 2005). But, the Industrial Revolution

is famously associated with improvements to mechanical technologies:

spinning frames, power looms, steam engines, and puddling furnaces. Based

on the authors’ own arguments, these are exactly the technologies we would

expect to benefit from patent protection, and therefore patents could have

actively encouraged their invention.

4To be eligible for a prize, an invention usually could not be patented (Howes, 2020).
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The purpose of this review is not to state patents caused the Industrial

Revolution, or that popular accounts are wrong. Rather, the purpose is to

point out those popular reasons for excluding the patent system from the

invention narrative are insufficient. The existing literature relies too little on

evidence, and too much on speculations, anecdotes, and misinterpretations of

the evidence which does exist, to dismiss a potentially important institution.

The importance of the patent system, like any other factor associated with

the Industrial Revolution, should be based on the systematic collection and

examination of evidence.

1.3 Contribution to the Literature

The contribution of this thesis is based on applying econometric and machine

learning techniques to critically examine patented and non-patented

invention data, which yields new insights into the role patents played in the

Industrial Revolution, and in encouraging innovation in general. Patent data

in particular are primed for the use of machine learning techniques, as

patents contain detailed titles that describe the inventions they protect,

which can be used to train a machine learning model to predict or classify

patents based on the unique words their titles contain, such as in chapter 2.

In chapters 3 and 4, I also extend existing patent datasets and uncover new

archival evidence in support of my arguments.

My thesis contributes to our knowledge about patent systems in two ways.

First, in chapter 2, I produce a new methodology for classifying patent data

across time and space, allowing for more consistent results from the

statistical analysis of patent data in the economics and economic history

literatures. This is something that has not yet been considered in the

existing literature. The choice of patent classification is found to strongly
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affect the conclusions drawn from analysing patent statistics. Consequently,

the present results and interpretations of the existing literature could be

incorrect. While my thesis focuses on the economic history literature, the

concerns are just as relevant to other social scientists relying on patent data.

Designing appropriate reforms to patent systems, or even deciding whether

they should be abolished, necessitates a consistent approach to patent

classification to mitigate the possibility of results being driven by specific

patent taxonomies. My thesis provides a solution to this problem through

the creation of a standardised patent taxonomy and an automated method to

classify patents according to it.

Second, in chapter 3, I contribute by assessing the role played by patent

fees in encouraging innovation. Recent literature suggests cheaper patent

systems provide few benefits to technological development, and contends that

a more expensive system may act as a stronger means to discourage

economically useless invention and rent-seeking behaviour. The expensive

British patent, I argue, was not a hindrance to the patenting of economically

valuable inventions, as such inventions were produced by individuals who

could afford the high fees. A cheaper system may have instead harmed the

rate of innovation, as it would likely have encouraged an increase in

rent-seeking behaviour, particularly through costly litigation.

My thesis also contributes to the debate concerning the causes of the

Industrial Revolution, and how the patent system fits into that literature. In

chapter 3, I provide an extensive empirical analysis of who decided to patent

their inventions and why. My evidence is consistent with and extends the

demand-side arguments advanced in the literature: inventors patented

because they held economically valuable inventions, and may have invented

because the patent system existed to protect their inventions. More valuable
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inventions likely required patent protection to maximise the potential

revenue streams the patentee could earn, and also because such inventions

may have been easier to reverse engineer. My evidence also shows that

patentees were of a significantly higher social class than the average British

worker, which suggests they were significantly wealthier or more skilled. High

patent fees would be less of a barrier for those wealthier inventors who were

able to produce valuable inventions and patent them in multiple British

patent jurisdictions.

My second contribution to the literature on the Industrial Revolution,

from chapter 4, is through an examination of how the French Revolutionary

and Napoleonic wars affected inventive behaviour, by examining both

patented and non-patented inventions. My evidence shows an increase in the

number of economically or socially valuable inventions produced during the

Napoleonic wars compared to either prior conflicts or periods of peace. This

increase appears permanent, as the post-war peace era did not coincide with

any decline in valuable invention. One possible explanation is that rising

wartime demands on industry increased the profitability of inventing

industrial-related technologies, particularly as government expenditure

relating to Britain’s military also permanently increased as a result of the

conflict with France. Consequently, Britain’s involvement in war may have

acted to encourage invention, which would likely have stimulated the

Industrial Revolution.

Aside from my contributions to economic history, I also contribute to the

new institutional economics literature. My evidence suggests Britain’s patent

system contributed to inventive behaviour, by encouraging the invention and

patenting of economically valuable inventions, as seen in chapter 3. The patent

rate rose across the eighteenth century, which would be an unlikely observation
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should the patent system have been regarded as insecure or insignificant. In

addition, evidence from chapter 4 indicates that Britain’s patent institution

evolved to retain its credibility during a time of likely heightened uncertainty

regarding property rights. The Napoleonic War coincided with one of the few

direct amendments made to the British patent system, which introduced a

contractual means of encouraging inventors to supply their inventions to the

military at set prices. Similarly, inventors willingly submitted their inventions

to Britain’s military boards outside the patent system in hopes of earning a

reward; submitted inventions were subjected to intense scrutiny before any

decisions were made, suggesting the boards took submissions seriously and

were unwilling to expropriate them. The apparent commitment to maintaining

property rights of British inventors likely contributed to the rising rate of

economically valuable invention observed during the Napoleonic War.

1.4 Overview of Chapters

Chapter 2. That’s Classified! Inventing a New Patent

Taxonomy

Before investigating the efficacy of patents, in my second chapter

(co-authored with Alan Hanna) I investigate how patent classification

influences the interpretation of patent statistics. Historical innovation

researchers currently make use of various patent classification schemas, which

are hard to replicate. Using machine learning techniques, I construct a

transparent, replicable patent taxonomy, and a new automated methodology

for classifying patents. I then contrast my new schema with existing ones

using a long-run patent dataset. In a quantitative analysis of patent
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characteristics, I find evidence of classification distortion; our interpretation

of regression coefficients is schema-dependant and inconsistent. I suggest

much of the historical innovation literature needs to be re-examined in light

of the findings.

Chapter 3. Patent Costs and the Value of Inventions

My third chapter is an investigation into the role Britain’s patent system

played in encouraging inventive and patenting behaviour. Ascertaining

whether patents encourage invention necessitates understanding the

incentives inventors respond to. The British patent system prior to its reform

in 1852 was cumbersome and expensive. Whether it facilitated or delayed the

Industrial Revolution is hotly debated. This chapter’s contribution is to

examine the incentives to patent, and the characteristics of patentees, by

observing the entire population of British patents granted up to the patent

reforms of 1852. I find inventors patented widely because they had valuable

inventions. Their value was positively associated with the skills and wealth

of patentees. Inventors responded to demand-side conditions, and the

system’s expense did not hinder invention.

Chapter 4. “War! What is it Good For?” The Industrial

Revolution!

In my fourth chapter, I ask did the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic

wars contribute to the Industrial Revolution? Recent scholarship argues

warfare was an important factor in explaining Britain’s industrialisation, by

encouraging the invention and diffusion of key technologies through military

contracting and increased pressures on wartime industries. I re-examine this

hypothesis by analysing patented and non-patented military inventions, and
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inventions considered to be economically valuable produced during the

Industrial Revolution. I find war led to a permanent increase in the rate of

economically valuable inventive activity, and a temporary increase in military

inventing. My evidence suggests rising wartime production led to demands

for more valuable technologies, which, coupled with credible British property

rights during the war, accelerated the Industrial Revolution.
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Chapter 2

That’s Classified!
Inventing a New Patent Taxonomy

(co-authored with Alan J. Hanna)

2.1 Introduction

Patent statistics are a widely used proxy for measuring technological change

(Griliches, 1990). Patents are particularly popular in the field of economic

history, where alternative measures of inventive activity do not exist.

Patentable inventions, however, have heterogeneous characteristics, which, if

not accurately controlled for, have the potential to distort any interpretation

of patent statistics. Distorted statistics will lead to inaccurate inferences

from patent data, which can prejudice our collective understanding of

inventive behaviour, resulting in an inability to derive effective policy

measures for encouraging innovation. For example, the propensity to patent

varies by industry, suggesting the decision to obtain a patent can also vary

by industry (Moser, 2005). To curtail such distortions in patent data, social

scientists require a single system of classification to account for varying

patent characteristics.

The historical innovation literature, however, does not have a standard, re-
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usable taxonomy. When working with patent data, economic historians adopt

one of two approaches: manual classification using a taxonomy of their own

construction or the use of patent office classifications, such as the International

Patent Classification (IPC), the United States Patents and Trademark Office

(USPTO), or the Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC) schemas.1 This

combination of approaches raises the following questions: how comparable are

existing studies that use completely different taxonomies? And which, if any,

of the prevailing taxonomies can and should be used in future studies?

The present use of both manually constructed taxonomies as well as

patent office schemas complicates the ability of economists to inform

innovation policy. Manual classification is subjective, and there is no

guarantee any two patent studies can or would classify the same patents in

the same way. Few, if any, taxonomies see repeated usage: academic schemas

are often not fully discussed or described, hindering successful replicability.

By contrast, patent office schemas more often see repeated usage, but are

prone to problems of scope, as they usually consist of a few broad categories,

with thousands of narrowly defined subclasses. Not only are narrow

subclasses far too fine-grained for econometric usage (Benner and Waldfogel,

2008), but the broad classes suffer problems associated with the purpose of

the schema, first stated by Schmookler (1966), who identified patents for a

toothpaste tube and a manure spreader to fall into the same class, simply

because they both had the same function of ‘dispensing solids’ (Schmookler,

1966: p. 20). Modern innovation studies have made similar comments

(McNamee, 2013), and have gone so far as stating ‘the best way forward is to

devise identification systems that avoid entirely technology classification

systems that were devised for the sole purpose of helping examiners locate

1A similar observation is made of more modern patent research (Younge and Kuhn,
2016).
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prior art’ (Thompson and Fox-Kean, 2005: p. 466).

Patents can be classified under “static” or “dynamic” schemas. Static

schemas consist of broad classes, reflecting industry lines, which do not

change over time. Dynamic schemas encompass much more detailed classes,

reflecting time- or country-specific innovation; patent office schemas are

dynamic. This approach is highly useful for observing specific types of

inventions, and also emerging technologies. By contrast, static taxonomies

are useful for a comparative analysis as comparisons can be made over the

long-run and between studies. Economic historians make extensive use of

static schemas. Modern patent systems do not vary much, having largely

homogenised over time. The long-run, however, encompasses numerous

instances of patent reform. Such events act as natural experiments, which

can provide important insights concerning the optimal design of patent

institutions. The ability to contrast patents throughout history is important

for developing a complete understanding of how patent systems affect

innovation, and how they have developed. For this reason, we opt to develop

a static taxonomy.

We design a new, static patent taxonomy for producing more consistent

and comparable results within the innovation literature. Our taxonomy is

built on the principle of transparency, so future investigators can understand

its design and application. In this way, investigators can either: reuse our

schema, re-purpose it for their own needs, or even develop new schemas using

our methods. We also propose a new methodology for automating patent

classification to ensure patent data are grouped consistently. We adopt

machine learning techniques that can classify any patent data using any

patent taxonomy. Machine learning techniques minimize the subjective

element of classification, reducing the probability of patents being classified
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inconsistently. Establishing a consistent approach to patent classification is

likely to lead to increased comparability of innovation studies, which can

only benefit policymakers in designing appropriate measures to encourage

innovation.

The first half of this chapter is concerned with developing a new

taxonomy, and a method for classifying patent data. We use text as data to

derive our set of static patent classes. Because the literature abounds of

competing patent taxonomies, we can observe which classes appear

frequently. Frequent classes in historical taxonomies reflect technology

groups existing independent of time or geography, making them indicative of

static classes. We then test the validity of our schema by applying machine

learning techniques to multiple patent datasets. Patent data have historically

contained rich textual information in their titles. Using these titles, we elicit

a set of common word associations, or “topics”. Topics capture specific

technology groups, and can be used to observe whether we have omitted any

potential classes; we derive topics from multiple patent datasets to check

this. Finally, we use our machine learning techniques to automate patent

classification.

The second half of this chapter is focused on whether the choice of schema

influences the results of examining patent characteristics – “classification

distortion”. To test this, we examine the population of British patents

granted between 1700 and 1850. There are several advantages to using this

dataset. First, taxonomies that have classified the data, such as Woodcroft

(1860), Sullivan (1989), Nuvolari and Tartari (2011), and Dowey (2017), can

be reproduced. Second, the data span the period of the Industrial

Revolution; any insights are important to our understanding of a

phenomenon described by Clark (2007) as the most important in human
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history, by allowing humanity to transition from stagnant agricultural

economies into industrial economies enjoying sustained economic growth.

Third, the breadth of the data are more manageable, making manual

assignments and comparisons of classes simpler, and reducing the time

needed to run our machine learning techniques. Our results show

classification distortions exist; the magnitude, sign, and significance of

coefficients in a regression analysis of patent characteristics against patent

classes vary dependent on the taxonomy used, but the degree of the

distortions is inconsistent across characteristics.

Our contribution is as follows. First, we present a new, well-defined, static

patent taxonomy. We thoroughly describe the development of our schema to

ensure future users understand how it was constructed and how it can be

adapted or adopted. Second, we provide a new methodology for automating

the classification of any patent dataset. This method classifies related

patents in a similar manner, leading to more consistent classification with

fewer errors. Our approach minimizes the subjective element of patent

classification, and also decreases the time needed to classify large patent

datasets, reducing the opportunity cost of engaging in any large-scale

analysis of patenting. Third, we identify classification distortion. This

distortion makes it difficult for policymakers to develop measures to

encourage innovation based on the findings of the existing literature. It also

complicates our understanding of important historical events related to

inventive activity, such as the Industrial Revolution.

Our paper is closely related to the recent trend in using text analytics

within the modern innovation literature, particularly Younge and Kuhn

(2016) and Arts et al. (2018). In their articles, the authors develop new

machine learning measures of patent similarity using common keywords
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contained in patent specifications or abstracts, the detailed technical

documents outlining what is new about a particular patented invention and

how to use it. While these approaches are of great utility for the modern

innovation literature, there are several drawbacks. First, the articles do not

produce long-run classification schemas for use in historical analysis. Second,

whether similarity captures related patents based on the patent’s technical

function or its intended usage is unclear, particularly as the authors rely on

the highly technical patent specifications. Third, similarity measures say

nothing about the comparability of existing studies. By contrast, we

endeavour to classify patent data according to the industry of final use,

rather than by similar technical functions. In doing so, we rely entirely on

patent titles, which contain fewer references to technicality, and are more

likely to help us identify a patent’s relevant industry.

The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2.2 surveys the existing literature

concerning patent classification. Section 2.3 outlines the machine learning

techniques used in this present study. Section 2.4 details how we derived and

validated our static patent taxonomy. Section 2.5 outlines the data used in this

study to test the efficacy of our new taxonomy. Section 2.6 reports the results

of contrasting patent taxonomies in our analysis of patent classes on patent

characteristics. Section 2.7 interprets our findings and their implications for

the study of innovation. Finally Section 2.8 concludes.

2.2 Patent Classification Literature

In 1830, John D. Craig, the US Superintendent of Patents, gave evidence to

the US House of Representatives regarding the development of the US patent

classification schema. In his evidence, Craig raised two points: the

‘imperceptible shades of difference’ of patent classes, and that ‘a doubt
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frequently arose concerning the class to which some of the patents did

properly belong’ (cited in Bailey, 1946: p. 466). Craig was concerned with

the overlapping characteristics of patented inventions. Accurately

pinpointing a particular class for a particular patent is then a difficult task.

It is precisely because assigning classes is difficult that a standardised

schema is necessary. Without a standard taxonomy, the inconsistent

classification of patent data becomes highly likely. Pearce (1957: p. 1)

discusses how the inconsistent classification of industrial statistics led to any

comparisons of industrial data as ‘difficult and often misleading’, resulting in

the creation of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) schema.

This problem persists in the economic history literature, particularly as

patent data are a popular proxy to study inventive behaviour across the

long-run. Authors classify patent data according to the industry of final use,

as this allows them to understand the effect of patenting on the wider

economy. At present, different authors classify (often the same) patent data

in different ways. Patent classes are supposed to account for common patent

characteristics that could distort how we interpret such data. For example,

“machine” inventions are often patented because they can be easily reverse

engineered (Moser, 2005). “Chemical” inventions, by comparison, are harder

to reverse engineer, and so less likely to be patented. In this case, inventors

acquire patents for different reasons which need to be consistently accounted

for. If scholars fail to take the same approach to identifying group-specific

characteristics, different studies cannot be easily compared.

2.2.1 Patent Office Schemas

The development of patent office schemas has primarily been to aid patent

examiners (WIPO, 1992). Examining patents usually requires multiple well-
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trained, professional patent examiners to engage in the time-consuming search

for prior art – old or existing patents likely to influence or anticipate future

ones. These assigned classes are subject to change, as patents are examined at

several different stages throughout the patent application (Righi and Simcoe,

2019). Having thousands of well-defined classes and subclasses facilitates a

more efficient search for prior art. Such classes make fine distinctions between

seemingly similar types of inventions, allowing examiners to find the relevant

art more readily.

Patent office schemas are most suitable for dynamic classification. This

method classifies patents according to their technical functions, rather than for

understanding their effect on the wider economy – exactly how patent offices

classify their data. Such methods are very useful for identifying and examining

emerging technologies, and also for observing the increasing modularisation of

technology. However, these methods are less useful for relating patenting and

the real economy. Despite this, there have been growing attempts to utilise

these dynamic patent office schemas more widely, such as through the creation

of ‘concordances’.

Concordances between patent office schemas and industrial classification

schemas have become a popular method to relate patenting to the wider

economy (e.g. Verspagen et al., 1994; Kortum and Putnam, 1997; Johnson,

2002; Schmoch et al., 2003). Perhaps the most famous, well described, and

widely used of these concordances is Schmoch (2008). Schmoch’s

concordance links 30 industrial classes to the 4-digit subclasses of the IPC.

More recent developments expand such concordances further, by introducing

statistical methods for classifying patents. Lybbert and Zolas (2014), for

example, have pioneered a new approach of using probabilistic algorithms to

match IPC classes to industrial schemas. By matching keywords contained
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within existing industrial schemas to keywords in patent titles, they attempt

to reduce the subjective element of concordance mapping.

This sub-field, however, relies on existing IPC and other patent office

schemas. For the economic historian, who cares about using historical patent

data, the approach is not feasible. Most historical patents do not have patent

office classes assigned, and such classes cannot be easily assigned by

academics themselves because of the highly-skilled and specialised nature of

patent office classification. Figure 2.1 provides a comparison between the

European Patent Office’s (EPO) PATSTAT Biblio (Autumn 2016) database

and an external count of patent grants pre-1950, for Britain, France,

Germany and the United States.2 The PATSTAT database claims to contain

all patents ever granted to EPO countries, and is a popular data source for

modern innovation studies. However, historical patent data are largely

incomplete or missing in PATSTAT; the most commonly omitted information

are patent office classes. As the figure shows, PATSTAT is not a suitable

data source for historical patent data, and therefore patent office schemas

cannot be used.3

Aside from the omitted data, there are more severe problems relating to

the use of patent office schemas within academic studies. Patent office

schemas classify patents based on two separate principles:

“application-oriented” and “function-oriented”. The former refers to ‘a thing

“in general”, i.e., characterised by its intrinsic nature or function’ (WIPO,

2016: p. 22); the latter refers to ‘a thing “specifically adapted for” a

particular use of purpose’ and ‘the incorporation of a thing into a larger

system’, where a thing refers to any technical subject matter. The difficulty

2These countries are chosen due to their popularity in the economic history literature.
3PATSTAT is useful for certain countries (such as Denmark and Switzerland). But for

the vast majority of countries, there are substantial data missing.
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(a) United States, 1791-1950 (b) Great Britain, 1791-1950

(c) France, 1791-1950 (d) Germany, 1877-1950

Figure 2.1: Comparison of patent data from PATSTAT versus Historical Patent Counts, 1791-1950

Notes: The figure compares the counts of patents granted contained in the PATSTAT database against the count of patents
granted contained in the Historical Patent Counts data for the US, Great Britain, France, and Germany. Germany’s series
begins in 1877, since this is when Germany’s patent system was established.

Source: PATSTAT Biblio Autumn Edition (2016) and Frederico (1964).
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is both principles are seemingly jointly applied within the EPO and other

patent examination bodies. This is problematic for two reasons. First, the

approach results in patent classes which are difficult to interpret and

understand. Second, the use of function-oriented principles will inevitably

lead to patents being grouped together by a particular function, and that

function could apply to multiple otherwise unrelated technologies. Since

economists and economic historians frequently care about studying the wider

effects of patenting on the real economy, function-oriented classification

hinders the usefulness of patent office schemas in academic enquiry.

Patent offices are becoming more aware of this hindrance, as patent

examination bodies are currently adapting their patent classification systems

to better capture their final economic use in new products which combine

different technologies. One example of this is the EPO’s work on the

so-called “Internet of Things” (EPO, 2017). While these new classification

systems are conceptually related to our own aim, they continue to rely on the

function-oriented approach. In the EPO’s case, for example, examiners

produced a concordance between CPC classes and a ‘cartography’ for

identifying “Fourth Industrial Revolution” (4IR) technologies. But

identifying 4IR patent applications relies on an examination of a patent’s

CPC codes by patent examiners, who then recommend which field of the

cartography the patent belongs to.

2.2.2 Classification in Economic History

The primary purpose of classification in economics and economic history is to

allow researchers to relate patent data to changes in the real economy. For

economic historians, this necessitates taxonomies which cover the long-run –

schemas we term as static. Static schemas group together related inventions,
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independent of time or country or specific technical functions for the purpose

of economic enquiry. In doing so, researchers are more capable of identifying

and controlling for specific characteristics of different types of inventions,

which simplifies our study of them, and prevents these characteristics from

complicating insights drawn from patent data. For example, machinery

inventions are likely to be patented more often than chemicals inventions

across time and countries, as machines are physical and more susceptible to

reverse engineering. The necessity of using static schemas are to control for

such unchanging and broad characteristics, which requires a standardised set

of fixed patent classes.

Schmookler (1966) was amongst the first economists to highlight the

fundamental flaw of using patent office classifications for studying the wider

economy. Schmookler’s observation that unrelated inventions can be grouped

together by a patent office, because of a related functionality, meant

economists and economic historians would need to adopt new taxonomies

directly related to industry. One of Schmookler’s key innovations was to

overtly classify patents based on their industry of final use.

In his seminal article, Griliches (1990) builds on Schmookler’s efforts, and

outlines three methods of classification: “Origin”, “Production”, and

“Destination”. Origin groups patents by the industry which produced them,

which is suitable for examining R&D expenditure, as R&D occurs within a

given industry. Production groups patents by the industry most likely to

produce the invention, or use within the production of goods or services.

Destination groups patents according to the industry most likely to make use

of, or benefit from, the invention. Destination and Production overlap. The

major difference is the use of an invention does not intrinsically imply its use

is in production, but an invention used within production constitutes
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Destination. Destination is the most suitable method for studying patenting

within the wider economy, as it is easier to determine the intended industry

of a patent.

Magee (1999) reiterates Griliches (1990) points, highlighting the

difficulties associated with focusing on the ‘technical dimension’ of patents

(Magee, 1997: p. 7). Magee adapts the SIC to derive patent classes based on

the likely destination of patented inventions. Basberg (1997; 2006) takes a

similar approach, forgoing the historical Norwegian system of patent

classification, and adapting his own patent classes based on industry lines.

Basberg mixes broad and specific classes in his taxonomy, citing the

difficulties of being able to assign patents from more ‘narrow technological

areas’ (Basberg, 1997: p. 154). This mixed approach could create further

inconsistencies, as each patent class may capture fundamentally different

aspects of patented inventions. More recent work continues to classify patent

data by industry of final use (Greasley and Oxley, 2010; Khan, 2014; Sáiz,

2014; Donges and Selgert, 2019), supporting the need for patent classes

based on destination.

However, the development of a single standardised, replicable taxonomy

has received little attention in the literature. Most studies adopt a set of

single-use classes as controls for their econometrics. What is unclear,

however, is how authors have constructed their taxonomies, defined their

classes, and assigned patents to those classes. Without this information,

replicating existing taxonomies is difficult. This leads to two possible

outcomes. Either future investigators apply existing taxonomies incorrectly –

leading to further inconsistencies – or they construct additional taxonomies,

further compounding the problem of incomparability.

Table 2.1 displays a set of 35 patent and invention taxonomies, which have
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been used within the economic history literature.4 This set is representative

of the economic history literature; the papers were compiled from a systematic

search of “economic history” and “patent” keywords in the Econlit and EBSCO

databases. We focused on papers observing patent data on the wider economy,

and not specific industries. Furthermore, we only included those studies which

published their complete taxonomy in the paper. The table lists the number

of classes per taxonomy, whether the classes were defined, which journal the

article was published in, and its citations on Google Scholar.

As the table shows, eight of the 35 taxonomies have produced definitions

for their classes. For taxonomies to be replicated, sufficient details concerning

the taxonomy and associated classes would have to be provided. Few studies

present such information, as authors perhaps construct their taxonomies for

single-use purposes to answer specific research questions.

Our set of studies are published not only within economic history

journals, but also other mainstream economics journals. Of the 35

taxonomies, three are published in the top mainstream economics journal,

the American Economic Review, while three others can be found in other top

non-economic history journals. The scope of the publications, and their high

number of citations, suggests these studies are popular and possibly

influential. Influential studies could shape the direction of investigation

within a discipline, and may even contribute to directing industrial policy.

Considering the difficulties with replicating and reusing existing taxonomies,

both our knowledge and policy measures are at risk of misdirection.

4The set includes papers which make use of Exhibition invention classes, which are then
matched up with patent classes. Exhibition classes operate similarly to patent ones, and
are therefore included.
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Table 2.1: Sample of economic history patent literature which published their patent
taxonomy

Authors Classes Definitions Journal Citations

Woodcroft (1860) 246 Yes NA 16
Sokoloff (1988) 4 No Journal of Economic History 393
Sullivan (1990) 7 Yes Journal of Economic History 75
Basberg (1997) 21 No Scandanavian Economic History Review 4
Magee (1999) 32 Yes Explorations in Economic History 9
Cantwell (2000) 20 No European Review of Economic History 48
Davids (2000) 16 No History and Technology 23
Khan (2000) 23 No Journal of Interdisciplinary History 30
Moser (2005) 7 No American Economic Review 663
Basberg (2006) 18 No Scandanavian Economic History Review 5
Streb et al. (2006) 87 Yes Economic History Review 74
Baten et al. (2007) 19 No Oxford Economic Papers 40
Nicholas (2008) 3 No American Economic Review 96
A Cradle of Invention (2009) 15 Yes NA NA
Greasley and Oxley (2010) 9 Yes Explorations in Economic History 17
Meisenzahl and Mokyr (2011) 12 No National Bureau of Economic Research 98
Nicholas (2011d) 30 No Explorations in Economic History 26
Nicholas (2011b) 16 No Journal of Economic History 26
Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) 21 No Explorations in Economic History 43
Brunt et al. (2012) 9 No Journal of Industrial Economics 152
Moser (2012) 10 No Journal of Law & Economics 137
Burhop and Wolf (2013) 8 No Business History Review 16
Khan (2013b) 4 No Business History Review 32
Khan (2013a) 12 No Revue Economique 15
Khan (2014) 12 No National Bureau of Economic Research 6
Nanda and Nicholas (2014) 15 No Journal of Financial Economics 89
Sáiz (2014) 20 No Cliometrica 12
Khan (2015a) 26 No Business History Review 17
Nuvolari and Vasta (2015) 14 Yes Economic History Review 12
Khan (2016) 10 No Journal of Economic History 10
Lehmann-Hasemeyer and Streb (2016) 5 No American Economic Review 13
Akcigit et al. (2017) 63 No National Bureau of Economic Research 59
Khan (2017) 6 No National Bureau of Economic Research 5
Comino et al. (2017) 17 No National Bureau of Economic Research 4
Donges and Selgert (2019) 29 Yes Economic History Review NA

Notes: The table shows a sample of 35 published patent taxonomies found in the economic history literature, found from
systematically searching for the words “patent” and “economic history” in the Econlit and EBSCO databases. ‘Classes’ shows
the number of patent classes in each study. ‘Definitions’ indicates whether class descriptions are provided. ‘Journal’ lists in
which journal, if any, an article was published. ‘Citations’ lists the number of citations for each study from Google Scholar at
the time of writing. Note that ‘Cradle of Inventions’ and ‘Woodcroft’ are not journal articles, but are commonly used sources
of patent data, and both produced their own patent taxonomies.
Sources: see Column 1
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2.3 Machine Learning Methodology

To aid the development of our static schema, we use text analytic techniques.

Text analytics uses text as data, by attempting to extract subjective

information from natural language. Here, text contained in patent titles can

be used to identify patent clusters. Historically, patent applications

contained detailed titles, which are required to describe the nature of the

invention a patent covers. Under the European Patent Convention, for

example, applications are checked by patent examiners to verify the accuracy

of their titles (EPO, 2017). In instances where the title does not match the

invention, an examiner can amend the title as they see fit. But, patent titles

can no longer reveal the actual invention, historically they were more

descriptive. In the case of the historical British patent system, patents could

be annulled if the invention was not properly described in the title, which led

to the adoption of a standardised approach to writing titles (Bottomley,

2014b; Murfitt, 2017). Therefore, historical patent titles provide a rich source

of textual data, which can be used to identify patent classes.

This study relies exclusively on patent titles, rather than the more

commonly used abstracts of patent specifications (see Magerman et al.

(2015), Ruckman and McCarthy (2016), Younge and Kuhn (2016), and Arts

et al. (2018), for examples). We do so for two reasons. First, many historical

patents do not possess digitally available abstract or technical specification

data. In some cases, the data do not exist. Using abstracts and specifications

would therefore discriminate heavily against historical patent data. Second,

we wish to avoid a classification system based on the technical subject

matter of the patent. Abstracts and specifications describe how their

patented invention is to be worked, and what is new compared to the prior

art, so they can be easily replicated by those “trained in the art”. This
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requires considerable technical detail. Historically, patent titles concisely

state what the patent application is, making them more reflective of

potential industries of final usage.

We assume patent data related to a particular industry will consist of

unique keywords in their titles. When working with patent data, topic

modelling is an increasingly popular methodology to approach classification

(Wu et al., 2010; Kaplan and Vakili, 2012; Venugopalan and Rai, 2015;

Ruckman and McCarthy, 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017; Suominen

et al., 2017). We generate topics (common word associations) from across the

entire dataset of patent titles; our preferred method of topic derivation is

Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF).5 The dataset, or “corpus”, is

represented as a matrix composed of word frequencies for each article (row)

and word (column). Frequencies can be simple term counts, but following

O’Callaghan et al. (2015) we adopt a log-based term frequency–inverse

document frequency (TF-IDF) representation, which helps to counter the

influence of words that appear more frequently throughout the corpus. “Stop

words” are entirely removed from the corpus.6 The corpus is then stemmed

to ensure words with the same base are not counted separately. 7

To understand how the NMF approach works, suppose we have a corpus

– a collection of patents in this instance – containing m patent titles, each

composed of a set of n unique words. This corpus is represented by the matrix

C, where ci,j represents, for each document i, the number of occurrences of

word j. NMF attempts to factorize the matrix by approximating it as the

5This method was contrasted against Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), which we found
to produce much less consistent topics.

6The term stop words is used to describe words which are most commonly used in a
particular language (for example the conjunctions like ‘and’, ‘if’, or ‘when’, and prepositions
like ‘to’, ‘with’ or ‘in’). Such words are unhelpful in understanding the content of the corpus
and are therefore ignored. Stop words were sourced from http://www.ranks.nl/stopwords.

7For example, ‘cultivate’ and ‘cultivating’ have the same base ‘cultivat’ but different
stems, and would be observed as unique words without stemming.
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product of two smaller non-negative matrices. This is represented as:

AT ≈ C (2.1)

where matrix T represents how often each word occurs within each topic. The

weights in matrix A reveal the extent to which a patent relates to each topic.

Word associations define their topics, which allows them to be interpreted by

the investigator for further classification.

The number of topics is calibrated manually. When using topic scores to

classify patents, the number of topics influences where each patent is assigned.8

Initially, we generated topics in multiples of 20, and manually examined the

results. Fewer topics were associated with less consistent word associations,

while additional topics alleviated this inconsistency. To find the appropriate

balance between the number of topics and consistency of word associations,

we rely on three separate measures: the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS);

Entropy scores; and Coherence scores. These are displayed in Figure 2.2.

Future investigators, when working with datasets of a significantly different

size, should recreate this process to determine their optimal number of topics.

The RSS measures the quality of the approximation to the original

document term frequency matrix, where a higher score suggests a less

accurate representation. This metric decreases with each additional topic. In

the case where there is a hidden number of groups, we may observe an

improvement in the score once the number of topics reaches the number of

these groups, with diminishing returns thereafter (Hutchins et al., 2008).

Figure 2.2a shows the RSS scores to be decreasing in the number of topics,

but at a marginal rate of decline. The slope of the curve becomes relatively

8We generate the optimal number of topics from our British dataset, described in Section
2.5.
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flat between 50 and 150 topics, suggesting our optimal number of topics lies

within this range.

Entropy is a measure of unpredictability. Information theory shows that

changes in entropy proxy as a measure of information gain. Following Stevens

et al. (2012), for topic model M partitioning data into t groups, where t is the

number of topics, entropy can be measured as:

H(M) =
t∑

i=1
−P (i)logP (i) (2.2)

Entropy therefore measures the amount of information gained from adding an

additional topic. Figure 2.2b shows a negative association between the number

of topics and information gain. A lower score suggests little information gain

from adding an extra topic. The figure shows, for each additional topic, the

new information received is diminishing. Between 10 and 60 topics is when

the greatest information gain occurs. This steadily falls between 50 and 100,

getting flatter as the number of topics passes 100. Information gain is relatively

constant after 130 topics. Based on this measure, the optimal number of topics

likely lies between 100 and 130, but closer to the upper bound.

Finally, we use Coherence-based scores. We can think of topics that make

meaningful connections between words as being coherent. Measures of

coherence are based on ‘pairs of topic descriptor terms that co-occur

frequently or are close to each other within a semantic space are likely to

contribute to higher levels of coherence’ (O’Callaghan et al., 2015: p. 1).

Stevens et al. (2012) consider measures of topic coherence which align with

judgements by human investigators. One such measure is the “UMass”

measure of Mimno et al. (2011). For topic T represented by the top n words
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(a) Residual Sum of Squares scores per Topic

(b) Entropy scores per Topic

(c) Coherence scores per Topic

Figure 2.2: Comparison of measures to determine the optimal number of topics

Source: Author’s calculations using Woodcroft (1854).
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ti, the measure is defined as:

C(T ) =
n∑

i=2

i−1∑
j=1

log
D(ti, tj) + 1

D(tj)
(2.3)

where D(ti) is the number of documents featuring word ti, and D(ti, tj) is the

number of documents featuring both words ti and tj. For any given number

of topics, we can then calculate the average topic coherence score.

Figure 2.2c displays the coherence scores. The overall trend suggests

additional topics lead to less coherent associations. The figure shows a sharp

decline in coherence between 10 and 30 topics. The scores steadily fall until

150 topics, where the slope becomes flatter. There is also a small increase in

Coherence between 120 and 140 topics. This measure suggests the optimal

number of topics falls between 120 and 150.

Based on the three metrics, we argue our optimal number of topics is 120.

Each score indicates the range of 100-150 contains the optimal amount. We

interpret the scores to point to 120 as an optimal number, however choosing

110 or 130 is unlikely to cause a substantial deviation in results. Thus, when we

discuss or make use of topic analysis we will always use 120 topics. This does

not mean we will have 120 distinct patent classes. On the contrary, topics

are a means to derive common word associations that we will then classify

according to our final patent schema, which we now discuss.

2.4 The Taxonomy

Having described our machine learning model, we can begin the design,

validation, and description of our new, static patent taxonomy. This

taxonomy should class patent data based solely on the text contained in

patent titles. It should also classify patents according to their Destination
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(Griliches, 1990). This allows us to identify the relevant classification based

on the information provided in patent titles.

The first step in developing our patent taxonomy is to derive a base set

of patent classes. We do so by undertaking a counting exercise of the patent

taxonomies found in Table 2.1. Since static classes ought to be independent

of both time and countries, classes which appear frequently throughout the

literature are likely to represent static classes. Our sample is representative

of the literature; it covers historical taxonomies from various time periods, as

well as studies from different regions.

To derive our base set of classes, or “word-groups”, we first undertake a

counting exercise on the existing historical taxonomies.9 This counting

exercise compiles all patent classes from each taxonomy into a single corpus

of unique words. Stop words are removed, and the corpus is stemmed to

avoid duplicate terms appearing separately. Each unique word is first tallied,

and then manually grouped with other related words. This is achieved by

treating each unique word as a patent class of its own, and then identifying

which broader group of inventions each class should belong to. For example,

the word ‘agriculture’ would be grouped with the related terms ‘seeds’,

‘land’, and ‘cultivate’, since each term is related to the agricultural industry.

Within each word-group, the title is usually derived from the term with the

highest tally.10 Here, human judgement has the advantage, as any machine

learning algorithm would not necessarily identify, for example, that ‘seeds’

and ‘land’ are related terms. This acts as a reference point, as it provides a

noisy estimate of the most commonly occurring classes throughout the

literature.

9We use the term word-groups to distinguish from a finalised set of patent classes, as
word-groups reflect possible classes which still require verification.

10In the previous example, ‘agriculture’ would have the highest unique tally of all related
terms, and thus the word-group is titled ‘Agriculture’.
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Patent classes comprised of multiple words are decomposed into single

unique words to avoid observing very specific patent classes. For example,

consider the following class taken from the historical German schema

(published in Franks, 1915): ‘Sheet Metal, Metal Pipe and Tube and Wire

Manufacture and Working, Metal-Rolling’. This class focuses on the specific

aspects related to metalworking and manufacturing. Consider another,

broader class, taken from Moser (2005): ‘Manufactures’. The only relation

between these classes comes from their use of the word ‘manufacture’. But,

the specific class also relates to metalworking. We could not, therefore,

consider these to be related, as one is too specific.

The result of this counting exercise is reported in Table 2.2. Our initial

count produced 1,105 unique words, the majority of which appeared only once

or twice. The first half of the Table shows the unique words with the highest

initial tallies. This tally on its own, however, is not informative because it

does not yet account for synonyms or related text.

The second half of Table 2.2 shows the results of our manual grouping. As a

provisional check, both authors conducted this exercise independently, twice.

Each exercise resulted in a similar set of 24 word-groups. ‘NA’ reflects unique

words too vague to assign to any word-groups.11 ‘Aggregate Count’ represents

the total tally of all related words within each word-group. This count acts as

an indicator of how frequently a particular word-groups appears. Word-groups

with lower tallies are less likely to reflect patent classes. ‘Heat’, for example,

has the lowest count, as terms related to Heat did not often appear as part of

any class within our sample; ‘Heat’ may not be a suitable patent class.

We next conduct a series of robustness checks to verify whether our initial

11To ensure ‘NA’ did not reflect its own word-group, we ran another exercise on the
words not assigned to other groups. Neither author could readily identify any further sets
of word-groups.
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Table 2.2: Authors’ results from counting unique words
and related terms contained in patent classes from the
sample of taxonomies

Raw Count Aggregate Count
product 47 NA 237
metal 38 Hardware 226
machin 31 Textiles 219
engin 29 Chemicals 218
textil 29 Instruments 211
instrument 28 Agriculture 182
agricultur 26 Transportation 145
chemic 25 Construction 124
equip 25 Goods/Services 117
mine 24 Machinery 111
transport 23 Paper 99
food 23 Engines 95
electr 22 Manufacturing 79
machineri 21 Metal 73
paper 20 Food 70
manufactur 19 Medical 64
construct 19 Mining 50
print 18 Utility 47
gas 17 Military 43
servic 17 Electricity 40
ship 16 Gas 35
furnitur 16 Light 22
glass 15 Water 19

Communications 17
Heat 16

Notes: The table displays the results from counting the frequency of unique
words and their related terms from our decomposed sample of patent classes
derived from Table 2.1. The ‘Raw Count’ columns represent our results from
the initial frequency counts for words scoring 15 or greater. ‘Aggregate
Count’ displays the word-groups and their total frequency, derived from
counting up the occurrence of unique and related terms, from our manual
assignment.
Source: Authors’ calculations using data described in Table 2.1.

set of word-groups can be considered representative patent classes. These

checks include: inviting a senior international patent examiner to undertake

our counting exercise just described; ascertaining the frequency of each word-

group, verbatim, in our sample of patent taxonomies; and checking whether
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Table 2.3: Patent Examiner’s results from counting unique words and
related terms contained in patent classes from the sample of patent
taxonomies

Patent Examiner Authors’
Word-group Frequency Word-group Frequency
NA 398 NA 237
Engineering Tools 304 Hardware 226
Manufacturing 288 Chemicals 218
Transport 151 Instruments 211
Light Industry 150 Agriculture 182
Household 143 Textiles 176
Agriculture 113 Transportation 145
Construction 109 Construction 124
Organisation 98 Goods/Services 117
Textiles 95 Machinery 111
Foodstuffs 77 Paper 99
Energy Production 72 Power 95
Construction (resources) 60 Manufacturing 79
Wearables 59 Metal 73
Chemistry 58 Food 70
Furniture 52 Health 64
Engineering Components 52 Mining 50
Metallurgy 51 Utility 47
Mining 49 Apparel 43
Engineering Electrical 48 Military 43
Medical 47 Electricity 40
Weapons 37 Gas 35
Engineering Civil 19 Light 22
Telecoms 18 Water 19
Machines 6 Communications 17
Electrical 5 Heat 16

Notes: The table shows the results of the patent examiner’s second attempt at our grouping exercise
using the decomposed sample of patent taxonomies contained in Table 2.1. The examiner’s results are
reported in the first two columns. Our count results are shown in the last two columns for comparative
purposes. ‘Frequency’ represents the total count of all unique, related terms. ‘NA’ denotes words too
vague to be grouped into word-groups.
Source: Authors’ calculations using data described in Table 2.1.

different patent datasets can be readily classified using our set of word-groups.

As a first robustness exercise, we invited a patent examiner, with over 30

years of experience of classifying patents and revising official patent

classification schemas, to conduct our counting exercise. The examiner was
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made aware of the purpose of our schema, and instructions were provided for

them to complete the exercise. The examiner was not shown the results of

our initial counting exercise, and was given only the necessary information so

as not to bias their attempt. This examiner undertook our exercise twice, on

separate dates.

The examiner first produced a set of 14 word-groups, 11 of which were a

match to ours. However, some of the examiner’s classes were too broad, and

they were asked to repeat the exercise a second time, with a focus on deriving

a larger number of word-groups. The result of this final attempt is shown in

Table 2.3.

In this attempt, the examiner also derived 24 word-groups, of which 17

word-groups are similar to ours. By comparing the descriptions provided by

the patent examiner with the terms included in each of our word-groups, we

could subsume the examiner’s remaining word-group into at least one of

ours: ‘Construction’ and ‘Construction (resources)’ relates to Construction;

‘Electrical’ relates to Electricity; ‘Energy Production’ relates to Engines;

‘Light Industry’ relates to multiple word-groups; ‘Metallurgy’ relates to

Metal; ‘Engineering Civil’ relates to Construction; ‘Engineering Components’

and ‘Engineering Tools’ are both related to Hardware and Instruments;

‘Engineering Electrical’ is related to Electricity; ‘Furniture’ and ‘Household’

relate to Goods/Services; ‘Organisation’ relates to Goods/Services and

Paper; and ‘Wearables’ relates to Apparel. Therefore, the first robustness

check provides strong support for our initial set of word-groups as reasonable

patent classes.

We next check how often our word-groups appeared as a distinct class in

the sample literature, highlighting whether we derived a schema representative

of the literature and whether our word-group titles are sufficiently broad. We
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Table 2.4: Results from matching word-groups to the
sample of patent taxonomies

Word-groups Total Percentage
Machinery 29 82.86
Textiles 29 82.86
Chemicals 27 77.14
Metal 26 74.29
Agriculture 26 74.29
Instruments 23 65.71
Food 23 65.71
Paper 21 60.00
Construction 19 54.29
Mining 17 48.57
Electricity 16 45.71
Transportation 15 42.86
Health 15 42.86
Goods 12 34.29
Apparel 11 31.43
Military 11 31.43
Manufacturing 11 31.43
Engines 10 28.57
Utility 10 28.57
Hardware 7 20.00
Communications 7 20.00
Gas 4 11.43
Water 4 11.43
Heat 3 8.57
Light 3 8.57

Notes: The table shows how often each word-group appears,
verbatim, in our sample of 35 patent taxonomies from Table
2.1. ‘Percentage’ indicate the percentage of taxonomies each
word-group appeared in. Word-groups with higher scores are
considered more robust and representative of the literature.
Source: Authors’ calculations using data described in Table 2.1.

check each word-group against each taxonomy, and then tabulate how often

they appear. The results are reported in Table 2.4. For example, 29 out of the

35 sample taxonomies list Machinery as a distinct class, while Heat appears

only three times.

As our last verification check, we examine the ability of our word-groups
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Table 2.5: Data used for topic analysis robustness check

Country Years Source
England (‘EN’) 1617-1852 A Cradle of Inventions

(2009)
France (‘FR’) 1855-1938 PATSTAT Biblio
Germany (‘DE’) 1877-1933 PATSTAT Biblio
Great Britain (‘GB’) 1899-1913 PATSTAT Biblio
United States (‘US’) 1790-1900 PATSTAT Biblio

Notes: The table shows the datasets used to assess the robustness of our word-
groups as patent classes. For France and Germany we took a random sample of
patents. For Great Britain and the US, we included all patents available until
the specified end date. This means many patents were missing for older periods.
However, since we care about deriving word-groups, this omission is not serious as
we are still capable of observing patent titles.
Source: See Source column.

to classify different patent datasets, using the machine learning methodology

described in Section 2.3. Specifically, we derive a set of topics from a number

of patent datasets gathered from PATSTAT, and then match these topics to

our list of word-groups. Despite PATSTAT’s incompleteness, it is a useful

source for examining late-nineteenth and twentieth-century patents from

France, Germany, Great Britain, and the US – those countries which are

often studied in regard to patents and innovation, and amongst the richest

and most developed in recent history. Table 2.5 shows the datasets used to

verify our word-groups.

We base the strength of our proposed schema on whether it can suitably

classify each topic. In particular, we are concerned with the spanning nature

of the proposed classes: we wish to assign at least one word-group per topic,

and are less concerned with instances where ambiguity arises. Large patent

datasets will inevitably contain pioneering and niche inventions which are more

difficult to classify. Such outlier patents are unlikely to undermine an entire

classification schema. Nevertheless, if significant numbers of patents appear

as distinct, unclassifiable topics, then our schema is likely to be undermined.
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To check the robustness of our word-groups, we apply the NMF topic

analysis method to the patent datasets described in Table 2.5. For France

and Germany, we draw a random sample from each decade. By taking

samples, we can ensure each patent dataset is of a similar manageable size,

and we can use the same number of topics.

To justify including additional classes, we should observe topics which

cannot be mapped to existing word-groups. Should such a distinct class

exist, then we should observe significant numbers of patents and a distinct

language describing the associated patents. By extracting more topics from

each dataset than word-groups within the proposed schema, we attempt to

identify any omitted classes.

The results of this exercise are shown in Table 2.6. Each column

represents one of our patent datasets from Table 2.5, and their values

indicate how many topics could be assigned to a particular word-group: for

example, seven topics out of 120 were assigned to ‘Agriculture’ for the

England data. For France and Germany there were more unclassifiable

classes due to spurious word associations. For most word-groups, we were

able to classify multiple topics across each dataset. Few word-groups were

not well represented, such as ‘Heat’ and ‘Light’, suggesting these may be

unsuitable patent classes.

Our topic analysis confirms the proposed schema is sufficient to capture

patents from a number of diverse datasets.12 We could readily assign each

topic to at least one of our word-groups, supporting the word-groups as static

classes. Similarly, the French and German datasets were able to be classified

with our proposed word-groups, further supporting the use of our methods for

12To prepare the patents for analysis, patent titles were stripped of non-printing
characters and stop words. Suitable substitutions are applied to reduce all text to a standard
character set.
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any patent dataset, irrespective of the language.

To determine whether our proposed schema constitutes a static taxonomy,

we compile the results from each of our exercises into Table 2.8. The table

is sorted by the column ‘Frequency’ which is a simple score indicating the

likelihood of a particular word-group reasonably reflecting a patent class. To

derive scores for the Frequency column, “cut-off points” are constructed for

each exercise. Cut-off points are subjectively determined, and are intended

only to help guide the construction of our patent schema; these are described

in the table notes. When reviewing the results of our exercises, we placed less

weight on the Frequency score if word-groups received scores only from the

final exercise.

‘Outcome’ records our final decisions regarding the word-groups. Based on

our review, we merge the following classes: ‘Communications’ into ‘Electricity’;

‘Gas’ into ‘Chemicals’ or ‘Utility’; ‘Heat’, ‘Light’ and ‘Water’ into ‘Utility’.

For the word-groups ‘Mining’ and ‘Manufacturing’, which had high Frequency

scores, we kept these due to their scores in the first three exercises; both word-

groups received the entirety of their score from the ‘Topic Datasets’ exercise.

Additionally, we amend the titles of certain word-groups to broaden their scope

as patent classes: ‘Goods/Services’ is renamed ‘Commodities’ and ‘Engines’

is renamed ‘Power’. As a result, we are left with a static patent classification

schema of 20 classes.

The final step is to use the previous topic analysis techniques to aid the

descriptions of our classes. Inadequate descriptions can lead to a subjective

interpretation of how to apply our taxonomy. Such difficulties would deter

adoption of the schema, and undermine results derived from its application.

Since topics represent word clusters tending to appear in combination with

one another, where a topic directly relates to a class the words comprising
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Table 2.6: Topic analysis results using PATSTAT
datasets

Word-group EN FR DE GB US
Agriculture 7 3 1 3 5
Apparel 2 2 2 3 2
Chemicals 15 17 10 5 2
Communications 0 1 0 2 4
Construction 4 2 3 3 2
Electricity 1 6 3 6 5
Engines 8 4 6 6 6
Food 1 3 4 1 0
Gas 1 1 2 2 1
Goods 3 6 5 7 5
Hardware 17 17 20 25 28
Health 1 2 0 1 3
Heat 1 0 0 2 2
Instruments 9 6 12 11 11
Light 3 1 0 2 1
Machinery 4 3 5 8 13
Manufacturing 1 1 0 1 3
Metal 4 4 4 2 5
Military 2 3 0 2 1
Mining 2 1 2 1 0
Paper 5 3 1 6 3
Textiles 18 2 0 4 5
Transportation 7 9 2 8 8
Utility 2 5 3 8 5
Water 2 1 0 1 1

Notes: The table reports a count of how many topics could be classified
according to our set of 24 word-groups, when applying our topic analysis
techniques to the datasets described in Table 2.5. ‘EN’ represents England;
‘FR’ is France; ‘DE’ is Germany; ‘GB’ is Great Britain; and ‘US’ is the
United States. For France and Germany, their total will not add up to
120 due to spurious word associations. This is a result of the difficulties of
stemming French and German patent titles.
Source: Authors’ calculations using data from 2.5.
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Table 2.7: Patent class definitions

Number Classification Inventions Pertaining To:

(1) Agriculture The growth of crops and raising of livestock; fishing, forestry and hunting;
horticulture; unspecified use of land

(2) Apparel Articles to be worn; articles of clothing for humans and animals; jewellery,
broaches, and the like

(3) Chemicals The development of new chemicals, the applications of chemicals, or products
developed by chemicals processes; organic and inorganic chemistry; gases;
nuclear

(4) Commodities Consumable, durable, and non-durable goods which are not explicitly for
industrial usage, with a focus on inventions to be sold in the market for private
use; intangible services; recreational items

(5) Construction Building; tools for building; civil engineering; construction and building
related accessories; building of infrastructure; construction of items of a
physical nature

(6) Electricity The creation, management, and application of electricity; of electrical
appliances, components, and instruments; aspects of electricity which do
not overlap with other utilities; combinations of electricity with galvanism,
magnetism and the like

(7) Food The production, treatment, and management of foodstuffs and beverages for
consumption; tobacco

(8) Hardware Devices, objects, items or articles that provide a productivity-enhancing or
labour-saving function requiring little or no manual interaction; Machine
tools; Non-mechanical objects

(9) Health Improving the quality of life; life-saving medicines or apparatus; protection
from ailments

(10) Instruments Measuring, gauging, weighing; general devices or objects which reduce the
effort required to perform certain tasks; devices or objects which aid in
productivity of labour; a tool or implement especially for precision work

(11) Machinery Machines which operate on mechanical power, and to their maintenance;
processes conducted by machines

(12) Manufacturing The production of goods or items; large scale and small scale

(13) Metal Metallurgy; extracting metals from their ores; the application of chemical
processes to metals, whether by producing, refining, galvanising or other such
methods

(14) Military Weapons, armaments, armour, and other types of offensive or defensive
articles

(15) Mining The construction of mines, their excavation, management, flood management,
and extraction of natural resources; the raising and lowering of heavy bodies

(16) Paper The use of paper; methods which improve paper; the process of printing; paper
and cardboard production, and to other such related items; physical record
keeping; bills, cheques

(17) Power Generating, regulating, and applying energy for power, speed, or such related
uses

(18) Textiles The creation of fabrics from processes of weaving, spinning, knitting, felting,
etc, and their bleaching or dyeing, and treatment

(19) Transportation Facilitating speedy, or easier, travel across distances; transport infrastructure;
packaging and storage of items for easier transport

(20) Utility The management of public systems, such as sewerage; the creation,
management, and application of gas, heat, light, and water; the regulation of
water, light, heat, gas, and electricity as public goods; and to inventions which
encompass combinations of water, light, heat, gas, and electricity; fireproofing
structures

Notes: The table defines our set of 20 patent classes. Definitions are constructed using the word
associations derived from the topic analysis methodology. Some classes could be further divided
using these definitions, or further aggregated.
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Table 2.8: Overview of the series of robustness checks used to derive a set of possible patent classes

Word-group Tally Patent Examiner Literature Validation Topic Datasets Frequency Outcome
EN US GB FR DE

Chemicals 218 1 27 15 2 5 17 10 0 –
Metal 73 1 26 4 5 2 4 4 0 –
Construction 124 1 19 4 2 3 2 3 0 –
Transportation 145 1 15 7 8 8 9 2 0 –
Goods/Services 117 1 12 3 5 7 6 5 0 –
Machinery 111 0 29 4 13 8 3 5 1 –
Textiles 176 1 29 18 5 4 2 0 1 –
Agriculture 182 1 26 7 5 3 3 1 1 –
Instruments 211 0 23 9 11 11 6 12 1 –
Engines 95 0 10 8 6 6 4 6 1 –
Hardware 226 1 7 17 28 25 17 20 1 –
Paper 99 0 21 5 3 6 3 1 2 –
Electricity 40 1 16 1 5 6 6 3 2 –
Apparel 43 0 11 2 2 3 2 2 2 –
Utility 47 0 10 2 5 8 5 3 2 –
Food 70 1 23 1 0 1 3 4 3 –
Health 64 1 15 1 3 1 2 0 3 –
Military 43 1 11 2 1 2 3 0 3 –
Mining 50 1 17 2 0 1 1 2 4 –
Manufacturing 79 1 11 1 3 1 1 0 4 –
Communications 17 1 7 0 4 2 1 0 5 Reassigned to Electricity
Gas 35 0 4 1 1 2 1 2 6 Reassigned to Chemicals and Utility
Heat 16 0 3 1 2 2 0 0 6 Reassigned to Utility
Light 22 0 3 3 1 2 1 0 6 Reassigned to Utility
Water 19 0 4 2 1 1 1 0 7 Reassigned to Utility

Notes: The table shows an overview of the results from each of our robustness checks to determine whether our word-groups reflect a set of patent classes. ‘Tally’ refers to our initial
derivation of unique word-groups. ‘Patent Examiner’ refers to our patent examiner’s derivation of word-groups, we score a value of 1 if the examiner’s word-group matched ours.
‘Literature Validation’ refers to counting the number of taxonomies in which each of our 24 word-groups appear. ‘Topic Datasets’ shows how often each of our word-groups classified
topics in each of our five patent datasets. ‘Frequency’ is a simple count indicating how likely a word-group reflects a patent class: the higher the score, the less likely the group should be
kept. Word-groups can only have a maximum Frequency of eight, as there are seven distinct exercises. For a word-group to receive a score from any given exercise, we defined “cut-off”
points. The cut-off points are defined as follows: ‘Tally’ below 50; ‘Patent Examiner’ score of zero; ‘Literature Validation’ below 10; ‘Topic Datasets’ score of zero or one. ‘Outcome’
describes our final decision in regard to the authenticity of word-groups: ‘–’ means we keep that word-group as a patent class, any other result is outlined in the table.
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the topic act as descriptors. This uncovers the vocabulary used to connect a

patent’s description with its intended classification, from which we derive our

class definitions. Table 2.7 presents our finalized classification schema.

2.5 Application of Taxonomy

The use of competing patent taxonomies within the literature is problematic:

the results posited may be contingent on the choice of classification. How can

we compare the results derived using different taxonomies, especially when

we do not know how to replicate them? Before we test for classification

distortion, we first discuss our dataset: the population of British patents

granted between 1700 and 1850. We chose this dataset for the following

reasons. First, the dataset has been used extensively within the historical

innovation literature (Dutton, 1984; Sullivan, 1989; 1990; MacLeod, 2002;

Nuvolari and Tartari, 2011; Meisenzahl and Mokyr, 2011; Bottomley, 2014a;

Dowey, 2017; Khan, 2018). Second, prior studies have classified the patent

data. Nuvolari and Tartari (2011), A Cradle of Inventions: British Patents

from 1617 to 1894, and Woodcroft (1860) have assigned obtainable

competing schemas to the data, allowing for comparisons with our own.

Third, the dataset covers the traditional period of the Industrial Revolution

(dated approximately 1760-1830). Any insights from this era are vital to our

understanding of this phenomenon, which transformed stagnant, agricultural

economies into industrialised ones, birthing the modern age.

To prepare the dataset for comparison, we assign each taxonomy. The

Cradle of Invention (COI) schema had already been assigned when the data

were extracted. The Nuvolari-Tartari (NT) taxonomy was provided by

Nuvolari and Tartari (2011), and Bennet Woodcroft’s ‘Subject-Matter Index’

(Woodcroft) was collected and assigned using Woodcroft’s matching index.
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We assign our schema using our machine learning methodology. After

deriving our 120 topics, we assigned one class per topic.13 Our method

creates each topic and assigns patents to them simultaneously. We then

assign the topic’s associated class. By assigning the top two topic scores to

each patent, we can account for any potential overlap across technology

groups. We denote these as “Topic-One” and “Topic-Two”. In some

instances, a patent has the same class assigned twice. We consider these

patents to have few overlapping characteristics. We also manually classified

the entire dataset, and compared our assignments with the machine’s. Both

authors did so independently. Either of our manually assigned classes

matched either of the assigned topics in 93 per cent of cases.14 The remaining

seven per cent which did not match were the result of too few unique words.

Table 2.9 presents a comparison of the schemas used in this study. Several

classes appear within each taxonomy: Agriculture, Apparel, Chemicals,

Engines/Power, Medical/Health, Metal, Military, Mining, Paper, and

Textiles. For these commonly occurring classes, however, the number of

assigned patents are not identical across taxonomies. The COI schema, for

example, assigns 1,676 patents to Textiles, while our own Topic-One assigns

2,280; approximately 600 patents have been classified inconsistently across

schemas. Food patents suffer a similar inconsistency across existing schemas.

COI lists 323 patents as Food, while NT lists 754 instead, and our schema

lists only 50. The majority of patents also receive a different Topic-Two

assignment, suggesting the characteristics of many patented inventions spill

over into multiple technology groups. This supports our assertion that

13Where a topic was inconsistent in its word associations, it should be labelled ‘Unclear’
and then the patents assigned to it should be manually reviewed. In our analysis, no topics
were labelled Unclear.

14We invited the senior patent examiner to manually classify a random sample of 250
patents according to our schema. We then checked their classification against the machine’s
and found a 70 per cent match.
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patents require more than one classification.

We calculate Herfindahl-Hirschman (HHI) scores for each schema. HHI

scores show how concentrated a particular taxonomy is. A higher score

indicates a more skewed distribution of patents within a particular schema.

For example, COI has the highest associated HHI score at 0.229, while

Woodcroft has the lowest at 0.026. Examining the COI schema shows

‘Industry’ accounts for 42 per cent of all British patents. No other schema

has such a ‘catch-all’ class.

2.6 Comparison of Taxonomies

The existing, competing schemas do not consistently classify patent data, as

schemas have different classes and presumably different approaches to

classifying patents. Consequently, studies which use different schemas are

likely to produce different results. To test for any potential distortions, we

observe each schema in relation to three commonly examined patent

characteristics: the citations of patented inventions, the occupational status

of patentees, and the stock of patents held by patentees. Because each

taxonomy does not have the exact same patent classes, we examine only

those classes common to at least three schemas: Agriculture, Chemicals,

Clothing (or Apparel), Engines (or Power), Food, Instruments, Medicines (or

Health), Metal, Military, Mining, Paper, and Textiles.

To determine whether classification distortion exists, we contrast the

results from a series of regressions models described below. First, we contrast

results between taxonomies for a given patent characteristic: how does the

coefficient’s magnitude, sign, or significance change from one taxonomy to

another? Second, we contrast whether the differences between taxonomies

are the same across patent characteristics: if we observe a particular class
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Table 2.9: Comparison of patent taxonomies using the historical British patent data

Cradle of Invention Nuvolari Topic-One Topic-Two Woodcroft

Class Count Percent HHI Class Count Percent HHI Class Count Percent HHI Class Count Percent HHI Class Count Percent HHI

AGR 442 3.21 0.001 Agriculture 455 3.30 0.001 Agriculture 597 4.33 0.002 Agriculture 493 3.58 0.001 Agriculture 483 3.55 0.001
BEV 278 2.02 0.000 Carriages 844 6.13 0.004 Apparel 105 0.76 0.000 Apparel 109 0.79 0.000 Apparel 179 1.31 0.000
CLO 279 2.02 0.000 Chemicals 1,152 8.36 0.007 Chemicals 1,189 8.63 0.007 Chemicals 990 7.19 0.005 Chemicals 151 1.11 0.000
COM 80 0.58 0.000 Clothing 344 2.50 0.001 Commodities 482 3.50 0.001 Commodities 217 1.57 0.000 Engines 1,018 7.47 0.006
DOM 1,642 11.92 0.014 Construction 641 4.65 0.002 Construction 564 4.09 0.002 Construction 778 5.65 0.003 Medical 237 1.74 0.000
FOO 323 2.34 0.001 Engines 1,714 12.44 0.015 Electricity 97 0.70 0.000 Electricity 60 0.44 0.000 Metal 432 3.17 0.001
IND 5,875 42.64 0.182 Food 754 5.47 0.003 Food 50 0.36 0.000 Food 77 0.56 0.000 Military 142 1.04 0.000
INS 458 3.32 0.001 Furniture 690 5.01 0.003 Hardware 1421 10.31 0.011 Hardware 1,689 12.26 0.015 Mining 40 0.29 0.000
MED 248 1.80 0.000 Glass 141 1.02 0.000 Health 85 0.62 0.000 Health 141 1.02 0.000 Paper 151 1.11 0.000
MIL 203 1.47 0.000 Hardware 879 6.38 0.004 Instruments 1153 8.37 0.007 Instruments 782 5.68 0.003 Textiles 1,323 9.71 0.009
MIN 207 1.50 0.000 Instruments 623 4.52 0.002 Machinery 666 4.83 0.002 Machinery 1,126 8.17 0.007
MIS 15 0.11 0.000 Leather 224 1.63 0.000 Manufacture 459 3.33 0.001 Manufacture 1,075 7.80 0.006
PAP 530 3.85 0.001 Manufacturing 736 5.34 0.003 Metal 517 3.75 0.001 Metal 484 3.51 0.001
TEX 1,676 12.16 0.015 Medicines 287 2.08 0.000 Military 206 1.50 0.000 Military 116 0.84 0.000
TRA 1,522 11.05 0.012 Metallurgy 719 5.22 0.003 Mining 166 1.20 0.000 Mining 253 1.84 0.000

Military 256 1.86 0.000 Paper 501 3.64 0.001 Paper 410 2.98 0.001
Mining 85 0.62 0.000 Power 1263 9.17 0.008 Power 1,464 10.63 0.011
Paper 504 3.66 0.001 Textiles 2,280 16.55 0.027 Textiles 1,863 13.52 0.018
Pottery 290 2.10 0.000 Transportation 1,080 7.84 0.006 Transportation 844 6.13 0.004
Ships 616 4.47 0.002 Utility 897 6.51 0.004 Utility 807 5.86 0.003
Textiles 1,824 13.24 0.018

HHI 0.229 0.070 0.083 0.080 0.026

Notes: The table displays the Herfindahl-Hirschman Concentration ratios for each taxonomy. ‘Count’ represents the total number of patents related to each class. This is then represented as a percentage. The individual class
HHI scores are represented. The bottom row displays the HHI ratio for each taxonomy as a whole. For the ‘Woodcroft’ schema, we have reported only those classes found in other schemas instead of the entire 146 classes. The
HHI for Woodcroft is still calculated using the whole taxonomy.

Sources: Authors’ calculations using data from A Cradle of Inventions (2009), Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) and Woodcroft (1860). All taxonomies cover 1700-1850.
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distortion for one patent characteristic, do we observe the same distortions to

the other characteristics?

Given the taxonomies examined in this study are very similar, observing

any differences is even more concerning. For a similar set of taxonomies, we

should observe no differences if patents are classified in the same manner.

But, observing any distortions between similar taxonomies suggests similarity

is strictly not enough to ensure consistency, and that distortions between less

similar taxonomies are likely to be considerably larger and much more serious.

2.6.1 The Citations of Patented Inventions

First, we examine how the choice of taxonomy affects an analysis of the

citations of patented inventions. In the innovation literature, patent citations

are a popular metric used to proxy for patent quality or value (Hall et al.,

2001; 2005; Lach and Schankerman, 2008; Bernstein, 2015; Kogan et al.,

2017). In place of citations, the historical British literature has adopted the

Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI), as pioneered by Nuvolari and Tartari

(2011). This index lists how many contemporary scientific and trade journals

referenced a particular patent within our dataset. The references are used to

proxy for the technical and economic significance of a particular patented

invention: more references signal a higher quality patent. Because the

number of references artificially increases over time, we adopt the approach

of Hall et al. (2005) and Nuvolari and Tartari (2011), by weighting the total

sum of references on a patent by the average number of references on all

patents within a given time period. To ensure comparability, our time

periods similar to Nuvolari and Tartari (2011).15

The quality indicator is a count variable with a skewed distribution; many
15These cohorts are as follows: 1700-1721; 1722-1741; 1742-1761; 1762-1781; 1782-1801;

1802-1811; 1812-1821; 1822-1831; 1832-1841; 1842-1850.
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patents have few references, and few patents have many references. The

negative binomial model accounts for skewness by relaxing the assumption

that the mean and the variance are equal (Greene, 2008).16 Under this

model, our dependent variable is the weighted number of references for a

given patent. Our control variables constitute: whether the patentee had a

prior patent; the patentee’s occupation; whether the patentee’s occupation

directly relates to the class of their invention; their nationality; and time

controls. The explanatory variables are the classes associated with each

schema. We represent patent classes with dummy variables, where

Agriculture is the chosen baseline category.

Table 2.10 provides the results of our approach. Column 1 uses the

Woodcroft schema; column 2 the NT schema; column 3 the COI taxonomy;

column 4 the Topic-One taxonomy; column 5 the Topic-Two taxonomy; and

column 6 controls for Topic-One and Topic-Two simultaneously (henceforth

known as “TT”). We argue that future investigators who employ our schema

run three separate econometric specifications, using Topic-One, Topic-Two,

and then both schemas together as a robustness check.

At first glance, the table posits consistencies for several classes.

Metallurgy and Textiles patents are the most consistently similar, perhaps

reflecting better defined technology and industry boundaries compared to

other patent classes. Despite the consistency, both classes still display some

distortions. For Metallurgy, coefficient magnitude fluctuates wildly – Metal

patents are either 10 or 20 per cent more valuable than Agricultural ones.

Similarly, under the COI schema only, Textiles patents are not statistically

different from Agricultural ones.

After examining the remaining classes, we find that classification

16We also test the relationship using the poisson model. The results from poisson are
equivalent to the negative binomial approach.
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Table 2.10: Negative Binomial: Dependent variable is the weighted
number of references per patent

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Woodcroft NT COI Topic-One Topic-Two TT

Chemicals 0.090*** 0.105*** - 0.017 0.071*** 0.018
(0.029) (0.023) - (0.020) (0.020) (0.012)

Clothing -0.058 -0.098*** -0.046 -0.151*** 0.033 -0.055*
(0.038) (0.034) (0.039) (0.028) (0.039) (0.032)

Engines 0.009 0.045 - 0.002 0.038 0.010
(0.052) (0.040) - (0.038) (0.033) (0.025)

Food - 0.021 0.026 0.115 0.134*** 0.122
- (0.022) (0.027) (0.164) (0.051) (0.087)

Instruments - 0.041* -0.014 -0.039** 0.017 -0.036***
- (0.023) (0.025) (0.019) (0.023) (0.012)

Medicines -0.104*** -0.069*** -0.031 -0.067** -0.092 -0.098***
(0.027) (0.025) (0.029) (0.028) (0.057) (0.028)

Metallurgy 0.186*** 0.145*** - 0.098*** 0.107*** 0.092***
(0.030) (0.030) - (0.033) (0.038) (0.029)

Military -0.051* -0.019 -0.034 -0.067* -0.010 -0.043**
(0.028) (0.033) (0.038) (0.035) (0.026) (0.019)

Mining 0.092 0.182*** 0.202*** -0.090** 0.004 -0.055*
(0.103) (0.060) (0.056) (0.036) (0.051) (0.030)

Paper 0.210*** 0.077* 0.060 0.023 0.033 0.021
(0.058) (0.040) (0.043) (0.030) (0.028) (0.021)

Textiles -0.111*** -0.066* -0.039 -0.071*** -0.058*** -0.071***
(0.042) (0.039) (0.031) (0.021) (0.022) (0.013)

Constant -0.031 -0.101 -0.084 -0.041 -0.058 -0.034
(0.071) (0.073) (0.065) (0.059) (0.052) (0.052)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 12,937 12,937 12,937 12,937 12,937 12,937
Pseudo R-Squared 0.00667 0.00371 0.00287 0.00292 0.00271 0.00325

Notes: The table shows how the quality of patented inventions varies by technology
group, compared across multiple patent taxonomies. The dependent variable is the
weighted number of references per patent. In each column, the omitted variable is the
Agriculture class. Coefficients are interpreted as the difference in the logs of expected
counts of the predictor variable. To translate into a unit change, the coefficients need
to be exponentiated. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1
Sources: Authors’ calculations using data from A Cradle of Inventions (2009) and
Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) and Woodcroft (1860). All datasets cover 1700-1850.
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distortions exist. This distortion affects all aspects related to interpreting

regression coefficients. The magnitude of coefficients fluctuates considerably

when comparing Mining inventions, for example. The COI schema suggests

Mining patents are likely to have 17-18 per cent more references per patent

compared to Agricultural patents. One reasonable interpretation is that

capital-intensive inventions are of a greater quality.17 Topic-One, however,

suggests Mining patents have nine per cent fewer references.

Capital-intensive inventions, then, are of a lower quality compared to

Agricultural ones.

Statistical significance also fluctuates considerably. Chemicals patents, for

example, show a statistically significant association under the NT, Topic-Two

and Woodcroft schemas. For Topic-One and TT, however, Chemicals patents

are not statistically distinguishable from Agricultural patents, in terms of their

respective number of references. Such a result is likely to lead investigators

to consider Textile patents as being no different from Agricultural patents. A

similar observation is found when interpreting Clothing related patents.

The direction of association of coefficients is also subject to distortion.

Three classes exhibit inconsistency regarding the direction of association:

Clothing, Instruments, and Mining. Mining and Instruments are perhaps the

most distorted classes, as not only does their direction of association

fluctuate across taxonomies, but so too does their statistical significance –

both positive and negative statistically significant associations are shown.

Depending on which schema had been adopted, investigators could find

completely contradictory results.

17Based on their titles, Mining patents were likely to be highly mechanised during this
period. Such inventions are considered to be capital-intensive, as suggested by Khan (2005),
because more capital than labour is required for their development.
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2.6.2 Patentee Occupational Status

To ascertain whether classification distortion is unique to examining the

citations of patented inventions, we next examine patentee’s occupations

against patent classes. The innovation literature has examined the role of

independent inventors and the types of industries they are likely to select

into, or the types of inventions they are likely to produce (Schmookler, 1966;

Khan and Sokoloff, 2004; Nicholas, 2010; 2011c; Khan, 2018). Our data allow

us to conduct a similar examination. The patent data record the patentee’s

occupation alongside their name. This allows us to match occupations to a

statistical measure of potential skills using the HISCLASS schema of Van

Leeuwen and Maas (2011). This metric groups occupations based on their

skills, whether they are manual or non-manual labour, and the degree of

supervision required. For simplicity, we break the HISCLASS codes into

manual versus non-manual occupations, following Klemp and Weisdorf

(2012). Non-manual occupations are likely to be higher-skilled than their

manual counterparts (Van Leeuwen and Maas, 2011).

We represent non-manual occupations using a dummy indicator variable.

Consequently, a probit regression model is necessary to derive the probability

of patent classes being associated with non-manual occupations. Our control

variables constitute: whether the inventor had a prior patent; their nationality;

and time controls. The explanatory variables are patent classes, with the

baseline class being Agriculture. Table 2.11 reports our results.

Classification distortion still exists, however it is less severe for this

particular characteristic. This may be due to the skewed distribution of

non-manual occupations: approximately 75 per cent of occupations in the

data are classified as non-manual. Despite this, there exists variation because

of class distortions.
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Table 2.11: Probit: Dependent variable is a dummy representing a non-
manual occupation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Woodcroft NT COI Topic-One Topic-Two TT

Chemicals 0.381*** 0.189*** - 0.153*** 0.099*** 0.119***
(0.065) (0.045) - (0.046) (0.023) (0.015)

Clothing 0.061 0.051 0.011 0.102** 0.016 0.054*
(0.046) (0.040) (0.041) (0.040) (0.035) (0.031)

Engines 0.214*** 0.183*** - 0.166*** 0.081*** 0.110***
(0.037) (0.040) - (0.043) (0.028) (0.019)

Food - 0.118*** 0.166*** -0.067 0.040 -0.015
- (0.042) (0.050) (0.103) (0.052) (0.032)

Instruments - 0.044 -0.026 -0.017 -0.015 -0.036
- (0.055) (0.059) (0.058) (0.041) (0.026)

Medicines 0.271*** 0.242*** 0.237*** 0.219*** 0.133*** 0.179***
(0.040) (0.036) (0.043) (0.038) (0.030) (0.027)

Metal 0.178*** 0.164*** - 0.137*** 0.069 0.086***
(0.058) (0.052) - (0.051) (0.043) (0.030)

Military -0.064 -0.028 -0.048 -0.114* -0.126** -0.105***
(0.051) (0.064) (0.064) (0.067) (0.053) (0.034)

Mining 0.261*** 0.210*** 0.206*** 0.148*** 0.110*** 0.104***
(0.081) (0.066) (0.060) (0.046) (0.038) (0.022)

Paper 0.341*** 0.130*** 0.083** 0.064 -0.028 0.016
(0.052) (0.043) (0.040) (0.046) (0.026) (0.012)

Textiles -0.042 -0.033 -0.006 -0.050 -0.063 -0.046*
(0.056) (0.075) (0.067) (0.055) (0.054) (0.028)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 12,741 12,895 12,895 12,895 12,895 12,895
Pseudo R-Squared 0.132 0.0906 0.0728 0.0833 0.0698 0.0859

Notes: The table shows how the association between non-manual occupations and
technology groups, compared across multiple patent taxonomies. The dependent
variable is a dummy variable, where a value of 1 indicates a non-manual occupation.
In each column, the omitted variable is the “Agriculture” class. Coefficients are
interpreted as marginal effects at the means. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Sources: Authors’ calculations using data from A Cradle of Inventions (2009) and
Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) and Woodcroft (1860). All datasets cover the period
1700-1850.
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Paper patents show a significant range in terms of coefficient size. Under

the COI schema, for example, an average Paper patent is approximately 8.3

per cent more likely to be associated with a non-manual occupation, when

compared to an Agriculture patent. The size of the result is small, suggesting

inventors of Paper patents were slightly more skilled. However, the

Woodcroft schema suggests non-manual occupations were 34 per cent more

likely to produce Paper patents. While the conclusion remains similar, the

contrast between coefficient sizes can lead to differing interpretations

regarding the importance of human capital or skills when producing paper

inventions.

Statistical significance also varies across taxonomies. The majority of

patent classes present an almost even divide between significance and

non-significance. For example, Food patents are statistically significant at

the one per cent level under the NT and COI schemas. The remaining

schemas, however, are not statistically significant at conventional levels.

Chemicals, Engines, Medicines, and Mining patents are the only ones to

show no variation in statistical significance. This is in clear contrast to their

variation observed against patent citations, suggesting distortions do not

appear consistently when examining various patent characteristics.

The direction of association shows more stability compared with the

previous set of results. Only Food, Instruments, and Paper patents show any

variation in direction across taxonomies. The NT schema suggests

Instruments patents were more likely to be associated with non-manual

occupations compared to Agricultural patents. The remaining schemas,

however, suggest the opposite: skilled individuals were less likely to produce

instruments patents.
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2.6.3 Patent Stock

The final variable of interest is the stock of patents granted to patentees. This

variable measures how many patents an individual has had each time they

obtain a new patent. This measure is often used to control for other patent

characteristics, and has been studied in Dutton (1984), MacLeod (2002), Khan

and Sokoloff (2001), and Khan (2015b). Patent stock is useful for observing

the behaviour of professional inventors or patentees, who are likely to view

patents more favourably or as a greater necessity than other inventors who

do not exploit the patent system. These inventors can be more commonly

thought of as “Economic men” (Dutton, 1984: p. 104-117), who respond to

demand-side conditions. Observing what they patent can inform us about

inventor’s perceptions of profitable avenues of invention.

Patent stock is represented by a simple count variable with a skewed

distribution, as few individuals hold many patents while many hold few.

Therefore, we use a negative binomial model, as when observing patent

citations. The control variables constitute: inventor occupations; their

nationality; and time controls. The explanatory variables are patent classes,

with the baseline class being Agriculture. Table 2.12 reports our results.

Once again, we find evidence of classification distortions. Unlike the

previous table, observing patent stock shows a greater degree of distortion.

In terms of coefficient magnitude, there is substantial variation. Under the

Woodcroft schema, inventors who held Mining patents are 28 per cent more

likely to have had a greater stock of patents, suggesting inventors of Mining

patents may have either deemed patents as necessary or made greater profits

to purchase additional patents. By contrast the COI schema suggests these

inventors were only four per cent more likely to have held other patents,

while the Topic-Two schema shows a magnitude less than one per cent.
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Table 2.12: Negative Binomial: Dependent variable is the stock of
patents per patentee

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
VARIABLES Woodcroft NT COI TopicOne TopicTwo TT

Chemicals -0.242 0.245 - 0.078 0.351*** -0.002
(0.187) (0.150) - (0.099) (0.092) (0.066)

Clothing -0.429*** 0.200 -0.302* -0.369* 0.109 -0.399***
(0.136) (0.273) (0.161) (0.201) (0.285) (0.129)

Engines 0.085 0.244 - 0.188* 0.298** 0.072
(0.175) (0.191) - (0.096) (0.126) (0.073)

Food - 0.233 -0.138 -0.029 -0.036 -0.265
- (0.166) (0.128) (0.247) (0.206) (0.182)

Instruments - 0.216* 0.175 0.105 0.251** -0.022
- (0.116) (0.153) (0.071) (0.106) (0.047)

Medicines -0.476*** -0.282** -0.495*** -0.381 0.004 -0.336
(0.137) (0.117) (0.127) (0.324) (0.338) (0.298)

Metallurgy 0.093 0.355** - 0.205* 0.374*** 0.149
(0.187) (0.166) - (0.118) (0.107) (0.118)

Military 0.151 0.455** 0.173 0.378*** 0.290* 0.132
(0.152) (0.188) (0.148) (0.113) (0.148) (0.119)

Mining 0.606 0.367 0.075 0.238 -0.011 -0.176***
(0.415) (0.235) (0.195) (0.161) (0.119) (0.057)

Paper -0.078 0.310* 0.244 0.206* 0.221* 0.032
(0.302) (0.164) (0.162) (0.115) (0.114) (0.091)

Textiles 0.404* 0.561** 0.347* 0.448** 0.475*** 0.291**
(0.234) (0.218) (0.205) (0.189) (0.128) (0.146)

Constant -0.480 -0.805* -0.605 -0.650* -0.777** -0.590
(0.430) (0.451) (0.389) (0.363) (0.374) (0.369)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 13,347 13,347 13,347 13,347 13,347 13,347
R-squared 0.091 0.066 0.062 0.064 0.063 0.064

Notes: The table shows how the patent stock held by patentees at a given
time varies by technology group, compared across multiple patent taxonomies.
The dependent variable is the weighted number of references per patent. In
each column, the omitted variable is the “Agriculture” class. Coefficients are
interpreted as the difference in the logs of expected counts of the predictor
variable. To translate this into a unit change, the coefficients need to be
exponentiated. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1
Sources: Authors’ calculations using data from A Cradle of Inventions (2009)
and Nuvolari and Tartari (2011) and Woodcroft (1860). All datasets cover
1700-1850.
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Statistical significance also fluctuates considerably across taxonomies.

There is no single class to show consistently significant or non-significant

results, which stands in contrast to the previous tables. Clothing patents are

the most varied. Under the NT schema, Clothing patents are not statistically

significantly different to Agriculture patents, while the Topic-One schema

shows a result significant at the ten per cent level, the COI shows five per

cent significance, and the Woodcroft schema shows one per cent significance.

It would be difficult to conclude how Clothing patents were different to

Agricultural ones, given the results.

Finally, the direction of association also varies. Compared with prior

results, fewer classes remain consistently positive or negative when

contrasting schemas. Medicines, for example, is constantly negative, while

Mining patents have an almost even divide between positive and negative

associations. This, therefore, suggests classification distortions are not

consistent when examining different variables of interest.

2.7 Discussion

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to show classification

distortion exists in the field of innovation studies. Prior studies have not

explicitly addressed the potential consequences of their choice of taxonomy.

This is a serious concern, as statistical significance, direction of influence,

and coefficient magnitude are subject to variation when competing schemas

are used. In addition, classification distortion is not consistent: the degree of

distortion can vary dependent on what patent characteristics are being

investigated. Depending on which schemas are used, and which patent

characteristics are examined, investigators could find competing and

contradictory results.
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The extent of such distortions is uncertain within the literature. Without

a complete understanding of how authors construct their taxonomies, and

for what purpose, we cannot determine how serious the distortion is. Most

academic studies do not provide such detail. Therefore, prior research articles

which do not expressly describe their taxonomy should be interpreted with

caution.

The consequences of our findings are severe for two reasons. First, they

call into question our collective understanding of patent systems as a means

to foster historical innovation. This is particularly problematic given the

recent evidence re-evaluating the importance of Britain’s patent system in

encouraging the Industrial Revolution (Bottomley, 2014b; 2019), as well as

those studies relying on patent indicators to measure inventive behaviour

during the Industrial Revolution (Dowey, 2017; Murfitt, 2017; Lane, 2019).

Second, historical patenting evidence becomes less reliable for developing and

directing policy measures aimed at encouraging innovative behaviour.

To illustrate the severity of our findings, consider the following example.

Suppose there exists a policymaker tasked with designing appropriate

measures for encouraging innovation. This policymaker bases her decisions

on the existing evidence presented to her. She is keen to promote innovation

by directing resources toward particular high-value technologies. But, she

must first discern which technology groups are associated with higher value

inventions, and the types of skills associated with them. In her approach, the

policymaker hires a number of academic investigators, one of who decides

that long-run evidence on the subject would be useful. They classify patents

using the COI taxonomy. In their analysis, they observe capital-intensive

inventions – Mining, for example – were on average more valuable, and were

more likely to be produced by higher skilled inventors who hold a larger
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stock of patents. This result is consistent with the technologies which drove

the Industrial Revolution: mining was an important industry, and is

arguably responsible for the advances in steam engine technology (Nuvolari,

2004; Allen, 2009; Mokyr, 2009; de Pleijt et al., 2019).

Our policymaker may conclude that supporting capital-intensive innovation

is the appropriate policy. Suppose, however, another investigator had the same

idea to obtain historical evidence, except they use the Topic-Two schema.

Based on their findings, the policymaker would likely conclude that capital-

intensive inventions are not of great value but are still produced by highly

skilled individuals, although the findings would now suggest these individuals

held fewer patents. She is likely, then, to question her initial policy measures,

which may have resulted in a misdirection of important resources, with little

effect on innovation. Inappropriate policy measures may even run the risk of

inadvertently hindering rather than encouraging innovation.

While a simplistic example, it does highlight the potential implications

classification distortions have for prescribing policy. Existing taxonomies are

difficult to replicate, and may lead to the development of new taxonomies,

which further compounds the inconsistency problem. The collective body of

evidence on the economics of patents is then difficult to interpret.

Our recommendations for the literature are as follows. Firstly, creators of

any new taxonomies should describe how they design them, ensuring

potential distortions can be identified and the methods are replicable.

Secondly, mitigating potential distortions requires adopting a universal

schema. The taxonomy produced in here is a useful starting point, as it is

readily adoptable and adaptable for future studies. Thirdly, descriptions

need to accompany patent classes to ensure a consistent classification of

patent data throughout the literature. Fourthly, subjectivity can be reduced
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by employing machine learning techniques to improve the consistency of

patent classification. Finally, topic analysis provides a means to both identify

appropriate classes and omitted classes, and to perform the classification of

patent datasets in useful ways for economic analysis of innovation.

2.8 Conclusion

Our goal has been: to document methods of taxonomy construction; to

design and develop a new, static patent taxonomy in a clear and transparent

manner; to develop a new method for classifying all patent data consistently;

and to show that classification distortions exist. We recommend our

methodology and taxonomy be used in future studies. We acknowledge,

however, that our schema may not be applicable to every study. In such

cases, future investigators should describe any new taxonomies they produce.

The machine learning techniques herein described are adaptable and

adoptable for any future researchers.

The implications of classification distortion are likely to be profound for

the patents and innovation literature. Classification distortion exists, at least,

in the long-run British patent data studied here. Whether distortion exists

in other datasets necessitates a re-examination of the existing literature, for

clarification. In the case where distortion is small, interpreting the literature

is less problematic, and deriving appropriate policy measures would remain

possible. However, in the extreme case, where all studies are biased, the

external validity of studies must be questioned. Given the results shown here,

the extreme case is more likely.

If studies are not comparable, then appropriate policy measures cannot be

readily prepared. We recommend existing studies, where possible, be

re-examined using our schema and methodology. This is not to say our
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schema is “right”, as there can be no objective measure of this. Our schema

is transparent, however, making it straightforward for any subsequent studies

to make use of it, or draw from it, as they see fit, while our methodology is

consistent and replicable. Human error, and human effort, is substantially

minimised using our machine learning approach. Related patents will always

be identified, and will always be grouped together. Compared to humans, the

machine is more consistent.
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Chapter 3

Patent Costs and the Value of Invention:
Explaining patenting behaviour between England,

Ireland, and Scotland, 1617–1852

3.1 Introduction

Most explanations for the Industrial Revolution place technological change at

the centre of the story (Landes, 2003; Allen, 2009; Mokyr, 2009). One aspect

of this narrative which remains widely debated is the role of Britain’s patent

system. Some argue the system was too cumbersome and too expensive to

have actively encouraged anyone to invent, and anyway note that many

important innovations bypassed the system altogether (MacLeod, 2002;

Nuvolari, 2004). Yet, others argue the system was crucial in getting Britain’s

Industrial Revolution off the ground. North (1990) contends that the patent

system was part of a package of institutions which together had a positive

effect. Meanwhile, Dutton (1984) highlights the role patenting played in

combating secrecy and encouraging follow-on innovation. Bottomley (2014b)

concludes that many of the key inventions of the Industrial Revolution are

found within Britain’s patent records. Fully explaining the role of the patent

system, however, requires an understanding of why individual inventors

would choose to obtain patents in the first place. I examine this decision by
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exploiting the unique institutional setup of the British patent system in the

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

Britain’s patent system was characterised by two key features: its separate

regional offices, and its high cost. Until 1852, England and Wales, Ireland, and

Scotland existed as separate patent jurisdictions. An inventor could obtain any

combination of these national patent rights for a single invention, provided they

stated their intent to do so in their initial application. Inventors were unable

to acquire a patent in one jurisdiction, test the market for their invention, and

then later extend the patent right to elsewhere in the UK; once the patent

was granted, it became public knowledge and no further extension to new

geographic markets was permitted (Bottomley, 2014b). British patents were

also very expensive. Fees were known to be as high as £380 in 1850 for the

whole UK (Dutton, 1984; Bottomley, 2014b), compared to the equivalent of

£10 for a US patent for a US citizen.

At present, the prevailing arguments concerning the incentives to invent

and patent can be summarised as either “demand-side” or “supply-side”

explanations. Demand-side arguments view invention as a response to

profitable market conditions; we invent and patent because it pays to do so,

and sometimes only if the invention is protected from imitators (Schmookler,

1966; Allen, 2009). The supply-side school, however, rejects this thesis.

Instead, it contends that skilled individuals drove inventive activity. Here,

invention is akin to Smithian specialisation; we invent because we are good

at it (Mokyr, 2009; Kelly et al., 2014), meaning that patenting does not

provide the necessary incentive to invent. This specialisation is the likely

result of: the dissemination of bourgeoise values favouring scientific inquiry

across Europe (McCloskey, 2011); access to scientific knowledge and

knowledge-sharing institutions (Dowey, 2017); and/or a unique British
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mentality toward science and innovation (Howes, 2016). However, both

demand and supply-side arguments are not necessarily mutually exclusive

(Crafts, 2011); inventors may supply their skills to areas with a high degree

of profitability. Ultimately, any explanation of patenting is underpinned by

whichever argument best explains the decision to invent. This is an empirical

question.

I exploit the patent application process to understand why inventors

obtained patents under this expensive and cumbersome system, which in

turn provides an explanation for their decision to invent. My analysis makes

the reasonable presupposition that inventors had a rational motivation to

obtain patents, because the patent application fees were very high. Inventors

had to decide ex ante where to seek protection. But, inventors did not

always patent their invention in multiple regions. Observing those

jurisdictions in which an inventor obtained protection allows me to ascertain

why they wanted patents in the first place, and why they chose to “extend”

protection.1 I hypothesize the probability of patent extension is likely

conditional upon the potential value of a patentable invention, the costs of

geographic protection, and the wealth of inventors.

This chapter also examines the determinants of the value of patented

inventions. Any insights into patenting behaviour benefit from understanding

who those patentees were. Patentee characteristics, like wealth, may

influence what types of inventions were being patented, and, subsequently,

whether they were valuable. Expensive patent systems are thought to

produce negative welfare effects, as costly patent fees restrict the population

of potential patentees to society’s wealthiest (MacLeod et al., 2003). Poor

1Here, extension is defined as obtaining additional patents for a single invention within
Great Britain and Ireland, assuming inventors sought patents in England first (Bottomley,
2014a).
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inventors cannot afford the high fees, denying them access to patents. But,

poor inventors can make valuable contributions to technological progress

(Khan, 2005). Should poor inventors require patent protection, they may be

discouraged from innovating, or instead keep their inventions secret; both

actions potentially harm the rate of innovation. By contrast, wealthy

inventors are documented to have engaged in “vanity patenting”, whereby

they patent trivial ideas (MacLeod et al., 2003; MacLeod and Nuvolari,

2016). Wealthier, “gentlemen” inventors are thought to have engaged in

invention as a hobby, rather than for any profit motives (Mokyr, 2009). For

them, patenting was a tool to enhance their prestige, to signal themselves as

inventors, rather than for the exploitation of any economic opportunities.

Britain’s high patent fees could have harmed innovation, by excluding

valuable inventions produced by the lower classes while including less

valuable ones made by the upper classes.

I examine the entire population of British patents for the period 1617 to

1852. The data identify which jurisdictions each patent is protected in. The

dataset is then matched up with the Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI), a

popular proxy for patent quality that measures patent citations in the

technical literature, pioneered by Nuvolari and Tartari (2011). Next,

occupations are matched to the Historical International Social Class Scheme

(HISCLASS). Social status is likely to capture the potential wealth, human

capital, or the influence that patentees may have had over those journal

editors within the technical literature. Highly skilled, knowledgeable, or ex

post successful inventors are further identified using the Oxford Dictionary of

National Biography (DNB). Such individuals are considered by scientific

experts to have produced inventions of historical and technological

significance, and are thus counted as being “great inventors” (Khan and
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Sokoloff, 2004; MacLeod, 2007; Khan, 2008; Nuvolari and Tartari, 2011).

This metric intends to capture those inventors most likely to have been

motivated by supply-side factors. Finally, the patent dataset is classified

according to the patent classification schema designed in Chapter 2, by using

their defined machine learning methodology for assigning patents to multiple

classes, in a systematic and transparent way.

To understand why inventors chose to extend patent protection, I use

ordered probit regression models to examine the probability of a patent

being protected in multiple British regions. My results suggest much more

valuable inventions were more likely to be protected throughout Great

Britain and Ireland. Furthermore, inventors with wealthier occupations, as

captured by social status, were more likely to protect their inventions in all

jurisdictions – as were great inventors. Individual probit models are then

used to contrast inventions extended to either Scotland or Ireland. Those

patents extended to Scotland were of a higher value than those extended to

Ireland. Patents found in single jurisdictions (England or Scotland) were of

the lowest value. Overall, the evidence suggests inventors likely obtained

patents because they expected they had more valuable inventions.

I examine whether an inventor’s occupation affected the value of their

patented inventions using a negative binomial model. This model accounts

for the skewed distribution of patent citation data. Inventors with higher

social status occupations held more valuable patents. This is most probably

a wealth effect, since individuals with higher social status occupations tended

to patent their inventions widely across Britain. Furthermore, great inventors

produced the most valuable inventions found in the patent series, suggesting

that skills and human capital mattered. My results are inconsistent with the

vanity patenting narrative; potentially wealthier inventors were not patenting
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trivial things. Instead, higher social status inventors were patenting

capital-intensive inventions, such as steam engines, which transpired to be

more economically useful inventions during the Industrial Revolution. Such

capital-intensive inventions are costly to produce (Khan, 2005), and more

susceptible to reverse engineering (Moser, 2005). Patents were consequently

much more attractive for protecting these types of inventions (MacLeod,

2002). Since contemporaries thought the British patent system was more

effective than secrecy to protect inventions (Dutton, 1984), the existence of

the patent system may have actively encouraged individuals to invent.

My findings contribute to the debate concerning inventors’ incentives during

the Industrial Revolution (Allen, 2009; Mokyr, 2009; Crafts, 2011). I show

that demand-side and supply-side arguments are complimentary. Inventors

appeared to be patenting more valuable inventions, and they also patented

these inventions more widely across Great Britain and Ireland. The wealth

and skills associated with inventors is shown to be positively related to the

value of their patents. Inventors were motivated by demand-side conditions,

but were also more capable of producing better inventions due to supply-side

factors.

My study also contributes to the patenting literature in the context of the

Industrial Revolution (Dutton, 1984; MacLeod, 2002; MacLeod et al., 2003;

Nuvolari, 2004; Khan, 2005; Nicholas, 2011a; Bottomley, 2014a; MacLeod

and Nuvolari, 2016). Because inventors likely obtained patent protection to

secure potential market returns, inventors may have perceived the patent

system to have been useful for introducing their inventions into the different

regions of Great Britain and Ireland, to ensure that their potential returns

are not expropriated by free-riders, or to remain competitive. In either case,

the system may consequently have encouraged individuals to invent.
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Similarly, since wealth and skills played an important role in patenting

behaviour in Britain, it is less probable the expense of the British system was

harmful: many key inventions of the Industrial Revolution were

capital-intensive, and are found in the patent records.

This paper is closely related to Bottomley (2014a). Bottomley argues that

patenting behaviour is driven by demand-side factors. His conclusions are

based principally on comparing the average value of patents in different

British jurisdictions for the period 1775 to 1841. This present study differs in

the following ways. First, by assuming that all valuable inventions could be

patented, Bottomley does not fully consider the selective effects of patent

fees. By contrast, I include occupations in the narrative, and show their

relationship with patent extension and value. Second, I derive my findings

from econometric analysis, rather than relying on summary statistics.

Bottomley’s method cannot account for other factors which could influence

patenting behaviour (such as, for example, patentee’s previous patenting

experience or the relevant technology group of the invention), whereas my

method does. Third, I extend the period of analysis by examining the entire

population of British patents granted until 1852. In order to do this, I extend

the WRI metric to cover a unique series of Scottish patents not found

elsewhere in Britain, and previously unexamined in the literature. Fourth, I

use a new automated, machine learning methodology to classify patents.

This method simplifies the process of classification, thus minimising the

degree of subjectivity, leading to more consistent classifications, and also

accounts for the spillover effects of inventions by assigning two classes per

patent. Overall, my findings strengthen Bottomley’s initial argument, but

also augment his conclusions to provide stronger support for the British

patent system as a potentially useful institution for encouraging invention.
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This study is broken down into the following sections. Section 3.2

discusses the history of the British system and outlines the important

institutional details. Section 3.3 provides an overview of the patent series

used, how it has been compiled, and the construction of variables of interest.

Section 3.4 then investigates patenting behaviour. Section 3.5 examines the

determinants of patent quality. Section 3.6 provides a discussion of the

results in relation to the Industrial Revolution debate. Finally, Section 3.7

concludes.

3.2 Historical Background

3.2.1 Patent Law

The Statute Of Monopolies (1624) gave legislative confirmation to a system

which the Crown had pursued intermittently over several centuries. It arose

out of the Crown’s abuse of royal privilege, as parliament attempted to curtail

the monopoly-granting powers of the King (Dutton, 1984; MacLeod, 2002).

The statute transferred the right to grant monopolies away from the monarch

and into the hands of parliament (Boldrin and Levine, 2013). The legislation

distinguished letters patent for inventions as separate to regular monopolies,

like the East India Company.

The 1624 act birthed the first modern patent system, which intended to

encourage useful invention to benefit the public and the Crown. The system

was defined by its cumbersome administration and high nominal fees, both of

which remained substantially unchanged until the reform of 1852. This is not

to say the system never underwent change; there were minor alterations to the

system (see Dutton (1984) and Bottomley (2014b) for a complete discussion

of these). The majority of changes to patent law, however, derived from cases
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brought to English courts rather than through legislation (MacLeod, 2002;

Bottomley, 2014b).

Prior to 1800, few patent cases had been brought to trial, which MacLeod

(2002) attributes to the uncertainties associated with the relatively new

patent law. Inventors were unsure what constituted a patent, and likely

settled their disputes outside the courts through fear of losing their

monopoly rights. The later period, however, saw a growing number of

patents contested in court. Dutton (1984) initially interpreted the results of

these cases as biased against the patentee. Dutton’s evidence showed

patentees more often lost their case in the eighteenth century, resulting in

void patents, which he suggested might have acted as a deterrent for future

inventors to secure patents. Bottomley (2014b) recently contested this

argument using a larger sample of patent cases. Instead, he shows patentees

were more likely to win their cases in court after 1800, while the earlier

period showed no evidence of judicial bias against patentees.

Of the cases brought to trial, two stand out in particular for their effect

on the application procedure. The first case, Roebuck v. Stirling, 1774, set

the rules governing the acquisition of patents in England and Scotland. The

1707 Act of Union led to the extension of the Statute of Monopolies to

Scotland. However, there was no clear guidance for patenting an invention in

both jurisdictions. Consequently, Roebuck had obtained a patent for a

chemical process in Scotland, but the invention was previously used in

England. The case went against the plaintiff, and Roebuck lost his Scottish

patent. The courts ruled that, as England and Scotland constituted a single

Kingdom, prior usage in either could void patents in both. Subsequently, the

petition procedure was altered to allow inventors additional time to seal their

Scottish patents before entering their specification in England (Bottomley,
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2014b). The 1801 Act of Union then extended these rules to Ireland, further

increasing the amount of time granted to seal Scottish and Irish patents.

England, Ireland, and Scotland existed as separate systems of judicature.

Variations in patent law could have influenced the decision to patent in that

particular polity, although evidence from Bottomley (2014b) suggests this was

not the case. English courts set the precedent for patent law throughout

Britain, as judges in Scottish and Irish courts routinely referred to English

cases to guide their decisions. Similarly, relatively fewer cases were brought

before Scottish and Irish courts compared with English ones. Less than 0.5

per cent of Scottish patents and 0.2 per cent of Irish patents went to court. By

comparison, approximately three per cent of all English patents were legally

challenged (Bottomley, 2014b). Litigation was an expensive affair, as legal fees

for both plaintiff and defendant could amount to £600 in England (Bottomley,

2014b), which was approximately 17 times the annual average wage of a British

worker in 1850. Only valuable patents would have been worthwhile to challenge

legally. Since English cases guided patent law throughout Britain, and since

most Irish and Scottish patents were also found in England, English courts

were the preferred destination for legal action.

The second notable case brought to trial in England, Liardet v. Johnson,

1778, reflected a legal change which had been developing over the course of

the mid-eighteenth century: the specification requirement (Bottomley,

2014b). The specification was the detailed written description outlining the

workings of a patented invention. Law officers initially introduced the

specification in the late-seventeenth century. However, specifications were

sparsely submitted until 1734, when it became a standard practice

(MacLeod, 2002). The 1778 case led to the specification being recognised as

consideration for a patent (Murfitt, 2017): inventors had to disclose the
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knowledge embodied in their invention in exchange for their patent. It was to

be ‘sufficiently full and detailed to enable anyone, skilled in the art or trade

to which the invention pertained, to understand and apply’ (MacLeod, 2002:

p. 49).

At first, inventors were unsure how to draft a specification; the law

required their enrolment, but did not stipulate what should be contained

within them (MacLeod, 2002). The fact patents could be easily voided based

on simple mistakes or omissions in the specification compounded this

uncertainty. Consequently, a professional body of patent agents began to

develop in the late eighteenth-century. Patent agents began as employees in

the patent office, and saw the opportunity to provide their knowledge and

experience of the patent system as a service (Bottomley, 2014b). Patent

agents would initially guide petitions through the patent office, and would

later begin to patent inventions in their own name, but on behalf of a client

(Bottomley, 2014b). As a result, the uncertainties associated with patenting

diminished, and the demand for patent agents increased.

3.2.2 Patent Costs

Britain’s patent fees were notoriously high. Indeed, many scholars have

pointed to the great expense of the system as a significant defect which was

potentially harmful to inventive behaviour. The high fees initially resulted

from the 1536 Clerks Act, which intended to provide income to unsalaried

Crown officers (Dutton, 1984). However, the fees remained unchanged until

the 1852 reform of the law, which has led to different arguments to explain

this inertia.

Khan (2005) argues the high fees were an important source of revenue for

the Crown, and that it was in the Crown’s interest not to alter them. Figure
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3.1, however, does not support this conclusion. As the figure shows, the fees

were a minuscule share of the Crown’s receipts. This share peaked in the 1640s

at approximately 0.4 per cent, and remained at less than 0.1 per cent for the

duration of the eighteenth century. Even during the increase in patenting

activity in the nineteenth century, the contribution of patents to the Crown’s

finances remained extremely low. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest the

fees did not remain high to serve the government’s fiscal needs.

Instead, Dutton (1984) notes many contemporaries were in favour of high

fees (and some advocated for a further increase) to reduce the amount of

trivial patents. Cheap patents, it was believed, would ‘lead to an increase

in the number of costly lawsuits’ (Dutton, 1984: p. 45). This interpretation

suggests the fees remained high to act as a barrier to entry against poorer

inventors.

Patent costs can be split into two categories: opportunity costs and fees.

The opportunity costs were associated with the cumbersome administration

of the system. For an inventor to secure a patent, they were required to

navigate their petition through the offices in Chancery, and obtain the

signatures of multiple officials – including the Monarch (Bottomley, 2014a).

In 1720, for example, an English patent could take up to five months to be

sealed. By 1849, the procedure took approximately one month. Scottish and

Irish patents had a similar process, and took an additional six to eight weeks

each during the 1840s (Bottomley, 2014b). Prior to the advent of the patent

agent, the petitioner was responsible for guiding their own petition through

each of these stages. Prospective patentees would have to travel to, and

reside in, London/Edinburgh/Dublin until their patent was sealed. This

resulted in foregone earnings, as well as travel and accommodation costs.

However, the advent of patent agency meant inventors could conduct their
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Figure 3.1: Share of Crown revenue attributable to patent fees, 1617-1852

Notes: The figure plots the revenue derived from patent fees as a percentage of the Crown’s fiscal revenue for the period
1617-1852.

Source: The fiscal data are collected from Mitchell (1998) and O’Brien and Hunt (1999), and patent revenue is calculated by
multiplying the number of patents granted by their average cost (listed in Table 3.2).
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petition through agents by post. While this reduced the opportunity cost, it

constituted additional fees for the service of these agents. The British

system was also expensive in terms of fees. Table 3.1 provides a breakdown

of fees in England.2 The table lists two types of fee: Ordinary (fixed) and

Extra (variable). In nominal terms, an English patent cost approximately

£110 until 1852.3 The fees varied based upon how many named inventors

were on the patent, and the length of the specification. English patents for

inventions were much more expensive compared to their European and US

counterparts. Table 3.2 compares the fees, in 1850 British pounds, for

contemporary patent systems. In real terms, British fees were exceptionally

high for British workers. ‘C/W’ represents the nominal fee for different

patent jurisdictions as a fraction of the earnings of the average British worker

in 1850. Full British protection could cost up to 1,100 per cent of an average

British worker’s wage, while a patent for a single British jurisdiction ranged

between 220 to 400 per cent.

2Appendix 3.8 provides a cost breakdown for Scotland and Ireland separately.
3An English patent also included the colonies. However, there is little evidence to suggest

this made English patents more attractive.
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Table 3.1: Breakdown of English patent fees, 1842

Item Ordinary Fees Extra Fees

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Preparing Title of Invention, Petition, and
Declaration

1 5 6

Secretary of State’s Reference 2 2 6
Secretary of State’s Warrant *7 13 6
Secretary of State’s Bill *7 13 6

Mr. Attorney or Mr. Solicitor-General’s
Report 4 4 0
Bill ∗ † ‡15 16 0

Signet Office fees † ‡ 4 7 0
Privy Seal fees † ‡ 4 7 0
Great Seal Office Fees 5 17 8
Great Seal Office Stamps 30 2 0
Great Seal Office Boxes 0 9 6
Great Seal Office Gratuity 2 2 0
Great Seal Office Hanaper 7 13 6
Great Seal Office Deputy 0 10 6
Great Seal Office Recipi 1 11 6
Great Seal Office Sealers 0 10 6
Great Seal Office Office keeper 0 5 0

Passing the Patent 10 10 0
Letters, &c 1 1 0

**Specification £——— 108 2 2

Notes: The table shows the breakdown of patent fees for obtaining patents in England.
Text in bold represents the sum total of all fees, not the cost for the specification. * If the
patent include the colonies or the islands, the cost will be increased by 7l. 7s. 6d.; and if
there be two or more persons in the patent the fees are further increased. † In the event
of the patent being opposed there will be additional charges. ‡ If there be private seals
and extra dispatch or journeys, these fees will be increased in amount depending on the
circumstances. ** The cost of the specification to each Patent depends on its length, also
on the difficulties of drawing that document, and the drawings necessary.
Source: Carpmael (1842).
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Table 3.2: Costs of patents for an average British worker in 1850

Country Patent Length £ (1850) £ (2016) C/W (1850)
Belgium 15 years 70 6,000 2.06
Holland 15 years 70 6,000 2.06
France 15 years 73 6,100 2.14
Austria 15 years 75 6,250 2.20
Scotland 14 years 75 6,250 2.20
England 14 years 110 9,200 3.23
USA 14 years (British) 120 10,000 3.53
Ireland 14 years 135 11,250 3.97
UK (inc. Colonies) 14 years 376 31,500 11.07

Notes: The table compares the average patent fees in 1850 for multiple countries, in 1850 British
pounds. The 1850 cost is also converted into 2016 prices. ‘C/W’ represents the nominal cost
of a patent in terms of the average nominal British wage in 1850. This is calculated using the
nominal wage of £34 in 1850, from Clark (2017).
Sources: Author’s calculations using data from Hancock (1850) and Clark (2017).
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3.3 Patent Series

My data contain the entire population of British patents granted until 1852.

The series represents the digitised version of the ‘Titles of Patents of

Inventions’ compiled by Woodcroft (1854). The data were collected from

Nuvolari and Tartari (2011), Bottomley (2014a) and A Cradle of Inventions:

British Patents from 1617 to 1894 (2009) (henceforth referred to as COI).

The information contained in the final dataset includes the name of the

patentee(s), their listed occupation, their residence (at county level), and the

title of their patent. Scottish patents are provided by COI (2009), while the

Irish data come from Bottomley (2014a).

Of particular note are a series of Scottish patents which have no English

or Irish counterpart. Such patents are termed “only-Scottish”. The data also

come from the COI (2009), and contains the same degree of richness as the

English patent data, meaning they can be analysed in comparison.

Additionally, a small set of “only-Irish” patents exist, but are not used

because they are too few and lacking in sufficient detail.

Figure 3.2 shows the time series of patents granted, in each jurisdiction,

from 1760 to 1852.4 The English series displays a marked increase in the

number of patents granted after 1760, reflecting the onset of the Industrial

Revolution (Sullivan, 1989). Scottish and Irish trends lagged behind their

English counterparts until the late eighteenth century. Patenting outside of

England remained relatively uncommon throughout the early 1800s. The

number of patents granted in all regions increased dramatically in 1825,

which coincides with a bubble in the stock exchange in 1824 (Turner, 2014).

Following this bubble, patenting rates increased rapidly throughout Britain.

4For the period 1617 to 1760, the patenting rate is relatively constant and so is excluded
from this figure
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England, Scotland, Ireland, OnlyScotland

Figure 3.2: Time series of patents granted by Jurisdiction, 1760-1852

Notes: The figure shows the number of patents granted in each patent jurisdiction by year from 1760. Prior to 1760, the trends
show little variation, and so is excluded.

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854) and Bottomley (2014a).
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However, the Irish series exhibits a decline in the 1840s, reflecting the

outbreak of the Great Famine.

3.3.1 Patent Value

Most criticisms of patent statistics focus on their inability to differentiate

economically valuable inventions from entirely useless ones (Dutton, 1984;

Griliches, 1990). One widely popular method to account for the variation in

patent value is to observe the number of forward citations on a particular

patent (Hall et al., 2001; 2005; Lach and Schankerman, 2008; Bernstein,

2015; Kogan et al., 2017). Patent examiners assign citations during their

investigation of a patent application. Hall et al. (2005: p. 18) argue ‘if

patent B cites patent A, it implies that patent A represents a piece of

previously existing knowledge upon which patent B builds’. In this respect,

citations capture the effect of knowledge spillovers from old technologies onto

new ones. Highly influential technologies are likely to be cited more

frequently in new patent applications, reflecting their affect upon the

direction of innovation. In this way, an influential technology can be

considered economically valuable, and therefore a strong proxy for patent

quality or value.5

For the British patent data, the Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI) is the

commonly used proxy for patent value, as pioneered by Nuvolari and Tartari

(2011). This dataset is similar to patent citations, except it counts the

number of references to a patent in the contemporary trade and scientific

literature, rather than in other patents. Only journals which published

complete patent specifications constitute a reference. The references indicate

the relative “visibility” of a particular patent (Nuvolari and Tartari, 2011).
5These terms are used interchangeably to mean the same thing: a patent likely to earn

profits.
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This visibility captures the economic importance and technical nature of the

cited patent.6 Therefore, counting the number of references acts as a useful

proxy to discern ex post realised value.7

I match each patent with its respective WRI score. However, Woodcroft

only documented references to English patents. For patents not found in

England, such as the only-Scottish series, references are unavailable. Instead,

I assign references to these patents in the spirit of Woodcroft. My method is to

search digitised historical journals and magazines for the listed title, inventor,

and year.

However, no journals published the specifications of any only-Scottish

patents. Nevertheless, most journals did provide a “basic” reference to these

patents, defined as a journal entry which lists the patentee’s name, the title

of their patent, and when it was sealed. This is in contrast to a “complete”

reference, which publishes the specification and is the criteria used in

Woodcroft. To ensure the basic reference method is comparable to

Woodcroft, I draw a random sample of Scottish patents which have an

English counterpart and search through the digitised literature for both a

complete reference and a basic one. This method lets me check: the

correlation between complete and basic references, whether both types of

references are similarly distributed, and whether the digitised journals are

representative of the literature surveyed in Woodcroft.

6This is either because patents that were important from a technical standpoint are
more heavily cited in the technical literature, or because valuable inventions are more often
brought to legal action, leading to more references concerning the trial itself (Nuvolari and
Tartari, 2011).

7While it is possible “failed patents” may be overly cited, this is not the case. References
are only assigned after the patent is granted, as journal and magazine editors (who are
commonly patent agents) inspect the patent offices for new patents. They then decide
which patents, and specifications, to publish in their literature. The specification is printed,
including drawings, and sometimes accompanied by a more detailed discussion about the
invention, and what is new or novel about it. Because different publications specialised in
different technology sectors, editors would then likely only publish novel, valuable patents
within that field.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of common patent reference sources for English patents versus the Only-Scottish patents

This Study Woodcroft

Sources Total % Sources Total %
The Edinburgh Philosophical Journal 78 23.64 Repertory of Arts and Manufactures 3,392 25.33
Repertory of Arts and Manufactures 77 23.33 London Journal of Arts and Sciences 3,085 23.04
Mechanic’s Magazine 52 15.76 Rolls Chapel Reports 2,311 17.26
London Journal of Arts and Sciences 37 11.21 Mechanic’s Magazine 1,138 8.50
Iron: An Illustrated Weekly Journal 23 6.97 Inventors’ Advocate and Patentees’ Recorder 939 7.01
The Practical Mechanic and Engineers Magazine 20 6.06 Register of Arts and Sciences 873 6.52

Notes: The table shows the most common sources of references to patents from the historical literature. It contrasts references
to English patents, from Woodcroft, against references to Only-Scottish patents collected in this study. I included only the top 6
most frequently appearing articles, as these accounts for more than 50 per cent of all references distributed.

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1862).
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The absolute count of basic references is greater than the complete

references, but they are similarly distributed. Basic references are therefore

suitable in place of the complete ones. However, for patents brought to

court, the number of basic references are fewer than the number of complete

references. This is less serious, as Scottish patents infrequently went to trial:

less than 0.5 per cent were litigated (Bottomley, 2014b). Finally, Table 3.3

compares the sources of my basic references with those in Woodcroft. I list

only the top six frequently appearing journals, as they represent the majority

of all references across both datasets. Half of the journals in my investigation

match those in Woodcroft, while the relative frequency of the top journals is

very similar in both cases. Consequently, the Scottish references are

reasonably comparable to the English ones.

3.3.2 Occupations

In the data, the vast majority of patentees documented their occupation at

the time of filing. Accordingly, I can use their occupational data to control,

approximately, for their potential wealth and human capital. Occupations

are matched to their five-digit HISCO code (Van Leeuwen et al., 2002).

HISCO represents a classification schema for comparing occupations across

time and space (Van Leeuwen et al., 2004). Using HISCO, I then attach

HISCLASS codes. HISCLASS represents a social class schema, which groups

occupations into one of 12 categories, based on skill, the supervision required

of the occupation, and whether the work is non-manual (Van Leeuwen and

Maas, 2011). The major difference between these metrics is that HISCO

groups similar occupations over the long-run, while HISCLASS stratifies

them on a social class scale. The breakdown of HISCLASS codes is presented

in Appendix 3.9. Using the HISCLASS scores, occupations are divided using
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two different methods. The first, following Klemp and Weisdorf (2012) splits

occupations into manual versus non-manual labour, where HISCLASS scores

of 1-5 reflect non-manual occupations. The second method divides the 12

HISCLASS scores into six groups: high-skilled non-manual, low-skilled

non-manual, high-skilled manual, farmers, low-skilled manual, and unskilled

(in line with Meier zu Selhausen et al., 2017). High-skilled non-manual

occupations I assume to be the wealthiest, while unskilled occupations reflect

the poorest.

Social class schemas are useful for capturing the potential wealth and

skills of occupational groups, but they cannot disentangle these factors. As

such, I construct an additional variable to capture highly skilled or

knowledgeable inventors. This is a dummy variable, indicating whether an

inventor is listed in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography (DNB).

This metric is commonly used to account for individuals who, in hindsight,

made valuable contributions to technological progress – also known as “great

inventors” (Khan and Sokoloff, 2004; Khan, 2018). Great inventors – such as,

for example, Edmund Cartwright, David Napier, James Watt, and George

Fergusson Wilson – are synonymous with the knowledge elite, who are

argued as drivers of the Industrial Revolution (Mokyr, 2009). However, this

method has well documented downsides (MacLeod and Nuvolari, 2006).

Biographical dictionaries often tend to over-represent patentees and

engineering type inventions, while simultaneously neglecting the contribution

of female inventors. Still, the metric acts as a reasonable, but noisy,

approximation for great inventors.

Both occupational measures capture, to varying degrees, the wealth, skills,

or “power” inventors may have had. Wealthier inventors can engage in costlier

innovation, or can engage in more extensive R&D to produce more valuable
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inventions. A wealthier inventor may even have better opportunities to attract

external financing. Similarly, skilled inventors probably have better ideas for

inventions, which translate into patents which are more valuable. “Power”,

which I define as the potential influence an inventor has over the actions of

their contemporaries, could have led to artificially valuable patents. In this

case, the number of references their patent receives could be a result of their

influence over magazine and journal editors: they could have convinced editors

to publish their specification as a means of advertising.8 Social class metrics

capture all three factors, while knowledge elite accounts predominately for

skills.

Patentees were, however, not representative of the British population.

The 1851 Census for England and Wales provides a detailed breakdown of

the occupations of subjects.9 British patentees tended to be drawn from the

higher social strata of society. For example, higher professionals and

managers accounted for approximately one per cent of the male population,

but these occupations are associated with at least 40 per cent of all patents

granted in 1851. Conversely, medium-to-lower-skilled occupations held 23 per

cent of patents granted in 1851, but accounted for 20 per cent of the British

male population. Britain’s patent system was then over-represented by

potentially wealthier, higher social class individuals.

3.3.3 Patent Classes

The propensity to patent is heterogeneous across industries. In a comparison

of patented inventions against those exhibited in prize-giving institutions,

Moser (2005) shows machine inventions had a higher propensity to be
8However, if they convinced editors using money then power effects will also capture

wealth.
9Obtained from Southall et al. (2004) as deposited in the UK Data Service. SN: 4559,

which contains complete occupational statistics from the 1851 Census of England and Wales.
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Table 3.4: Breakdown of patent technology groups by patent
Jurisdiction (%)

TopicOne England Ireland Scotland OnlyScotland All

Textiles 16.43 20.26 21.12 22.07 20.64
Hardware 9.82 5.30 6.51 4.05 5.31
Power 8.91 10.83 11.71 15.77 10.97
Chemicals 8.89 14.20 10.41 11.26 13.90
Instruments 8.53 5.94 5.90 6.31 6.27
Transportation 7.89 8.38 7.94 6.31 7.83
Utility 6.51 5.88 6.07 4.05 5.99
Machinery 4.76 4.77 4.66 3.60 4.84
Agriculture 4.34 3.32 2.85 4.95 3.34
Metal 3.88 3.61 4.71 2.25 3.41
Construction 3.87 2.68 2.24 1.80 2.18
Paper 3.76 4.42 4.64 6.31 4.29
Commodities 3.72 2.44 3.02 2.25 2.52
Manufacturing 3.24 3.96 3.92 2.25 4.16
Military 1.49 0.64 0.81 0.45 0.68
Mining 1.44 0.35 0.96 2.25 0.34
Electricity 0.79 1.75 1.26 1.35 2.04
Apparel 0.74 0.23 0.55 1.80 0.20
Health 0.61 0.41 0.28 0.00 0.48
Food 0.39 0.64 0.45 0.90 0.61

Notes: The table shows the percentage of all patents granted in each
jurisdiction according to their highest scoring patent class – TopicOne –
for the period 1617-1852. The statistics are ordered in descending order
by the ‘England’ column.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854).

patented compared to chemical inventions. Moser attributes this to the ease

of reverse engineering. Dismantling machine inventions is relatively

straightforward when compared to chemical processes, for example.

Inventors of machines rely more heavily on patent protection as a result,

while secrecy is more effective in protecting chemical inventions. As such,

these varying propensities to patent need to be accurately controlled for.

However, conclusions drawn from patent statistics have been shown to

depend upon how the patent data have been classified in Chapter 2.

Investigators are prone to subjective errors and inconsistencies when
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manually classifying patents.

To overcome this problem, I adopt the machine learning methodology and

patent taxonomy developed in Chapter 2. This method classifies patent data

based on their titles, by deriving sets of common word associations, or

“topics”, to cluster patents of a similar nature. For example, patent titles

containing words such as ‘weaving, looms, carding, cleaning, washing’

indicate Textile inventions, and would be grouped as a single topic. As topics

are generated, patents are simultaneously classified by them. This means

each patent receives a score for each topic, where a higher score suggests that

patent is most strongly identified by that particular association of terms.

Each topic is then assigned to one of the 20 patent classes described in

Chapter 2. Topics present a set of vocabulary which identifies the types of

invention it covers. This makes it relatively simple to identify which patent

class a topic relates to. In this method, patent classes are transitively

assigned through the associated topic score. Patents also receive multiple

topic scores, resulting in multiple classes assigned per patent. I use only the

two highest topic scores, denoted as “TopicOne” and “TopicTwo”. Both

topics are controlled for individually and then simultaneously.

Descriptive statistics of TopicOne patent assignments, by patent

jurisdiction, are shown in Table 3.4. In England, the most common

technologies were in ‘Textiles’, ‘Power’, and ‘Hardware’, which is consistent

with the types of inventions associated with the Industrial Revolution. In

Ireland, ‘Textiles’ type patents were relatively more common, possibly

reflecting the stage of Ireland’s development at the time (Mokyr, 1983),

although ‘Chemicals’ patents were also more common. Scotland attracted

similar inventions to England, supporting the idea Scotland was also an

industrialising nation (Devine, 2004).
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3.3.4 Summary

Table 3.5 displays select descriptive statistics for English, Irish, Scottish, All,

and only-Scottish patents. First, ‘Great Inventor’ is a dummy variable

indicating whether a patentee appeared in the DNB. Great inventors tended

to have a greater share of patents protected in multiple jurisdictions (Ireland,

Scotland, All) compared to patents in single jurisdictions (England,

only-Scotland). Second, ‘Non-manual Occupations’ indicates whether an

occupation is classed as non-manual labour. The assumption is that

non-manual occupations are associated with greater levels of wealth or

superior skills, compared to their manual counterparts. Like ‘Great Inventor’,

non-manual occupations are more common amongst patents protected more

widely in Great Britain and Ireland. Finally, ‘References’ indicates the WRI

scores for patents. On average, patents protected in multiple jurisdictions

had higher scores, suggesting their potential value. This would appear to

support the results posited in Bottomley (2014a): higher cited patents were

extended because they had higher potential returns. The remaining control

variables used in my ensuing regression analysis are described in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.5: Summary statistics for key variables of interest

Number Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Great Inventors

England 11,438 0.049 0.22 0 1
Ireland 247 0.072 0.26 0 1
Only Scotland 222 0.036 0.19 0 1
Scotland 3,226 0.075 0.26 0 1
All 1,468 0.074 0.26 0 1

Non-manual Occupations
England 10,725 0.76 0.44 0 1
Ireland 238 0.86 0.34 0 1
Only Scotland 183 0.77 0.42 0 1
Scotland 2,886 0.78 0.41 0 1
All 1,431 0.81 0.39 0 1

References
England 11,438 2.50 1.47 1 19
Ireland 247 2.99 2.02 1 14
Only Scotland 225 2.36 1.66 1 7
Scotland 3,004 3.07 1.63 1 21
All 1,468 3.22 2.01 1 23

Notes: The table reports summary statistics for three variables of interest, conditional
on where the patent was granted. ‘Great Inventors’ represent a dummy variable
indicating whether an inventor appears in the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography. ‘Non-manual Occupations’ represent a dummy variable indicating whether
an inventor’s occupation is classified as non-manual labour. ‘References’ shows the ex
post unweighted average number of references of patents.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Table 3.6 for the period 1617-1852.
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Table 3.6: Definitions of dependent and independent variables

Unit Definition Description

Dependent Variable

Quality Continuous Number of citations per patent weighted by
average citations of a given time interval Measure of patent quality

Only-Scottish Discrete 1 if patent was granted only in Scotland Captures patents which were not filed
anywhere but Scotland

Scotland Discrete 1 if patent was granted in both England
and Scotland but not Ireland

Captures patents which received additional
protection

Ireland Discrete 1 if patent was granted in both England
and Ireland but not Scotland

Captures patents which received additional
protection

All Discrete 1 if patent was granted in England, Ireland
and Scotland

Captures patents which received additional
protection

Family Ordinal
1 if a patent is protected in one polity, 2 if
protected in two polities, and 3 if protected
in all polities

Captures patents which received additional
protection

Inventor Variables

Great Inventor Discrete 1 if inventor is listed in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography

Captures whether the inventor produced an
invention of historical significance; intended
to account for potential knowledge elite

HISCAM Continuous 0-100 representing Social Status
Measures potential wealth, education, and
status of a patentee; a higher score
indicates a higher social status

HISCLASS Categorical 1-12 representing Social Status
Measures potential wealth, education, and
status of a patentee; a lower score indicates
higher social status

Inventor Dummies

Non-manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score <6 Captures effect of manual vs non-manual
occupations

Higher Skilled
Non-manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 1-2 Captures effect of higher status occupations

Lower Skilled
Non-manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 3-5 Captures effect of upper skilled occupations

Higher Skilled
Manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 6-7 Captures effect of lower skilled occupations

Farmer Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 8 Captures effect of farmer occupations
Lower Skilled
Manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 9 Captures effect of low skilled occupations

Unskilled Manual Discrete 1 if HISCLASS score is 10-12 Captures effect of unskilled occupations

Patentee Variables

Patent Stock Numeric
Counts the number of patents held by an
inventor when obtaining an additional
patent

Captures potential experience upon future
patents

Difference in
Social Status Continuous

The difference between the maximum and
minimum HISCAM scores associated with a
particular patent

Captures inventors from the lower classes
who obtained a wealthy business partner to
finance their patent

Distance to
Dublin km (000s) Distance from centroid of a historic county

to Dublin
Captures transport costs for extending
patent protection

Distance to
Edinburgh km (000s) Distance from centroid of a historic county

to Edinburgh
Captures transport costs for extending
patent protection

Distance to
London km (000s) Distance from centroid of a historic county

to London
Captures transport costs for extending
patent protection

For Inventor Use Discrete 1 if patent occupation matches patent
classification

Captures whether patentee was a true
inventor or a tinkerer

Patent Variables

Topic One Categorical First related patent technology class Control for related patent characteristics
Topic Two Categorical Second related patent technology class Control for related patent characteristics
Foreign
Communication Discrete 1 if patent was filed on behalf of a foreign

communicator Control for additional cost of patenting

Number of
Inventors Numeric Number of inventors per patent Control for cost or quality of having an

additional inventor
Patent Agent Discrete 1 if patentee occupation is a patent agent Control for additional cost of patenting

Other Variables

Inflation Index
Captures changes in the price level
(2013=100), constructed as a five-year
average

Controls for changes in the real costs of
patenting

Population 1,000,000s Size of the population of each patent
jurisdiction over time Control for potential market size

Notes: The table describes the various dependent and independent variables used in regression analyses throughout this study. ‘Unit’
describes the variable type; ‘Definition’ describes how the variable is constructed; and ‘Description’ describes what the variable is
meant to measure.
Source: Patent data (Woodcroft, 1854; Bottomley, 2014a); Patent citation data (Nuvolari and Tartari, 2011); Historic county
coordinates from Great British Historical GIS Project www.VisionofBritain.org.uk; Population data (Mitchell, 1971); Inflation data
(Clark, 2017); and author’s own calculations.
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3.4 Why Extend Patent Protection?

Inventors who possess inventions of economic value may be more likely to

rely on patent rights to protect them. Inventors could obtain patents either

to work their inventions themselves, license them to others, or sell the rights

entirely. In any case, secrecy is less capable of effectively protecting these

inventions (MacLeod, 2002). Competitors could either reverse engineer an

invention, or they would eventually produce a similar invention on their own.

Furthermore, licensing and selling inventions are practically impossible under

secrecy. Patents, though risky, provided a more secure and legally

enforceable method of protection (Dutton, 1984). However, Britain’s fees

created a selection mechanism. Protection was only feasible for the wealthy,

regardless of an invention’s potential value (MacLeod et al., 2003).

Patent acquisition depended on two conditions. First, whether inventors

perceived it to be beneficial: either due to profitability (Bottomley, 2014a),

greater security (Dutton, 1984), or to enhance their own prestige (MacLeod

and Nuvolari, 2016). Second, inventors had to possess the requisite capital to

cover any fees associated with patenting. Although wealthier individuals

appear more frequently in the patent statistics, there is also evidence of

inventors from the lower classes obtaining patents. These inventors either

were wealthy outliers within their occupational class, or had access to

external financing. Dutton (1984) argues against the prevalence of external

funding. Invention, by definition, is an uncertain endeavour as there is no

guarantee any new invention is economically valuable. However, the

possession of a patent acted like a signal to investors: once granted, patent

rights were legally enforceable. One famous example is in the partnership of

Boulton and Watt. Matthew Boulton, James Watt’s long-term financial

partner, would only support manufacturing Watt’s inventions once he had
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patented them (Dutton, 1984: p. 151). Indeed, Watt was only able to secure

his famous patent because of financial assistance from John Roebuck, who

believed in the value of Watt’s invention (MacLeod, 2002; Bottomley, 2014b).

For most poorer inventors, however, external finance for obtaining patents

would probably have been under-supplied.

By observing where inventors patented their inventions within Britain, I can

infer why an inventor opted for patent protection in the first place. Inventors

had to decide ex ante where to patent before realising their inventions ex post

value. My hypothesis is akin to the demand-side argument: inventors patented

in multiple jurisdictions because they held valuable inventions.

To test this, I use an ordered probit regression model, outlined in equation

1. Here, the dependent variable, “Family”, is an ordinal variable, where the

values reflect the number of jurisdictions a patent was protected in. The

explanatory variables are ex post patent value, and occupation as proxied by

the three different occupational methods discussed in the previous section. I

weight the WRI by the average number of references in a given time period,

since the number of references artificially increases over time. The time periods

are identical to those in Nuvolari and Tartari (2011).

Familyit = αit + β1Qualityit + β2Occupationit + βXit + µit (3.1)

The control variables constitute: whether the inventor possessed at least

one prior patent; the distance of the inventors listed residence to the relevant

patent office; whether the invention’s technology class matches the occupation

of the inventor; the technology class of the invention; the inventor’s nationality;

the level of inflation across the last year at the time of filing; the population of

the jurisdiction the patent was extended to; the difference between social status

scores for patents with more than one inventor; and whether the invention was
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communicated by a foreigner.

Table 3.7 reports the results for the ordered probit model. Coefficients are

interpreted as marginal effects at the means. Columns 1-3 control for non-

manual occupations, following the approach of Klemp and Weisdorf (2012).

Columns 4-6 use the HISCLASS breakdown of Meier zu Selhausen et al. (2017).

Columns 7-9 control for great inventors, who made important technological

advancements during the Industrial Revolution.

My results support the demand-side hypothesis. Inventors, who held

patents that turned out to be valuable, were more likely to protect their

inventions throughout Britain. A standard deviation increase in the ex post

number of references on a patent corresponds to a 7-8 per cent increase in

the probability that patent was protected in all jurisdictions.

Potential wealth also plays a significant role in patenting behaviour.

Insofar as social status accurately reflects patentee wealth, wealthier

inventors were more likely to have protected their inventions throughout

Britain. Non-manual workers, for example, were 2.7 per cent more likely to

patent their inventions Britain-wide. Expanding occupations into six groups

further supports this association. Compared to high-skilled non-manual

workers, occupations associated with lower wealth were less likely to have

patented in all jurisdictions. Low-skilled non-manual workers were 1.2 per

cent less likely, while unskilled workers were 5.4 per cent less likely to patent

widely, although the latter results are not significant. In this instance, social

status is strongly indicative of wealth.

Great inventors were also patenting widely. Arguments in favour of

supply-side mechanisms downplay the role of economic incentives for

encouraging these individuals to invent. However, the evidence found here

suggests otherwise. Compared to all other inventors, great inventors were 3.7
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Table 3.7: Ordered Probit results: Dependent variable is the number of Jurisdictions in which a patent is protected

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
VARIABLES Family Family Family Family Family Family Family Family Family

Quality 0.038*** 0.039*** 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.039*** 0.038*** 0.038*** 0.039*** 0.038***
(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Non-manual 0.025*** 0.029*** 0.026***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

High-skilled Non-manual

Low-skilled Non-manual -0.013** -0.014** -0.014**
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

High-skilled Manual -0.036*** -0.039*** -0.035***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Farmer -0.023 -0.037 -0.023
(0.023) (0.024) (0.024)

Low-skilled Manual -0.010 -0.014* -0.014*
(0.007) (0.007) (0.007)

Unskilled -0.048 -0.054 -0.050
(0.037) (0.039) (0.037)

Great Inventor 0.037*** 0.043*** 0.038***
(0.008) (0.007) (0.007)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Topic One Y N Y Y N Y Y N Y
Topic Two N Y Y N Y Y N Y Y
Observations 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909 12,909
Pseudo R-Squared 0.0653 0.0626 0.0710 0.0659 0.0633 0.0716 0.0650 0.0624 0.0709

Notes: The table shows the relationship between patent quality, and patentees occupations, against the number of jurisdictions a patent is protected in.
Coefficients are marginal effects at the means for the highest expected outcome (a patent protected in all polities). The coefficients are interpreted as a
percentage point increase in the probability of being protected in all regions. For example, one unit increase in Quality is associated with a 3.8 percentage
point increase in the probability of a patent being protected throughout the British Isles, in column 1. For a categorical variable, belonging to a Non-Manual
occupation increases the probability of being protected throughout the British Isles by 2.7 percentage points for the same column. Columns 1, 2, and 3 break
HISCLASS into ‘manual’ against ‘non-manual’ occupations. Columns 4, 5, and 6 breakdown HISCLASS into 6 groups, where the omitted category is ‘Higher
Skilled Non-manual’. Columns 7, 8, and 9 identify Elite Inventors using the Dictionary of National Biography. Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses
***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data found in Table 3.6 for the period 1617-1852.
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per cent more likely to extend their patent protection to all jurisdictions. As

such, great inventors’ incentives were also consistent with the demand-side

hypothesis. The results also suggest great inventors were likely wealthy, as

they could afford to patent widely.

Inventions that were more valuable had their patent protection extended

to multiple jurisdictions in Britain, while wealth played a role in determining

how far patents could be extended. Therefore, not all inventors patented in

all jurisdictions. Many inventors chose to extend their English patent to only

one additional region. To understand why, I use probit models. Here, the

dependent variable is a dummy variable, indicating which regions inventors

obtained patents for. Table 3.8 reports the results. Columns 1-3 examine

patents extended to Scotland. Columns 4-6 examine patents extended to

Ireland. Columns 7-9 contrast inventions patented only in England against

those patented only in Scotland.

The results continue to support the demand-side hypothesis. Patents

extended to Scotland are found to have been more valuable than those

patents extended to Ireland. For example, a standard deviation increase in

the ex post number of references corresponds with an 8-10 per cent increase

in the probability an invention received additional Scottish protection. By

contrast, a corresponding increase in references is associated with a 1-2 per

cent increase in the likelihood an inventor sought Irish protection. The

Industrial Revolution transformed Scotland into an industrialised nation

alongside England (Devine, 2004), while Ireland remained predominately

agrarian and substantially less developed by comparison (Mokyr, 1983).

Indeed, patenting in Ireland declined following the onset of the Great

Famine, suggesting inventors were responding to market conditions.

Similarly, inventors who chose to patent in only a single British jurisdiction
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Table 3.8: Probit results by Jurisdiction of protection

VARIABLES
Scotland Ireland Only Scotland

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Quality 0.051*** 0.051*** 0.050*** 0.006** 0.006** 0.006** -0.008*** -0.008*** -0.008***
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Non-manual 0.026** 0.005 -0.000
(0.010) (0.004) (0.002)

High-skilled Non-manual

Low-skilled Non-manual -0.007 -0.004 -0.001
(0.013) (0.004) (0.003)

High-skilled Manual -0.055*** -0.001 0.001
(0.012) (0.004) (0.002)

Farmer -0.001 0.002 0.001
(0.055) (0.018) (0.011)

Low-skilled Manual 0.026 -0.022*** -0.002
(0.016) (0.008) (0.003)

Unskilled -0.055
(0.082)

Great Inventor 0.082*** 0.007 0.001
(0.017) (0.005) (0.004)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Topic One Y N Y Y N Y Y N Y
Topic Two N Y Y N Y Y N Y Y
Observations 11,123 11,123 11,123 8,433 8,402 8,433 7,969 7,940 7,993
Pseudo R-Squared 0.116 0.118 0.118 0.114 0.117 0.114 0.276 0.276 0.279

Notes: The table reports the relationship between patent quality, and patentees occupations, against patents protected in one or two polities. Columns
1-6 show results for patents extended either only to Scotland or Ireland. Columns 7-9 examine patents protected only in Scotland and not in England or
Ireland. Coefficients are interpreted as marginal effects at the means. Columns only control for TopicOne as results show no difference when controlling for
TopicTwo, and both Topics together. Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data found in Table 3.6 for the period 1617-1852.
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patented their more valuable inventions in England instead of Scotland. This

is despite the lower Scottish fees: England was the largest market in the

British Isles, and probably attracted inventions which were more valuable.

3.5 What Determines the Value of

Inventions?

Wealth matters for patent extension and presumably for obtaining patents

altogether. However, wealth, skills and power could also matter for

determining how valuable a particular invention really is. The literature

considers skills and wealth to produce somewhat contrasting effects regarding

the value of inventions: wealthy inventors supposedly made trivial inventions

of little value, while skilled inventors invented the technology of the

Industrial Revolution. Yet, wealth can afford superior schooling or skills,

while skills can increase earned incomes (North, 1991; Becker, 1994).

Wealthier inventors may have been capable of producing better inventions

because they had the requisite skills to do so.

To test this, I use a negative binomial regression model, as outlined in

equation 2. This follows the approach set out in Hall et al. (2005), Nicholas

(2010), and Brunt et al. (2012). Patent citation datasets have skewed

distributions. Many patents receive few references, and few patents receive

many references. Negative binomial models account for this skewness.

PatentV alueit = αit + β1Occupationit + βXit + µit (3.2)

The dependent variable is the weighted number of references on a given

patent in a given period. The model explains the number of references as
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Table 3.9: Negative Binomial results: Dependent variable is the weighted number of references per patent

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
VARIABLES Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality Quality

Non-manual 0.048*** 0.051*** 0.045***
(0.012) (0.011) (0.012)

High-skilled Non-manual

Low-skilled Non-manual 0.001 0.001 0.004
(0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

High-skilled Manual -0.044*** -0.049*** -0.042***
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

Farmer -0.036 -0.047 -0.040
(0.057) (0.057) (0.057)

Low-skilled Manual -0.055*** -0.056*** -0.048**
(0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

Unskilled -0.079 -0.073 -0.072
(0.052) (0.053) (0.052)

Great Inventor 0.169*** 0.170*** 0.167***
(0.024) (0.024) (0.024)

Constant 0.168*** 0.101* 0.153*** 0.216*** 0.152*** 0.198*** 0.222*** 0.160*** 0.207***
(0.057) (0.057) (0.059) (0.055) (0.055) (0.057) (0.055) (0.055) (0.057)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Topic One Y N Y Y N Y Y N Y
Topic Two N Y Y N Y Y N Y Y
Observations 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283 15,283
Pseudo R-Squared 0.00329 0.00309 0.00373 0.00330 0.00309 0.00374 0.00393 0.00372 0.00437

Notes: The table reports the relationship between patent quality and patentee occupations as proxied by social class. The dependent variable is
the weighted WRI metric. The coefficients are interpreted as the difference in the logs of expected counts of the predictor variable. To translate
this into a unit change, the coefficients need to be exponentiated. For example, a coefficient value of 0.046 (Column 1) can be interpreted as
follows: a one unit change in a variable leads to a 1-exp(0.046)=0.047, or a 4.7 per cent increase in the dependent variable. Robust Standard
Errors in Parentheses ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data found in Table 3.6 for the period 1617-1852.
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a function of occupations. I use the same occupational metrics as I used in

the probit regressions. Here, the control variables constitute: the number of

inventors named per patent; whether the patentee had at least one prior patent;

whether the invention’s technology class matches the inventor’s occupation;

the nationality of the inventor; whether the inventor employed a patent agent;

the level of inflation; the difference between social status scores for patents

with multiple inventors; and whether the invention was communicated by a

foreigner. The results are reported in Table 3.9.

My results are inconsistent with the argument that wealthy inventors

predominantly patented trivial inventions, while simultaneously supporting

the supply-side hypothesis. In all specifications, potentially wealthier

occupations are associated with a greater number of ex post references. On

average, non-manual occupations are associated with five per cent more

references per patent than their manual counterparts. Furthermore, breaking

HISCLASS groups into six categories also shows a positive association

between social status and patent value. Compared to high-skilled

non-manual occupations, high-skilled manual workers had 4-5 per cent fewer

references, while unskilled workers received 6-7 per cent fewer references per

patent. As stated, the probit results suggest social status metrics reasonably

capture wealth. As such, it is reasonable to interpret the results presented

here as wealth rather than power effects.

The Great Inventors dummy is much more likely to capture skills or

knowledge effects. The DNB does not seem to include individuals purely

based on their wealth, but rather on their contributions to science and

technology. The results suggest great inventors did produce much more

valuable inventions. On average, a great inventor received 17-18 per cent

more references per patent. Power, in terms of influence over those editors
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who published patent specifications, is unlikely to affect the results here. As

stated, the DNB identifies great inventors through their inventions, and not

through their patents or whether their invention was widely discussed by

contemporaries. It is unlikely to be coincidence that the highly valued

technologies of the Industrial Revolution had many references. Similarly,

these patents were more often contested in English courts: this is only

worthwhile if the patent is valuable. Therefore, I interpret the results as a

direct skills effect on the value of patented inventions.

3.6 Patents and the Industrial Revolution

The patent system receives little credit with regard to encouraging the

Industrial Revolution (Landes, 2003; Crafts, 2011). The perceived

ineffectiveness of the system largely stems from its cumbersome

administrative procedure and its great expense, particularly since many

inventions are thought to have avoided it entirely (MacLeod, 2002; Nuvolari,

2004). However, a recent re-examination of this institution argues it

contributed more positively to the Industrial Revolution (Bottomley, 2014b).

My results further add to our collective understanding of patenting during

this period. Inventors were patenting to protect their more valuable

inventions, which suggests, in some cases, the patent system could have

actively encouraged individuals to invent.

Understanding what motivates inventors is the first step toward

understanding how best to encourage innovative behaviour. The prevailing

arguments centre around whether inventors can be considered “economic

men” (Dutton, 1984: pp. 104-117). Economic men seek out profitable

market opportunities with their inventions, suggesting patents can be useful

to encourage innovation (Schmookler, 1966). However, if patents are too
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expensive, then credit constraints limit their usefulness for innovation.

Similarly, if inventors are not economic men – if they are motivated by

scientific pursuits, for example – then patents are also ineffective because

they would not encourage these individuals to invent.

I have shown inventor’s patenting behaviour was consistent with the

demand-side argument: they appeared to behave like economic men. They

obtained patents because they had inventions which were subsequently

proved to be valuable. The value of their inventions also strongly correlates

with their wealth and skills. My evidence is consistent with the arguments of

Crafts (2011): we invent because we are good at it, but also because we can

earn profits from it. Indeed, James Watt himself strongly believed inventors

responded to profitable opportunities and that patents were of great

importance. A quotation, taken from his letter to Lord Loughborough,

reveals exactly how important profits and patents were to Watt’s own

incentives (cited in Dutton, 1984: p. 109):

There seems to be only three motives that can excite a man to make

improvements in the arts, the desire of doing good to society, the

desire of fame, and the hope of increasing his private fortune [...] when

the three motives are united they must prove the strongest stimulus

which can act upon the human mind, and they can make it to struggle

with anxiety, the unremitting attention and the frequent

disappointment and the labour and expense which infallibly attend

every attempt at improvement in the arts [...] we have for many years

devoted our time and money to the bringing the invention to

perfection [...] but if our right to our patent should be taken away, or

rendered illusive, we must drop any further pursuits of that scheme

and apply ourselves to other businesses where our property can be

more effectively guarded.
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Whether patentees are representative of inventors remains questionable.

Should patentees represent the average inventor, then inventors can be

considered economic men. Conversely, if they do not represent all inventors,

then only those inventors who seek patents are likely to be economic men. At

the very least, patentee inventors respond to economic incentives, and

therefore the patent system might have actively encouraged their behaviour.

As stated, inventors did not have to work their patents themselves, as

licensing or selling their patent rights were also profitable options. By

incurring the additional fees for Scotland or Ireland, a patentee had the right

to license or sell their inventions to a wider market. Similarly, inventors may

have wanted to pre-empt others from copying their ideas and working them

in other British jurisdictions. Once a patent was granted and the

specification enrolled, anyone was capable of paying to view it. Imitation

would be likely to occur in those regions where an invention had not also

been extended, and such imitation may have led to direct competition with

the initial patentee. In this manner, patenting becomes a defensive

mechanism for protecting profits rather than for earning them. While I

cannot discern which mechanisms influenced which patentees, my results

suggest patentees were attempting to protect the revenues from their

inventions and did so by extending their patents to multiple jurisdictions in

Great Britain and Ireland.

Patenting behaviour is also conditional upon the potential wealth of

inventors, as well as how skilled they may be. Occupations are positively

associated with patent extension, but also with patent value. Prior studies

view wealthy inventors as a hindrance to inventive behaviour, because they

patent trivial inventions (MacLeod and Nuvolari, 2016). The patent

statistics do not support this conclusion. Instead, wealthier inventors appear
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to patent more economically valuable inventions, and they appear to patent

widely throughout Great Britain and Ireland. Similarly, highly skilled

inventors are associated with patents that turned out to be more valuable.

Although skills and wealth may be endogenous, it is still reasonable to

conclude both factors mattered with regard to patenting behaviour.

The efficacy of the patent system depends upon the degree to which it

encouraged individuals to invent. In particular, its contribution depends upon

whether patents encouraged the invention of the technologies of the Industrial

Revolution. Although I cannot conclude from my evidence whether patents

caused the Revolution, my evidence is at least consistent with the argument

inventors were economically motivated, and therefore they obtained patents

to protect valuable inventions. As such, patents may well have encouraged the

development of key technologies of the Industrial Revolution.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the behaviour of British patentees by exploiting

the unique institutional setup of Britain’s patent system. I find evidence

suggesting inventors opted into patent protection because they held

inventions of value. Inventors who possessed valuable inventions patented

these throughout Great Britain and Ireland. Furthermore, an examination of

patentee characteristics revealed that the value of patented inventions was

positively associated with the wealth of inventors and with their skills.

Britain’s historical patent system is renowned for its high fees, which

arguably harmed innovation. Alternatively, the high fees may have actively

encouraged invention from the upper classes, thereby contributing more

positively to the Industrial Revolution. Based on the evidence presented

here, the latter effect is more likely to have occurred.
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Jacob Schmookler stated that, ‘we have a choice of using patent statistics

cautiously and learning what we can from them, or not using them and

learning nothing about what they alone can teach us’ (Schmookler, 1966: p.

56). While patent indicators cannot possibly explain the whole of inventive

behaviour during the Industrial Revolution, they can still shed light on what

patentees were doing. Patent statistics represent the only complete time

series representation of technological change available for the Industrial

Revolution.
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3.8 Appendix A – Patent Fees

Table 3.10: Breakdown of Scottish patent fees, 1842

Item Ordinary Fees Extra Fees

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Preparing Title of Invention, Petition, and
Declaration

1 5 6

Secretary of State’s Reference 2 2 6
Secretary of State’s Warrant 15 7 0
Secretary of State’s Stamp 1 10 0

Lord Advocate’s Report 4 4 0
Lord Advocate’s Director 15 0 0
Lord Advocate’s Clerk 7 10 0
Lord Advocate’s Translator 1 1 0
Lord Advocate’s Director 1 1 0
Lord Advocate’s Servant 0 2 6
Lord Advocate’s Livery 0 3 7.5
Lord Advocate’s Extra 0 2 6

25 0 7.5
Great Seal Lord Keeper 6 13 4
Great Seal Lord Deputy 2 10 0
Great Seal Lord Usher 2 4 5.5
Great Seal Lord Appendee 2 2 0
Great Seal Lord Deputy 0 1 0
Great Seal Lord Wax 0 7 6
Great Seal Lord Extra 0 2 6
Great Seal Lord Agency for Scotland 4 4 0

Passing the Patent 10 10 0
Letters, &c 1 11 6

**Specification £ ——— *79 15 11

Notes: The table shows the breakdown of patent fees for obtaining patents in Scotland.
Text in bold represents the sum total of all fees, not the cost for the specification. * These
fees are increased if the patent be taken in two names. ** The cost of the specification to
each Patent depends on its length, also on the difficulties of drawing that document, and
the drawings necessary.
Source: Carpmael (1842).
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Table 3.11: Breakdown of Irish patent fees

Item Ordinary Fees Extra Fees

£ s. d. £ s. d.
Preparing Title of Invention, Petition, and
Declaration

1 5 6

Secretary of State’s Reference 2 2 6
Secretary of State’s Warrant 7 13 6
Secretary of State’s Stamp 1 10 0

Mr. Attorney or Mr. Solicitor-General’s
Report

31 10 0

Signet Office 3 3 0
Seal Office 2 14 6
Lord Lieutenant’s Fiat 5 5 0
Mr. Attorney-General’s Clerk for Fiat 11 0 3
Clerk to Hanaper 8 9 2
Stamp to the Grant 21 13 4
Inrolling 1 1 8
Further Fees 21 2 6
Passing the Patent 10 10 0
Letters, &c 1 11 6

**Specification £ ——— *130 12 5

Notes: The table shows the breakdown of patent fees for obtaining patents in Ireland. Text
in bold represents the sum total of all fees, not the cost for the specification. * These fees
are increased if the patent be taken in two names. ** The cost of the specification to each
Patent depends on its length, also on the difficulties of drawing that document, and the
drawings necessary.
Source: Carpmael (1842).
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3.9 Appendix B – HISCLASS Breakdown

The HISCLASS scores are broken down into the following:

• 1: Higher Skilled Non-Manual: Higher Managers

• 2: Higher Skilled Non-Manual: Higher Professionals

• 3: Medium Skilled Non-Manual: Lower Managers

• 4: Medium Skilled Non-Manual: Lower Professionals

• 5: Lower Skilled Non-Manual

• 6: Medium Skilled Manual: Foremen

• 7: Medium Skilled Manual: Medium Skilled Workers

• 8: Medium Skilled Manual: Farmers

• 9: Lower Skilled Manual: Low Skilled Workers

• 10: Lower Skilled Manual: Low Skilled Farm Workers

• 11: Unskilled Manual: Unskilled Workers

• 12: Unskilled Manual: Unskilled Farm Workers

The Meier zu Selhausen et al. (2017) approach creates the following groupings:

• I (Higher Skilled Non-manual): HISCLASS 1 & 2

• II (Lower Skilled Non-manual): HISCLASS 3-5

• III (Higher Skilled Manual): HISCLASS 6 & 7

• IV (Farmers): HISCLASS 8

• V (Lower Skilled Manual): HISCLASS 9

• VI (Unskilled Manual): HISCLASS 10-12
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Chapter 4

“War, What Is It Good For?”
The Industrial Revolution!

4.1 Introduction

Britain industrialised amidst the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars

(c. 1793–1815). The scale and timing of this conflict means warfare itself

cannot be ignored in explanations of the Industrial Revolution (O’Brien,

2017), particularly as recent scholarship draws a direct causal link between

involvement in war and subsequent industrialisation (Hanlon, 2015; Juhász,

2018). Inventive activity is widely considered as an important factor causing

the Industrial Revolution (Crafts, 2011). One of the channels through which

warfare is thought to have intensified Britain’s industrialisation is through its

impact on the rate and direction of technological development (Ruttan,

2006), as rising military demands accelerated improvements to existing

technology; demands for guns raised demands for iron and steel, which

facilitated increased invention to improve existing methods of production

(Kaempffert, 1941). Satia (2018) extends this argument, suggesting that

contracting between Britain’s government and the private sector to supply

the military stimulated innovation as a consequence.

However, measuring the causal effects of warfare is difficult when using
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macroeconomic data: authors often rely on ‘heroic assumptions’ regarding

trends in economic growth or industrial output (O’Brien, 2017: p. 4). Instead,

my chapter contributes to this discussion by examining patented and non-

patented invention statistics to understand whether the French Revolutionary

and Napoleonic wars coincided with changes in inventive activity during the

Industrial Revolution. Invention statistics have an advantage as they capture

the behaviour of inventors at the microeconomic level, allowing me to better

identify the causal mechanism between war, invention, and industrialisation.

Why Britain was the first to industrialise has long been the subject of

debate (Crouzet, 1967; Crafts, 1977; Landes, 1994; O’Brien, 1996). This

debate has historically focused on identifying characteristics unique to

Britain when compared with France to explain British industrialisation.

More recently, the debate focuses on whether industrialisation is best

explained by the incentives to invent (Allen, 2009) or the capabilities of

inventors (Mokyr, 2009), or a combination of both (Crafts, 2011). The role of

warfare in Britain’s Industrial Revolution likely relates to the incentives

explanation. To understand whether war contributed to British

industrialisation, I focus on how war affected the incentives to invent

valuable technologies. I do so by examining multiple invention datasets: the

entire population of patents granted during the Industrial Revolution; a

population of inventions which were not patented but whose inventors

instead received a prize; a sample of inventions which were disseminated and

discussed in the contemporary literature; and a sample of inventions which

were submitted directly to Britain’s military in hopes of a reward. Should

war have affected industrialisation by influencing the degree of valuable

invention, then I should observe a corresponding change in the invention

data.
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The economic effects of war on industrialisation more broadly are much

debated, suggesting the relationship between war and invention is

ambiguous. War inflicts substantial economic costs on belligerents, such as

the destruction of capital and infrastructure, and the loss of human life and

human capital, especially in the more violent conflicts of the twentieth

century (Broadberry and Harrison, 2005). Human capital is an important

contributor to industrialisation (de Pleijt, 2016), particularly through the

channel of invention, as skilled inventors can contribute to technological

development by producing economically valuable inventions (Mokyr, 2009).

War also crowds-out private investment. Ashton (1960) argues wartime

financing, particularly during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars,

diverted significant resources from other more productive channels to finance

military expenditure. Britain’s high debt issuance required greater savings to

be diverted from private investments to cover debt repayments (Williamson,

1984; Temin and Voth, 2005). The British government often had to borrow to

purchase equipment or engage in private contracting for weapons and uniforms

(Knight, 2013), which could either divert inventive behaviour away from more

economically valuable inventions and slow the rate of industrialisation (Nef,

1950; Khan, 2015b), or encourage it instead (Satia, 2018).

War depresses trade. By increasing the costs of trading, war can reduce

the overall amount of goods traded, harming both a country’s import and

export ability. Napoleon’s blockade damaged Britain’s ability to export to

the continent (O’Rourke, 2006), while Glick and Taylor (2010) suggest trade

disruptions caused by war can be as harmful as the direct costs of death and

destruction. Trade was likely a contributing factor to Britain’s

industrialisation (Davis, 1979; Galor and Mountford, 2006; O’Rourke et al.,

2007), but by harming Britain’s exports, particularly of cotton goods, war
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could have slowed the Industrial Revolution.

Recently, however, Britain’s involvement in European warfare during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries has been identified as being an

important contributor to industrialisation. Findlay and O’Rourke (2009)

suggest warfare allowed Britain to establish dominance over access to raw

materials and markets for their finished goods. Furthermore, trade

disruption can accelerate mechanisation. Hanlon (2015) finds a positive effect

of trade disruption on British innovation related to cotton production,

stimulated by a reduction in imports of US cotton following the US Civil

War. Napoleon’s blockade similarly raised the costs of French cotton

production, which necessitated the widespread adoption of cost-saving

textiles technologies in France (Juhász, 2018).

Britain’s patent institution has recently seen a positive reassessment

regarding its ability to encourage invention during the Industrial Revolution.

Patents are thought to have been superior to secrecy (Dutton, 1984), because

they provided a credible and legally enforceable property right over the use

of new inventions (Bottomley, 2014b). In Chapter 3 I found evidence

suggesting inventors who possessed valuable inventions patented them widely

within Britain, likely because patent rights could reasonably protect their

invention’s future revenue streams. Indeed, patentees were able to

accumulate significant wealth from their patent rights (Bottomley, 2019). If

economically valuable inventions are more likely to be appropriated by

competitors because of their potential profitability, then access to secure

property rights to protect those inventions could stimulate inventive

behaviour.

This chapter investigates whether warfare was an important factor in

explaining Britain’s inventive behaviour during its Industrial Revolution. I
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do so, first, by examining patenting behaviour during periods of warfare

directly involving Britain. The patent data are also examined in relation to

industrial output in key sectors of the Industrial Revolution: metallurgy,

mining, and textiles. In addition to the patent data, I also observe

non-patented inventions which received an award from the Society of Arts

and Manufactures (SAM), an organisation formed to encourage ‘artistic

achievement, importing novel goods and materials, developing agriculture

and forestry, and for improvements to manufactures, chemistry and

mechanics’ (Howes, 2016: p. 89).1 While the data are not exhaustive of

either all inventions submitted to the SAM or non-patented inventions in

general, it is useful for understanding inventor behaviour outside the patent

system. I additionally observe a series of inventions published in a prominent

and long-running scientific magazine based in London, for the period of the

French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. This series provides evidence

regarding the types of technologies contemporaries were keen to discuss and

disseminate. Finally, I collect and discuss a series of reports concerning

inventions submitted to Britain’s military boards, which highlights how

Britain’s military may have influenced inventive behaviour.

My results suggest Britain’s involvement in war contributed positively to

the Industrial Revolution. The share of economically or socially valuable

inventions, both patented and non-patented, increased in times of war. The

increase appears permanent, as the results do not show a reciprocal decline

in valuable invention post-war. The evidence supports the mechanisms

proposed by Kaempffert (1941) and Satia (2018): the association appears to

have been driven by rising demand placed on wartime industries, and

possibly also from rising military expenditure, as inventive activity rose

1Since 1908 called the “Royal Society of Arts”.
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alongside both industrial output and state capacity. In addition, qualitative

evidence suggests inventors had confidence in the security of their property

rights; the patent system was amended to facilitate contracting for military

inventions, and non-patented inventions were willingly submitted to military

boards absent legal protection.

This paper is closely related to Khan (2015b). Khan observes patenting

during the US Civil War, and finds US inventors switched into the market for

military technologies, which she interprets as a temporary misallocation of

resources hampering US innovation. The present study finds a different

effect: British inventors increased only their patenting of economically

valuable inventions. By contrast, evidence from non-patented inventions

shows a temporary increase in the production of military inventions during

times of war. The conflicting results are likely because of the great costs of

obtaining patent rights in Britain, while submitting to prize-giving

institutions was less expensive by comparison; while socially valuable in

terms of their contributions to warfare, military inventions were generally of

a lower economic value and may not have been worth the cost of a patent.

While patents are not always appropriate, they may be more appropriate for

more economically valuable inventions, as shown in Chapter 3. Consequently,

the knock-on effects to Britain’s economy produced by war, coupled with the

existence of a credible patent system, likely accelerated invention, and aided

the Industrial Revolution.

This chapter is set out as follows: section 4.2 discusses my data and the

variables I construct from them; section 4.3 describes my empirical strategy;

4.4 reports the results from examining patent statistics; section 4.5 reports the

results from the non-patent data series; section 4.6 examines the relationship

between patenting and industrial output; and section 4.7 concludes.
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4.2 Data

To test the effect of warfare on inventive behaviour, I observe both patented

and non-patented inventions. The patented invention data constitute the

entire population of British patents granted to British inventors during the

Industrial Revolution (1760–1830), collected from Woodcroft (1854).2 The

data include information concerning inventors’ names, their occupations,

their listed addresses, and the titles of their patented inventions.

Not all inventions are patentable, and not all inventors obtain patents.

However, Sullivan (1989) asserts that during the Industrial Revolution most

inventions which could be patented were patented, as contemporaries viewed

the secrecy alternative as less viable due to reverse engineering (Dutton,

1984). Britain’s patent data also contain many important inventions

associated with the Industrial Revolution (Bottomley, 2014b); Watt’s

separate condenser, Hargreaves’ spinning jenny, Kay’s flying shuttle,

Arkwright’s water frame, Cartwright’s power loom, and Cort’s puddling

process were all patented. Consequently, the patent data are likely to provide

a reasonable indication of how invention was affected by war.

The non-patented invention data help overcome the selection bias inherent

to studying patents, as they constitute a series of prizes granted to inventions

submitted to the SAM during the Industrial Revolution, provided by Howes

(2020). The prize data include only those inventions receiving an award, which

could be either a medal, a cash prize, or a type of commendation. The dataset

contains information on the inventors’ names, the title of their inventions, their

prize, and in some cases their addresses and occupations.

Prizes are an important alternative to securing patent rights, and some

2I adhere to the traditionally dated period of the Industrial Revolution advanced by
Ashton (1997).
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authors have argued for their significance in encouraging invention (Brunt et

al., 2012; Moser and Nicholas, 2013). Howes (2020) argues prizes and patents

should be viewed as complements, not substitutes; prizes, such as medals,

appealed to individuals too rich to patent, while cash prizes appealed more

to poorer inventors. Not all inventions were patentable, or valuable enough

for an inventor to go through the costly and lengthy process for obtaining

patent rights (Khan, 2017). An inventor could submit their invention for a

prize more cheaply, which is beneficial both to poorer inventors who could not

afford patents and those inventors who possessed non-patentable inventions,

and may have provided sufficient incentive to encourage invention outside the

patent system.

I also collect a series of non-patented inventions published in The Repertory

of Arts and Manufactures (Repertory) for the vast majority of the French

Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars; the magazine was first published in 1794,

two years following the outbreak of said wars on the continent. The Repertory

was a long-running scientific magazine published biannually in London, for the

purpose of discussing and disseminating novel or useful inventions from around

the world. Since this is the earliest scientific magazine running in Britain

during the Industrial Revolution, it provides an opportunity to understand

the types of technologies being published during the conflict with France.3

Figure 4.1 compares the trends in patents granted and prizes awarded.

The number of inventions submitted to the SAM exhibits a sharp decline at

the beginning of the period, from a peak of 60 rewarded inventions to

approximately 20 per annum.4 The trend remains constant at around 15-20

3This data are discussed more thoroughly in Appendix 4.8.
4Howes (2020) proposes several reasons to explain this trend. The SAM began awarding

prizes from 1755, one year after it was founded, and the decline could be a result of the fading
novelty of prize-giving institutions, or an adjustment of inventors expectations regarding
the value of awards they could obtain. Many pre-existing trade secrets and other good
ideas would presumably have been submitted immediately, but, once these were exhausted,
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Figure 4.1: Time series of patented inventions, and non-patented inventions receiving a prize from the Society of Arts and
Manufactures, during the Industrial Revolution, 1760–1830

Notes: The graph shows the total number of patents granted and prizes awarded each year in my data. Shaded areas represent periods of warfare. The first shaded area is
the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War
(1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854) and Howes (2020)
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non-patented inventions, before exhibiting a temporary spike prior to the

French Revolutionary War, after which the number of awarded inventions

gradually increased, before exhibiting a temporary peak in the 1820s. By

contrast, the patent series is less volatile, showing a slow and sustained

increase, with a slight trough at the beginning of both the French

Revolutionary War and then the Napoleonic War, and a sharp peak in the

mid-1820s, similar to the non-patented series. Warfare does not appear to

have depressed either the patent or prize counts, as both series show marked

growth during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars.

4.2.1 Technology Classes

Characteristics of inventions can vary according to the invention’s relevant

technology group. For example, the propensity to patent varies by technology

groups (Moser, 2005). Controlling for technology groups mitigates this bias

during statistical analysis. However, the choice of taxonomy can influence

conclusions drawn from patent data, and possibly also from the prize data. To

overcome this problem, I adopt a machine learning approach and technology

schema from chapter 2. This method relies on identifying commonly appearing

words in titles of inventions to cluster patents and prizes of a similar nature

into topics. Each topic is assigned to one of 20 patent classes. Classes are then

assigned to inventions through their highest scoring topic, which is my control

for technology groups in all regressions.

Table 4.1 shows patented and non-patented inventions produced during

the Industrial Revolution, and periods of warfare involving Britain, by their

the number of submissions would decline to reflect the rate of new invention. Similarly,
the number of paying members was high in the early years of the Society’s existence but
declined substantially in later years. Prizes were awarded out of the Society’s funds, which
were financed from membership fees, so the decline in awarded prizes likely reflected to
membership rates.
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Table 4.1: Technology Classes for patented and non-patented
inventions observed during the Industrial Revolution

Technology Class Patented Non-patented Repertory
IR War IR War

Agriculture 5.10 5.97 28.58 26.42 23.59
Apparel 0.93 0.61 2.98 0.79 0.07
Chemicals 8.43 8.29 6.38 6.92 32.21
Commodities 3.84 4.41 0.06 - 0.28
Construction 4.76 4.87 1.37 2.04 3.72
Electricity 0.15 0.23 1.07 1.73 0.76
Food 0.51 0.65 0.18 - 2.00
Hardware 12.34 13.73 14.68 15.25 5.52
Health 0.85 1.03 0.36 0.63 1.52
Instruments 11.05 11.56 9.49 10.69 7.45
Machinery 5.28 5.59 9.37 11.32 5.03
Manufacturing 1.89 2.55 0.72 0.63 0.62
Metal 3.16 2.85 1.43 0.63 4.14
Military 2.09 2.36 4.06 2.67 0.83
Mining 1.60 1.67 1.13 1.73 0.76
Paper 3.25 2.81 4.24 4.40 1.59
Power 7.53 5.55 0.72 0.63 1.59
Textiles 14.90 13.50 7.22 8.02 3.24
Transportation 6.69 6.20 3.94 3.62 1.52
Utility 5.66 5.55 2.03 1.89 2.97

Notes: The table shows the percentage of patented and non-patented inventions belonging to
each technology class, where the technology classes are adopted from Chapter 2. Columns 1 and
3 observe the period of the Industrial Revolution, ‘IR’, (c.1760-1830), columns 2 and 4 look at
periods of warfare, ‘War’, (1760–1763; 1776–1783; 1793–1802; 1803–1815), and column 5 covers
1794-1815.
Sources: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854), Repertory of Arts and

Manufactures (1794-1815) and Howes (2020).
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technology group. Patented inventions generally related to physical inventions,

such as Hardware, Machinery, or Power – a trend which changed little during

periods of war. By contrast, SAM inventions focused largely on Agriculture,

while the general distribution of technologies also did not vary much during

times of war. Inventions referenced in the Repertory were significantly more

likely to be related to either Agriculture or Chemicals. The latter case is in line

with the argument that Chemical inventions were harder to reverse engineer in

the early nineteenth-century (Moser, 2011), which may explain their prevalence

in the Repertory; Chemical inventions could be published absent patent rights

since they were harder to copy. Of particular note are the share of military

non-patented inventions, which exhibit a relative decline during war.

4.2.2 Economically and Socially Valuable Inventions

Economically or technically valuable patents are identified using the

Woodcroft Reference Index (WRI), pioneered by Nuvolari and Tartari

(2011), while valuable non-patented inventions are identified based on the

type of reward received from the SAM.5

A patent’s value is inferred from the relative number of references –

weighted by cohort – received in the contemporary scientific and trade

literature. At any given time, a finite number of newly sealed patents would

be available at the patent office for journal editors to publish, which means

the reference index provides only an ordinal measure of quality. Should the

patents available for publication or discussion be systematically less

economically valuable, the reference index would not capture this;

systematically valuable patents would suffer a similar problem. Warfare

could have affected the real value of patented inventions, either due to rising
5The SAM is likely to also have cared about social value, and inventions which benefited

the public goods, rather than pure economic value (Howes, 2020).
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Figure 4.2: High-value patents granted during the Industrial Revolution

Notes: The figure shows the percentage share of patents granted during the Industrial Revolution which are considered high-value. High-value patents are those patents which
have a WRI score in the top quartile of WRI scores. Shaded areas represent periods of warfare. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US
Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854; 1862)
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inflation (making patenting cheaper, as application fees remained fixed in

nominal terms) or increased uncertainty (making patenting riskier) – factors

not captured by these references.

To overcome this, I instead construct a dummy variable for patents with

scores belonging to the top quartile of the weighted WRI. While the

reference index struggles to capture the real economic value of a patented

invention, by observing those patents receiving a disproportionately higher

share of references I am better capable of identifying high-value patents.

Generally, patents had an abnormally high number of references because

they were litigated; a brief examination of highly referenced patents supports

this assertion (Woodcroft, 1862).6 Inventors presumably cared a lot about

why a patent was contested in court, because it may have had implications

for the validity of their own patents; patent cases influenced patent law in

Britain (Murfitt, 2017), and would therefore have been more commonly

discussed in the scientific literature. Litigated patents are considered to have

been more economically valuable, as litigation was very costly, and would

only have been worthwhile to pursue if the patent in question was

particularly valuable (Bottomley, 2014b).7 Therefore, very valuable patents

were more likely to receive a disproportionately high number of references,

and I consider these inventions to have been more important for

industrialisation.

Figure 4.2 shows the number of high-value patents granted during the

Industrial Revolution. Prior to the US Revolutionary War, few patents

granted were considered valuable. The share of valuable inventions more

6Bottomley (2014b) notes that litigated patents still had more references than non-
litigated ones even when explicit references to their court cases are removed.

7Bottomley argues that patentees generally began litigation proceedings, and often had
to go to court to prevent infringements on their patents, or to extend licenses or assign
patents. Such inventors only did so because they perceived it to be in their financial interest
to do so.
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than doubles during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, followed

by a significant spike around 1820. The series does not recede to its pre-war

level, suggesting the wars coincided with a permanent increase in high-value

patenting.

For non-patented inventions, value, either economic or social, is inferred

from the type of prize awarded to the invention. Inventions submitted to

the SAM could obtain one of three prizes: a medal, generally gold or silver;

a monetary reward; or a commendation. Figure 4.3 shows the number of

prizes awarded to inventors annually, by prize type. Cash prizes were the

most popular, particularly in the first two decades after the SAM’s inception.

The number of cash prizes peaked around 1770 before declining sharply, and

then peaked again several years before the French Revolutionary War before

attaining a somewhat constant rate at around 14–16 prizes annually. Medals

were the second most popular prize, with a constant rate of approximately

5–10 before steadily increasing to overtake cash prizes during the Napoleonic

War. Commendations were much rarer by comparison, being awarded briefly

after the US Revolutionary War as well as toward the end of the Industrial

Revolution. At best, the series suggests an increase in the number of medals

awarded, which may translate as a rise in valuable invention.

However, prizes were awarded out of the SAM’s treasury, which was

financed predominantly from its membership fees. Paid membership to the

SAM was not constant, and fluctuated considerably in the early period of its

existence, which would have affected how many prizes were awarded or how

much cash could be paid out. Figure 4.4 reports time-series evidence of

membership rates for the SAM. The data indicate a sharp decline in

membership from a peak of approximately 2,000 paying members in the late

1760s to fewer than 500 by 1783. The membership rate shows relative
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Figure 4.3: Time series showing the various prizes awarded to non-patented inventions by the Society of Arts and Manufactures
during the Industrial Revolution, 1760–1830

Notes: The figure shows the total number of prizes awarded to inventions by the type of prize: cash prize; medal; or commendation. Shaded areas represent periods of warfare.
The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802)
and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Howes (2020).
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Figure 4.4: Number of paying members of the Society of Arts and Manufactures, 1760–1830

Notes: The figure shows incomplete time series evidence of the total number of paying members of the SAM, annually. Data are missing either because they were not included
in committee reports, or because they are not provided annually. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783);
the last constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Allan and Abbott (1992) and Allan (1998) provided by Anton Howes.
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stability around the outbreak of the French Revolutionary War, with some

indication of a very gradual increase during the Napoleonic War. Finally,

membership appears to increase after the wars end. In comparison with

Figure 4.3, there is a strong correlation between prizes, particularly Cash

Prizes, and membership rates.

The different types of prizes cannot be directly compared with one

another, because of the difficulties of ascertaining whether gold or silver

medals were considered more or less valuable than particular sums of money.

Similarly, some inventors preferred receiving one type of prize to another,

and may have been incentivised to submit their inventions for a particular

reward. Nevertheless, I observe the prevalence of gold and silver medals, and

the sums of money awarded to inventors.

Figure 4.5 provides a more in-depth observation regarding medals and

monetary prizes awarded to inventions submitted to the SAM during the

Industrial Revolution. Figure 4.5a shows the share of inventions receiving

either a gold or silver medal. Overall, the trend for medals is somewhat

volatile, although there is little growth when observing gold medals, while

the share of silver medals awarded shows a sustained increase from the

beginning of the French Revolutionary War. Figure 4.5b shows the total and

mean amounts of money awarded each year, adjusted for inflation. The

graph exhibits a sharp decline in monetary rewards in the 1760s, with a

small increase in the total value of money awarded during the French and

Napoleonic wars. Similarly, the mean cash awarded peaks during the early

stages of the French wars, before declining again. The figures suggest that

war coincided with a temporary increase in the share of valuable inventions

submitted to the SAM.
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4.2.3 Military Inventions

During the Napoleonic wars (1803–1815) a “Navy Clause” was inserted into

patent applications of military-related inventions (Bottomley, 2014b); it was

introduced in the prior conflict, but rarely used.8 This Navy Clause resulted

in a transaction between the inventor and the British government: the

government had the right to force the inventor to license their patented

invention to the British military at reasonable prices (Bottomley, 2014b).

The Navy Clause reflects a general desire of the British military to engage in

transactions with inventors, rather than simply appropriate any useful

technologies for their own gain. More importantly, the Navy Clause also

indicates the types of inventions the military were either interested in or

considered useful.

The titles of Navy Clause patents can be used to train a supervised

machine learning model to predict whether an invention has relevance to

Britain’s military.9 I assume certain types of inventions which would have

been desirable to Britain’s military have a specific set of keywords that can

be used to identify them. The machine learning approach can then be used

to predict which patented inventions would have received the Navy Clause,

and extrapolate this to those patents granted outside of the Napoleonic War;

this approach is also used on the non-patented invention data. I use a logistic

regression (LR) machine learning model to predict which inventions are likely

to have been military-related, based on Navy Clause patent titles. Relevant

military inventions are termed “predicted-military”.

Figure 4.6 graphs the share of Navy Clause and predicted-military patents

granted each year during the Industrial Revolution. Peaks in military

patenting occurred during periods of warfare, with the highest peaks found
8See Appendix 4.9 for a further discussion of this clause.
9See Appendix 4.10 for a complete discussion on the machine learning approach.
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(a) Medal rewards

(b) Monetary rewards

Figure 4.5: Share of non-patented inventions receiving medals, and the value
of monetary prizes awarded, during the Industrial Revolution, 1760–1830

Notes: The figure shows the percentage share of SAM inventions which received either a medal or a monetary
prize. Figure (a) shows the share of rewards that were Gold or Silver medals, while Figure (b) shows the
total and mean sums of money awarded each year, which have been adjusted using the RPI from Clark
(2018). Shaded areas represent periods of warfare. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–
1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last constitutes the French Revolutionary
War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Howes (2020).
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Figure 4.6: Time series of predicted-military and Navy Clause patents granted, 1760–1830

Notes: Shaded areas represent periods of warfare. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last
constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854)
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Figure 4.7: Time series of non-patented predicted-military inventions receiving a prize from the Society of Arts and Manufactures,
1760–1830

Notes: Shaded areas represent periods of warfare. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last
constitutes the French Revolutionary War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from ‘Repertory of Arts and Manufactures’ (1794–1815), and Howes (2020)
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during the Seven Years War at 30 per cent, and the early stages of the

Napoleonic wars at 25 per cent. However, there is an immediate decline at

the end of both conflicts, suggesting the increased patenting of military

technologies was temporarily spurred by war.

Figure 4.7 shows the share of non-patented inventions considered to have

military applications, from both the SAM and Repertory data series. Non-

patented military inventions exhibit significant volatility. On average, 10-15

per cent of inventions awarded a prize by the SAM are considered to have

military applications; a similar share is observed in the patent series. However,

there are several considerable peaks, the most prominent of which appear at the

beginning of the US Revolutionary War and prior to the French Revolutionary

War. Both peaks decline considerably during war, although the trend exhibits

a small increase during the Napoleonic War.

The share of Repertory’s military inventions is lower compared to the

SAM series, suggesting military inventions were less likely to be published in

more general technical journals.10 This could reflect a desire to keep military

inventions secretive, or that inventors preferred to submit military inventions

to Britain’s military bodies rather than prize-giving institutions.11 Overall,

the evidence does not indicate the existence of a switching effect as identified

by (Khan, 2015b).

10Military-related inventions receiving prizes would have been published in Transactions
of the Society of Arts and Manufactures or other SAM publications, while the Repertory
relies on referencing inventions published in many other journals or magazines beyond the
SAM.

11See Appendix 4.11 for an in-depth discussion about military inventions outside the
patent system, and the role played by Britain’s Board of Ordnance in possibly encouraging
such innovation.
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4.2.4 Invasion Fear

War can potentially discourage inventors from inventing or patenting. The

uncertainty associated with the final outcome of a conflict can deter

productive economic activity, particularly where losers are at risk of losing

their property rights; during the Napoleonic era, conquered territories had

the Napoleonic code imposed on them, altering the existing structure of

property rights.12 The potential uncertainty is likely observable in the patent

series. To obtain a patent right, an inventor had to guide their patent

petition through several stages, which could take several months to complete

(Bottomley, 2014b). Consequently, prospective patentees could postpone

continuing their petition should they perceive a threat to the security of their

property rights; war, and the accompanying potential to lose, likely

represented such a threat.13

To proxy this uncertainty, I observe when invasion fears ran high. There

were three unsuccessful French invasions during the French Revolutionary War

(1793–1802): in 1796 the French approached Ireland but were turned back due

to adverse weather conditions; in 1797 they landed in Wales but were rounded

up by the local militia; and in 1798 they landed in Ireland, and fought a

campaign for several months before being defeated by Cornwallis (Knight,

2013).

The Napoleonic wars reignited invasion fears. Between 1803 and 1805,

Napoleon assembled his army, consisting of 200,000 troops with sufficient

landing craft to carry them and significant military supplies across the

English Channel, for the sole purpose of invading Britain (Hall, 1992).

12Appendix 4.12 discusses this uncertainty in greater detail, focusing on the risk of a
successful French invasion as the mechanism.

13Depending on which stage of the petition the inventor had reached, they may not have
paid much money and could be more open to postponement or abandonment altogether.
See chapter 3: p. 76 for an overview of fees.
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However, Napoleon’s attention shifted to Austria in August 1805; the

invasion was abandoned. Then, in October, Britain defeated French naval

forces at Trafalgar, mitigating invasion fears once and for all (Knight, 2013).

I construct a dummy variable – “Invasion” – for those months of imminent

invasion fears: December 1796 – March 1797; May 1798 – October 1798; 1803

– October 1805. I assume uncertainty prevailed for at least one additional

month (except after Trafalgar), as invasion fears are unlikely to dissipate

instantaneously. The patent data provide information about when a patent

was sealed, rather than when it was initially petitioned for. Since patents

could take several months to obtain, I observe whether inventors postponed

the continuation of their petitions, rather than whether they decided to

postpone beginning their petition or abandon inventing altogether.

4.2.5 Serial Patentees

Inventors may have switched their efforts away from economically valuable

invention toward military inventions during the wars (Khan, 2015b). To test

this, I observe inventors who held multiple patents to examine their response

to periods of war. I construct a dummy variable for “Serial Patentees” who

held three or more patents during their careers, based on their listed name,

location, and occupation. Inventors with common names (e.g. Smith) are

omitted. Similarly, patent agents are excluded as they often held dozens of

patents, both for themselves and their clients (Bottomley, 2014b).14

14I do this for the patent data only for two reasons. First, the patent data capture whether
inventors postponed obtaining particular patents, or what inventions they were trying to
obtain patent rights for, regardless of when the invention was produced. For non-patented
inventions, it is difficult to ascertain when the invention would have been produced, and
there may have been less impetus to postpone submitting an invention. Also, inventor’s
did not list their name consistently in the SAM series, making accurate identifications more
difficult.
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4.2.6 Summary

Table 4.2 shows select descriptive statistics for each period of warfare

involving Britain during the Industrial Revolution: the Seven Years War

(1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French

Revolutionary War (1793-1802); and the Napoleonic War (1803–1815). The

table observes descriptive statistics for both the patents and prizes datasets,

focusing on the various metrics to proxy for patent value, and the number of

military inventions. Observing the patent data, the statistics suggest that

earlier conflicts coincided with fewer high-value patents, while the later

conflicts (the French Revolutionary War and Napoleonic War) coincided with

a significant increase in the share of patents which were economically

valuable. Military patents, however, show very little variation across the

different periods of conflict, suggesting military patenting was constant.

The non-patented prize data shows some correlation between economically

or socially valuable inventions observed during periods of war. The mean

number of ‘Gold Medals’ and ‘Silver Medals’ is highest during the

Napoleonic War, and lower during those earlier periods of warfare. However,

the ‘Monetary Prize’ variable does not appear correlated with warfare.

Non-patented military inventions, in contrast to patented ones, appear to

fluctuate considerably across the different conflicts, with very few military

inventions receiving an award during the later French wars.

Overall, the summary statistics suggest some correlation between the

French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars and economically or socially

valuable invention, suggesting that war may have stimulated the Industrial

Revolution. Table 4.3 describes the different variables used in my ensuing

regression analyses in this chapter.
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Table 4.2: Summary statistics for patented and non-patented
inventions

Patent Data

Number Mean Std. Dev Min Max

High-value
Seven Years War 69 0.01 0.12 0 1
US Revolutionary War 317 0.05 0.23 0 1
French Revolutionary War 817 0.18 0.39 0 1
Napoleonic War 1,426 0.37 0.48 0 1
Invasion Fear 291 0.27 0.44 0 1

Predicted-military
Seven Years War 69 0.12 0.32 0 1
US Revolutionary War 317 0.12 0.33 0 1
French Revolutionary War 817 0.14 0.35 0 1
Napoleonic War 1,426 0.14 0.35 0 1
Invasion Fear 291 0.14 0.34 0 1

Prize data

Predicted-military
Seven Years War 99 0.04 0.20 0 1
US Revolutionary War 78 0.21 0.41 0 1
French Revolutionary War 121 0.06 0.23 0 1
Napoleonic War 338 0.1 0.30 0 1

Gold Medal
Seven Years War 99 0.02 0.14 0 1
US Revolutionary War 78 0.13 0.34 0 1
French Revolutionary War 121 0.17 0.37 0 1
Napoleonic War 338 0.22 0.42 0 1

Silver Medal
Seven Years War 99 0.02 0.14 0 1
US Revolutionary War 78 0.22 0.42 0 1
French Revolutionary War 121 0.31 0.47 0 1
Napoleonic War 338 0.51 0.50 0 1

Monetary Prize
Seven Years War 95 22.28 21.31 1.70 126.87
US Revolutionary War 44 11.20 10.08 0.93 50.30
French Revolutionary War 67 38.00 25.22 5.47 168.30
Napoleonic War 133 28.24 20.54 8.06 173.10

Notes: The table reports summary statistics for both patented and non-patented invention
data. The variables summarised are those proxies for an invention’s economic or social
value, or military-related inventions, conditional upon the different wars involving Britain
during the Industrial Revolution. The first two variables: ‘High-value’ and ‘Predicted-
military’ are for the patented invention series. The remaining four variables: ‘Predicted-
military’, ‘Gold Medal’, ‘Silver Medal’, and ‘Monetary Prize’ are from the non-patented
invention series from the Society of Arts and Manufactures.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1862) and Howes (2020)
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Table 4.3: Definitions of dependent and independent variables

Unit Definition Description

Dependent Variable

High-value Discrete 1 if a patent belongs to the top 25% of the
patent quality distribution Captures economically valuable patents

Predicted-
military Discrete 1 if an invention is similar to patented

inventions containing a Navy Clause
Captures inventions likely useful to the
British military

Industry Numeric Number of high-value patents for textiles,
metals, and mining

Capture economically valuable invention in
the key sectors of the Industrial Revolution

Textiles Numeric Number of high-value textiles patents Capture economically valuable invention
relating to textiles

Metal Numeric Number of high-value metal patents Capture economically valuable invention
relating to metallurgy

Independent Variable

US Revolutionary
War Discrete 1 for the years 1776–1783 Controls for the US Revolutionary War

Seven Years War Discrete 1 for the years 1760–1763 Controls for the Seven Years War
French
Revolutionary
War

Discrete 1 for the years 1793-1802 Controls for the French Revolutionary War

Napoleonic War Discrete 1 for the years 1803–1815 Controls for the Napoleonic War

Invasion Fear Discrete
1 for patents granted during the following
periods: December 1796 – March 1797; May
1798 – October 1798; 1803 – October 1805

Controls for potential uncertainty
associated with patenting

Textiles Output Continuous Index of Textiles Output in Britain Capture potential size of Textiles Industry

Metal Output Continuous Index of Metal Output in Britain Capture potential size of Metallurgy
Industry

Industry Output Continuous Index of Industrial Output in Britain Capture potential size of Metal and Mining,
and Textiles and Leather Industries

Coal Output Continuous Index of Coal Production in Britain Capture potential size of Coal Industry
Iron Output Continuous Index of Iron Production in Britain Capture potential size of Iron Industry

Invention Characteristics

Navy Clause Discrete 1 if a patent contains the Navy Clause Captures inventions desired by Britain’s
military

Quality Continuous Number of citations per patent weighted by
average citations of a given time interval Measure of patent quality

TopicOne Categorical Highest scoring patent technology class Control for patent characteristics

TopicTwo Categorical Second highest scoring patent technology
class Control for patent characteristics

Labour-saving Discrete 1 if an invention is considered to be
labour-saving Control for potential value of an invention

Capital-saving Discrete 1 if an invention is considered to be
capital-saving Control for potential value of an invention

Reference Numeric 1 if a non-patented invention is referenced
in the Repertory Control for potential value of an invention

Monetary Prize Discrete 1 if a non-patent invention received a
monetary prize

Capture potential economic or social value
of a non-patented invention

Monetary Cash
Value (£) Measures the real value of a monetary

prize, as deflated using the RPI Index
Capture potential economic or social value
of a non-patented invention

Gold Medal Discrete 1 if a non-patented invention received a
gold medal

Capture potential economic or social value
of a non-patented invention

Silver Medal Discrete 1 if a non-patented invention received a
silver medal

Capture potential economic or social value
of a non-patented invention

Membership Numeric Counts the number of paying members to
the Society of Arts and Manufactures

Controls for changes in cash pool which
influences the number of prizes awarded

Inventor Characteristics

Serial Patentees Discrete 1 if an inventor holds multiple patents in
their lifetime

Captures possible switching effects between
economic and military patenting

Geographic
Location Categorical

Controls for inventors listed country:
England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales or
Foreign

Controls for possible location effects on the
value of an invention

Patent Stock Numeric
Counts the number of patents held by an
inventor when obtaining an additional
patent

Captures potential experience upon future
patents

For Inventor Use Discrete 1 if a patentees occupation matches their
invention’s patent class

Controls for technology “insiders” versus
“outsiders”

Number of
Inventors Numeric Counts the number of inventors listed per

patent
Controls for the cost or quality benefit to
having an additional named inventor

Other

Inflation Index Captures changes in the price level
(2013=100)

Controls for changes in the real cost of
patenting

Real GDP Index Measures changes in the real GDP of
Britain

Controls for potential acceleration of
Industrial Revolution

Notes: The table describes the various dependent and independent variables used in regression analyses throughout this study. ‘Unit’
describes the variable type; ‘Definition’ describes how the variable is constructed; and ‘Description’ describes what the variable is
meant to measure.
Source: Patent data (Woodcroft, 1854; Bottomley, 2014a); Patent citation data (Nuvolari and Tartari, 2011); Prize data (Howes,
2020); Repertory data (The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures, 1794–1815); Inflation data (Clark, 2017); Indices of GDP and Output
(Broadberry et al., 2015); and author’s own calculations
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4.3 Empirical Strategy

4.3.1 Patent Methodology

To test how warfare affected patenting activity, I use the following probit

model specification:

P (yit|At, Xit) = Φ(β1At + βXit) (4.1)

The dependent variable, y, is a dummy indicating either a valuable patent or

a military patent belonging to inventor i at time t. The set of explanatory

variables, A, include wartime dummies, and a dummy to capture invasion

fears. The control variables, X, constitute: real GDP; a five-year inflation

average; the inventor’s patent stock; occupation; whether the invention

matches the inventor’s occupation (to control for insiders versus outsiders);

the invention’s technology class (by industry of final use); the inventor’s

country of residence within Britain; and whether the invention is labour- or

capital-saving. Standard errors are clustered by year, and all results reported

are marginal effects at the means.

4.3.2 Non-patent Methodology

To test how warfare affected non-patenting behaviour, I first use the

Mann-Whitney test, which is a non-parametric test of a null hypothesis that

there are no differences between groups for a given variable. The non-patent

data are less rich than their patent counterpart, and have frequent omissions

of important variables including occupations and geographic location. As

such, the non-patent dataset cannot be examined as thoroughly as the patent

data. Consequently, the use of the Mann-Whitney test is preferred, as it can
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provide reasonable evidence of correlations.15 In this case, I use the test to

examine whether there are differences when observing either the cash prizes,

and number of gold or silver medals awarded between periods of peace and

war; I assess the effect of war on predicted-military inventions in a similar

manner.

I then use a probit model setup, similar to equation 1, in an attempt to

account for some control variables. Here, the dependent variable, y, is either

a dummy variable indicating whether a gold or silver medal was awarded, or

whether an invention is considered to have military applications. The

explanatory variables, A, remain similar to those for the patent methodology.

The control variables, X, constitute: whether the invention had been instead

patented; whether the invention was referenced in the Repertory; real GDP;

the inventor’s nationality; and the invention’s technology group.

Finally, I use OLS regressions to examine how the real value of cash prizes

awarded to non-patented inventions changes across periods of conflict. The

dependent variable is the monetary value of cash prizes deflated using the

RPI from Clark (2018). The explanatory variables are dummy variables for

periods of warfare, and the control variables are the same as the previous

probit models.

4.4 Patent Evidence

While patents do not account for all inventions, they are likely to account for

some of the most valuable inventions produced during the Industrial

Revolution. Inventors choosing to patent likely did so because patent rights

provided a stronger guarantee that the inventor could secure returns to their
15I acknowledge the difficulties of interpreting Mann-Whitney tests, due to the inability

of the test to account for any type of control variable. However, the test is still insightful,
although any degree of causation cannot be drawn from its results.
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efforts, and since patented inventions are likely to have been more valuable,

they may have contributed positively to Britain’s Industrial Revolution.

4.4.1 All Patentees

Table 4.4 reports my key probit regression results. The first half of the table

reports the association between warfare and military patenting. Should

warfare have promoted industrialisation through the development of military

technologies, I would expect to observe increased military-related patenting.

For the entire period, the results show no change in military patenting

during war. Only the “post-war” period (column 4) shows any change in

military patenting; compared with post-Napoleonic War peace, the French

Revolutionary War produced 6 per cent fewer military patents. In addition,

invasion fears are negatively correlated with military patenting; inventors

may have been uncertain about whether to obtain patent rights. Overall,

military patenting was largely unaffected by warfare. Inventors may have

bypassed the patent system in favour of taking their inventions directly to

Britain’s military boards (see Appendix 4.11) or to prize-giving institutions

such as the SAM. Similarly, inventors could have perceived war as a constant

state of affairs, with a view that any periods of peace would be temporary,

suggesting inventors’ behaviour would be unlikely to change between

conflicts.

The second half of Table 4.4 reports the results for high-value patents.

Here, I expect to observe a positive effect for wartime dummies, which would

support the argument war led to increased invention quality. The results

initially suggest war produced no effect on high-value patenting (column 5).

The Napoleonic War saw a 20 per cent increase in high-value patents compared

to the French Revolutionary War (column 6). The pre-war period (column 7)
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Table 4.4: Probit regression results showing the relationship between military patenting, high-value patenting and
periods of warfare for all patentees

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Predicted-military High-value

Seven Years War -0.001 -0.011 -0.147 -0.126
(0.065) (0.067) (0.122) (0.095)

US Revolutionary War -0.008 0.001 -0.077 -0.043
(0.021) (0.023) (0.058) (0.049)

French Revolutionary War -0.000 0.031 -0.062* -0.049 0.064 -0.212**
(0.018) (0.024) (0.033) (0.049) (0.042) (0.099)

Napoleonic War -0.032 0.007 0.044 -0.050 0.021 0.207*** 0.218*** 0.003
(0.027) (0.015) (0.030) (0.031) (0.073) (0.033) (0.058) (0.092)

Invasion Fear -0.043** -0.037* -0.039* -0.088*** -0.059** -0.062
(0.021) (0.020) (0.023) (0.032) (0.025) (0.038)

Predicted-military -0.042* -0.083** -0.053* -0.054*
(0.023) (0.039) (0.027) (0.028)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Period 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830
Observations 5,486 2,083 3,246 4,323 5,564 2,104 3,289 4,381
Pseudo R-Squared 0.208 0.253 0.218 0.222 0.130 0.0629 0.135 0.0674

Notes: The table reports probit regression results showing how high-value or military patenting changed during periods of warfare involving Britain. The wars
cover the following periods: the Seven Years War (1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French Revolutionary War (1793-1802); and the
Napoleonic War (1803–1815). Coefficients are marginal effects at the means. For columns 1-4, the dependent variable is a dummy for military patents. For
columns 5-8, the dependent variable is a dummy for high-value patents, defined using the top 25% WRI. Invasion is a dummy to proxy for uncertainty effects.
Columns 1 and 5 observe the period 1760–1830. Columns 2 and 6 observe the period 1793–1815. Columns 3 and 7 observe the period 1784–1815 (pre-war).
Columns 4 and 8 observe the period 1793–1830 (post-war). Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854) and Nuvolari and Tartari (2011)
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suggests the Napoleonic War increased high-value patenting by 21 per cent

compared to prior periods of peacetime. Furthermore, the post-war period

(column 8) suggests the increased rate of high-value patenting did not diminish

once the wars concluded. The Napoleonic War coefficient is not statistically

distinguishable from the post-war period, while the French Revolutionary War

coefficient is negative, statistically significant, and of the same magnitude to

the Napoleonic War coefficients in columns 6 and 7, suggesting the rate of

high-value patenting remained high after 1815. Finally, the invasion metric

suggests an uncertainty effect existed, likely encouraging inventors to postpone

or abandon the patenting of high-value inventions.

4.4.2 Serial Patentees

To test whether inventors switched into the market for military inventions,

Table 4.5 presents probit results for Serial Patentees; the control variables

remain unchanged from Table 4.4. The first half of Table 4.5 presents the

results for military patents. Compared to all patentees, serial patentees were

less likely to patent military-related inventions during periods of war. Indeed,

the US Revolutionary War seems to have coincided with a decline in military

patenting by 9-10 per cent (columns 1 and 3). In contrast with the post-war

period, the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars saw 8-9 per cent fewer

military patents, suggesting serial patentees were less likely to switch their

inventive effort toward the military. This may be a result of serial patentees

recognising the usefulness of patents for protecting valuable inventions, as

military inventions tended to be less valuable; the coefficients associated with

predicted-military patents were negative and statistically significant in Table

4.4.

The second half of Table 4.5 examines high-value patents. Here, I find
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Table 4.5: Probit regression results showing the relationship between military patenting, high-value patenting
and periods of warfare for only serial patentees

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Predicted-military High-value

Seven Years War -0.099 -0.097
(0.097) (0.097)

US Revolutionary War -0.096** -0.092** 0.054 0.081
(0.042) (0.045) (0.110) (0.102)

French Revolutionary War -0.013 0.049 -0.091* -0.044 0.105 -0.108
(0.032) (0.047) (0.050) (0.062) (0.087) (0.098)

Napoleonic War -0.058 0.019 0.071 -0.081* 0.045 0.218*** 0.266** 0.041
(0.038) (0.036) (0.068) (0.046) (0.069) (0.046) (0.119) (0.080)

Invasion Fear -0.052 -0.042 -0.040 -0.116** -0.074 -0.029
(0.039) (0.036) (0.036) (0.051) (0.047) (0.068)

Predicted-military -0.039 -0.050 -0.053 -0.032
(0.035) (0.060) (0.045) (0.041)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Period 1760-1830 1793-1815 1760-1815 1793-1830 1760-1830 1793-1815 1760-1815 1793-1830
Observations 2,132 806 1,178 1,782 2,137 841 1,180 1,797
Pseudo R-Squared 0.218 0.247 0.230 0.228 0.122 0.0936 0.128 0.0841

Notes: The table reports probit regression results for serial patentees showing how high-value or military patenting changed during periods of warfare
involving Britain. The wars cover the following periods: the Seven Years War (1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French Revolutionary
War (1793-1802); and the Napoleonic War (1803–1815). Coefficients are marginal effects at the means. For columns 1-4, the dependent variable is a dummy
for military patents. For columns 5-8, the dependent variable is a dummy for high-value patents, defined using the top 25% WRI. Invasion is a dummy to
proxy for uncertainty effects. Columns 1 and 5 observe the period 1760–1830. Columns 2 and 6 observe the period 1793–1815. Columns 3 and 7 observe the
period 1784–1815 (pre-war). Columns 4 and 8 observe the period 1793–1830 (post-war). Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: ibid
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similar results for serial patentees’ behaviour compared to all patentees.

Serial patentees did not appear to patent fewer high-value inventions during

periods of war (column 5). Contrasting the period of the French

Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars (column 6), the Napoleonic War saw a

22 per cent increase in high-value patents. The pre-war period (column 7)

also suggests the Napoleonic War significantly increased high-value

patenting, by 26 per cent, while the post-war period (column 8) suggests the

increase was again permanent. The invasion dummy posits a negative and

statistically significant correlation with high-value patenting in column 6

only, and no significant association for columns 7 or 8; serial patentees may

have perceived the patent system to be more secure than new patentees,

despite the threat of invasion.

4.5 Society of Arts and Manufactures Prize

Evidence

The patent data provide strong evidence that the Napoleonic War likely

encouraged invention during the Industrial Revolution, but behaviour outside

of the patent system may have been affected differently. Non-patented

inventions, although thought to be of a lower economic value (Khan, 2017),

are useful for observing whether patentee behaviour during wartime was

representative of inventors in general.

4.5.1 Mann-Whitney Results

Table 4.6 reports the results from the Mann-Whitney tests on several

indicators of an inventions economic or social value, and whether an

invention was considered military-related. Since non-parametric tests do not
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Table 4.6: Mann-Whitney Results for non-patented
inventions receiving a prize from the Society of Arts

and Manufactures

Variable Z-score P-value
Monetary Prize -0.013 0.99
Monetary Cash Value -6.428*** 0.00
Gold Medal -1.08 0.28
Silver Medal -1.701* 0.09
Predicted-military -0.007 0.99
Membership 1.377 0.17

Notes: The table shows the results of the Mann-Whitney test of whether
the mean of each variable changes between peacetime and wartime, for those
non-patented inventions which received a prize from the Society of Arts and
Manufactures during the Industrial Revolution. A negative Z-score implies
that the mean value is higher in times of war. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Allan and Abbott (1992),
Allan (1998), and Howes (2020).

control for other factors which may affect the perceived value of

non-patented inventions, the results here are interpreted cautiously. The first

proxy for value – whether the prize was monetary – is not correlated with

warfare, suggesting the number of cash prizes awarded did not change.

Instead, the value of the cash prizes is positively correlated with war; on

average, more money was paid per cash prize to a non-patented invention

when Britain was at war. The results for membership indicate the number of

paying members did not change in times of war, suggesting the monetary

result is not driven by changes in the SAM’s capacity to pay cash prizes.

The second proxies for value, whether an inventor was awarded a gold or

silver medal, are largely uncorrelated with war. There was no apparent change

in the awarding of gold medals to non-patented inventions, but the number

of silver medals awarded appears to have increased. Although the results do

not support an argument that war led to a significant increase in valuable

inventions being produced, war did not coincide with a substantial decline in

the value of non-patented inventions.
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The Mann-Whitney tests also suggest war was not correlated with any

change in prizes awarded to military-related inventions, which may reflect no

underlying change in the production of such inventions. Inventors were also

allegedly discouraged from obtaining patent rights by Britain’s military boards

(Satia, 2018). However, there is no reason to suspect the boards would have

discouraged inventors from submitting to prize-giving institutions; the patent

right would likely have inhibited how much control Britain’s military had over

a given invention, while submission for a prize would have created no such

difficulties.

4.5.2 Probit Results

The Mann-Whitney results suggest a limited effect of Britain’s conflicts on

inventor behaviour, but these tests do not account for other factors that may

be correlated with an inventions value. In an effort to overcome this, I also

examine the non-patented inventions series using a probit methodology.

Because of the data limitations described in Section 4.2, these results should

also be interpreted with caution; omitted data may not be random.

Table 4.7 reports the results for predicted-military inventions. The results

indicate the number of military inventions receiving a prize increased during

the Napoleonic War. For each regression specification, the coefficient

associated with the Napoleonic War is positive and statistically significant.

However, this is likely a temporary effect, as the post-war period (column 4)

suggests fewer military inventions were awarded prizes after the wars ended.

The French Revolutionary War, by contrast, saw fewer military inventions

receive an award compared to the Napoleonic War. Whether this is because

fewer military inventions were submitted for a prize is unclear. Overall, the

observed increase in prizes awarded to military inventions is likely a result of
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Table 4.7: Probit regression results showing the relationship between non-patented military inventions awarded
a prize by the Society of Arts and Manufactures and periods of warfare

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Predicted-military Predicted-military Predicted-military Predicted-military

Seven Years War - -

US Revolutionary War 0.280 0.132
(0.281) (0.380)

French Revolutionary War -0.383 -1.375*** -4.039***
(0.406) (0.436) (0.348)

Napoleonic War 0.534*** 4.211*** 3.138*** 0.501***
(0.166) (0.505) (0.654) (0.179)

Constant -3.986*** -14.762*** -7.447*** -5.569***
(0.911) (1.722) (0.974) (1.988)

Time Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Period 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830
Observations 1,065 324 721 647
Pseudo R-Squared 0.344 0.340 0.443 0.259

Notes: The table reports probit regression results showing the relationship between periods of warfare and the number of non-patented military inventions
awarded a prize by the Society of Arts and Manufactures. Military inventions are proxied by the predicted-military variable. The wars cover the following
periods: the Seven Years War (1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French Revolutionary War (1793-1802); and the Napoleonic
War (1803–1815). Unlike prior tables, coefficients are not marginal effects at the means. The dependent variable is a dummy for non-patented military
inventions. Column 1 observes the period 1760–1830. Column 2 observes the period 1793–1815. Column 3 observes the period 1784–1815 (pre-war).
Column 4 observes the period 1793–1830 (post-war). Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Howes (2020).
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an increase in the production of those military inventions.16 This result,

which contrasts the patent evidence, may relate to the desire of the Board of

Ordnance for inventors of military inventions not to obtain patent rights.17

Table 4.8 reports the probit results for prizes receiving either a gold or silver

medal, compared with inventions receiving an alternative prize. Moser (2005)

observes prizes awarded during the Great Exhibition of 1851, and suggests

medals were generally awarded to more valuable inventions, with gold medals

considered superior to silver. Similarly, Brunt et al. (2012) suggests medals

served as a means of advertising, which could benefit the inventor over a longer

period of time, while cash prizes were an immediate reward. Consequently,

medals may better capture economically or socially valuable inventions than

other prizes.

The results suggest no change in the number of either gold or silver medals

awarded to non-patented inventions overall. During the period of the French

wars (column 2), however, the Napoleonic conflict coincided with a positive

increase in the number of silver medals being awarded, while there was no

corresponding effect on gold medals. Similarly, predicted-military inventions

were more likely to receive a silver medal during periods of war, suggesting a

possible change in the quality of military inventions submitted to the SAM,

although this is not supported when observing gold medals.

Table 4.9 reports the OLS regression results for the cash value of

monetary prizes during periods of warfare. The economic or social value of a

particular invention submitted to the SAM is likely to be positively

16Many inventors receiving awards for military inventions were naval and military officers,
who would presumably be more likely to invent military technologies.

17See Appendix 4.11. I have found at least one inventor who submitted an invention
to the SAM, Henry Trengrouse, also submitted that invention to the Board of Ordnance.
Whether this was a common practice remains unknown, but it is reasonable to suspect
Britain’s military boards would be more accommodating of non-patented inventions being
submitted to prize-giving institutions.
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Table 4.8: Probit regression results showing the relationship between the number of gold or silver medals awarded to non-patented
inventions and periods of warfare

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Silver medal Gold medal

Seven Years War - - 0.631 0.791
(0.712) (0.733)

US Revolutionary War 0.005 0.022 0.015 -0.060
(0.216) (0.239) (0.323) (0.313)

French Revolutionary War 0.352 0.734 -0.237 -0.183 –0.686 -0.452
(0.276) (0.512) (0.235) (0.198) (0.417) (0.368)

Napoleonic War 0.144 0.384** 0.918 0.018 -0.010 0.223 -0.602 -0.107
(0.171) (0.192) (0.592) (0.161) (0.185) (0.202) (0.449) (0.267)

Predicted-military -0.013 0.402** 0.386** -0.040 0.270 -0.050 -0.104 0.338
(0.169) (0.190) (0.191) (0.172) (0.178) (0.317) (0.278) (0.191)

Constant -2.090*** 0.930 -1.465 0.658 -1.897** -2.441 -2.730** -0.506
(0.577) (1.683) (1.402) (1.243) (0.863) (2.236) (1.069) (1.846)

Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Period 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830
Observations 1,281 377 830 820 1,260 359 803 814
Pseudo R-Squared 0.211 0.125 0.267 0.086 0.114 0.108 0.132 0.108

Notes: The table reports probit regression results showing the relationship between periods of warfare and the number of gold or silver medals awarded to non-patented inventions
by the Society of Arts and Manufactures. The wars cover the following periods: the Seven Years War (1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French Revolutionary
War (1793-1802); and the Napoleonic War (1803–1815). Unlike prior tables, coefficients are not marginal effects at the means. The dependent variable is a dummy for non-patented
military inventions. Column 1 observes the period 1760–1830. Column 2 observes the period 1793–1815. Column 3 observes the period 1784–1815 (pre-war). Column 4 observes the
period 1793–1830 (post-war). Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: ibid.
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Table 4.9: OLS regressions showing the relationship between the real cash value of a monetary prize
and periods of warfare

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES Monetary value Monetary value Monetary value Monetary value

Seven Years War 3.656* 4.895**
(2.018) (2.404)

US Revolutionary War -6.635*** -5.854**
(2.241) (2.321)

French Revolutionary War 13.893*** 20.976*** -0.690
(4.198) (4.903) (2.388)

Napoleonic War 3.146 -0.625 19.154*** -0.647
(2.398) (1.730) (5.693) (1.587)

Predicted-military 2.299 3.456 2.885 -2.577
(2.631) (4.413) (3.415) (1.685)

Constant 2.833 37.766** 10.876 34.811**
(8.884) (13.530) (9.672) (14.739)

Time Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y
Period 1760–1830 1793–1815 1760–1815 1793–1830
Observations 1,301 388 857 832
R-squared 0.242 0.332 0.261 0.273

Notes: The table reports OLS regression results showing the relationship between periods of warfare and the monetary value of cash prizes
awarded to non-patented inventions by the Society of Arts and Manufactures. The wars cover the following periods: the Seven Years War
(1760–1763); the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783); the French Revolutionary War (1793-1802); and the Napoleonic War (1803–1815).
Unlike prior tables, coefficients are not marginal effects at the means. The dependent variable is a dummy for non-patented military
inventions. Column 1 observes the period 1760–1830. Column 2 observes the period 1793–1815. Column 3 observes the period 1784–1815
(pre-war). Column 4 observes the period 1793–1830 (post-war). Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: ibid.
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correlated with the amount of money awarded to it. The results suggest that

warfare was associated with an increase in the real cash value of prizes. For

the period of the Industrial Revolution (column 1), the French wars were

associated with an increase of £13–14, on average, awarded to inventions.

The period of the French wars (column 2) suggests the value of cash prizes

did not change between the French Revolutionary War and the Napoleonic

War. Compared to the pre-war period (column 3), the war did seem to be

associated with an increase in money awarded: the French Revolutionary and

Napoleonic wars were associated with an average increase of £19-20 per

invention. This effect appears to have been permanent; there is no

subsequent decline in the value of cash sums awarded. However, this may be

explained by changes to membership rates which I do not observe for the

post-war period, although the increase observed for the French wars appears

to be uncorrelated with membership rates.

The results here support the arguments drawn from the patent evidence:

there appears to have been a permanent increase in economically (or socially)

valuable inventions being patented or receiving prizes, which likely reflects an

underlying increase in the production of such inventions.

4.6 Invention and the Real Economy

The evidence indicates the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars

coincided with a permanent increase in valuable inventions in both the

patent and non-patent datasets. As the French wars were fought on a

significantly larger scale than prior conflicts (O’Brien, 2017), they likely

produced and sustained an increase in the demand for valuable technologies

from wartime industries. Figure 4.8 shows the total government revenue and

relative expenditure on Britain’s military, which includes expenditure on
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Figure 4.8: Time series showing total government revenue, and government expenditure on Britain’s military, 1760–1830

Notes: The figure shows the total nominal government revenue in millions of British pounds (Revenue) and the percentage of that spent on Britain’s military (Military) for the
period 1760–1830. The first shaded area is the Seven Years War (1756–1763); the next is the US Revolutionary War (1775–1783); the last constitutes the French Revolutionary
War (1793–1802) and Napoleonic War (1803–1815).

Source: Author’s calculations using data from O’Brien and Hunt (1999), ‘Estimates Presented to the House of Commons’ (1801–1830).
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items such as soldier’s wages, uniforms, weapons, horses, and medical

resources, indicating the potential demands placed on wartime industries

from the British government. The data are collected from separate series of

expenditure reports submitted to Parliament (see source in figures), and

from O’Brien and Hunt (1999).18

Prior to the French wars, revenue was relatively constant, at an average of

£20 million, and appeared to increase very little during the Seven Years War

or the US Revolutionary War. The outbreak of warfare in 1793 coincides

with a sustained increase in revenue raised by the British government.

Revenue increased more rapidly during the Napoleonic War, from

approximately £40 million at the start of the war to a peak of £75 million

by 1815, before declining to a constant of £50-55 million: more than double

the pre-war level. Military expenditure was approximately 20 per cent of

total revenue during the Napoleonic War, exhibiting a decline since 1814 to a

constant of 13-15 per cent. Given the significant increase in total revenue,

expenditure on Britain’s military is also likely to have increased compared to

the pre-war era. The higher-post war expenditure is also positively correlated

with the increase in economically valuable inventions observed in the same

period; British military expenditure appears to have risen permanently as a

result of warfare, which may, in turn, have been a factor explaining the rise

in valuable inventions.

To understand whether inventors were responding to changes in the real

economy, as a consequence of Britain’s involvement in warfare and

subsequent increases in expenditure, I examine the relationship between

industrial output and patenting behaviour for specific industries and their

18The military expenditure reports are likely an underestimate, as they do not account
for financing of debts, or lending to foreign powers to help combat France.
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Table 4.10: Probit regression results showing the relationship between high-value patents and lagged industrial
output for key technologies

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
VARIABLES Textiles Textiles Metal Metal Industry Industry Industry Industry

Textiles Output (t-1) 0.002*** 0.001 0.001*** 0.000
(0.001) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001)

Metal Output (t-1) 0.000*** 0.001***
(0.000) (0.000)

Industry Output (t-1) 0.002*** 0.000
(0.001) (0.001)

Iron Output (t-1) -0.000 0.001
(0.000) (0.000)

Coal Output (t-1) 0.001** 0.000
(0.000) (0.000)

War Controls N Y N Y N Y N Y
Time Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 5,548 2,440 5,548 2,411 5,548 2,440 5,548 2,440
Pseudo R-Squared 0.0831 0.0611 0.0889 0.104 0.0818 0.0602 0.0861 0.0635

Notes: The table reports probit regression results showing the relationship between high-value patents and lagged indices of industrial output for certain
key technologies. Coefficients are marginal effects at the means. Columns 1 and 2 compare high-value textiles patents against textiles output. Columns 3
and 4 compare high-value metal patents against metal output. Columns 5-8 contrast high-value industry patents (metal, mining, and textiles technologies)
against metal, mining, and textiles output separately, and then against a combined series of industrial output. Standard errors clustered by year ***p<0.01,
**p<0.05, *p<0.1.
Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854) and Broadberry et al. (2015).
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associated technology.19 Expenditure alone does not account for the possible

mechanism through which the military may have accelerated inventive

behaviour. But, by spending more revenue on particular wartime items, such

as guns, for example, the military would likely have encouraged industrial

output, which may have created a profitable opportunity for inventors to

supply new technologies to aid this increase in production or to reduce

industry costs.

Here, I use the same probit regression model described in section 4.2. My

dependent variable is the share of high-value patents belonging to key

technologies matching important industries: Metallurgy, Mining, and

Textiles. I choose these industries as they are explicitly referenced in

Kaempffert (1941) and Satia (2018) as the key sectors of the Industrial

Revolution. Furthermore, Britain’s textiles industry – cotton in particular –

is widely viewed as one of the most important sectors within which

industrialisation began (Allen, 2009).

My explanatory variables are indices of industrial output, collected from

Broadberry et al. (2015). The output data are lagged, to capture whether

British inventors were responding to changes in industrial output. Output

measures capture the potential changes in demand within those particular

industries, which could affect inventive activity.20 The control variables are

the same as those discussed in relation to the patent methodology.

Table 4.10 reports the results of a probit regression of patenting on

industrial output. Overall, the results provide evidence consistent with the

argument that inventors were responding to changes in demand. The share

19I examine only the patent series because I can construct a high-value patent indicator
for separate technology classes, which cannot be done with the non-patent data.

20Of course, technological change could also have affected output. But, it is unclear
how long it takes for an invention to affect the wider economy, so I do not investigate this
potential relationship.
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of high-value Textiles patents show a positive correlation with textiles output

in the previous year; an increase in textiles output by 10 per cent is

correlated with a 2 per cent increase in high-value Textiles patents being

granted. The results for Industry and Metal patents show a similar

relationship, although iron output shows a negative but statistically

insignificant association with high-value Industry patents. Across each

specification, controlling for periods of war renders the correlations as

statistically insignificant. This is probably because war is correlated with

both increasing output and an increasing share of high-value patents granted,

and so the model may be over-controlling for the demand-side mechanism.

4.6.1 Additional Evidence

The evidence discussed in the appendices to this chapter provide supporting

evidence for my argument that warfare, particularly the Napoleonic War,

positively contributed to the Industrial Revolution in Britain. Here, I

provide a brief summary of the conclusions drawn from each appendix.

Firstly, in Appendix 4.8, I examine the types of inventions being

disseminated in The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures (Repertory). This

magazine published both patented and non-patented inventions, with

emphasis on the latter, to encourage the diffusion of new knowledge in

Britain. To do so, the Repertory would draw on national or regional

publications from across the world and publish those more useful inventions

with reference to the original publication. Focusing on the non-patented

inventions published therein, my main finding is that inventions published in

French journals, and presumably belonging to French inventors, made up a

large share of all non-patented inventions published in the Repertory. This

share increased continuously during the French Revolutionary War, and then
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fluctuated considerably during the Napoleonic War, briefly rising above 50

per cent around 1807–1808. By contrast, the patent series reports no patents

belonging to French inventors during the same period. I interpret this as an

openness amongst British inventors to any new knowledge, regardless of

source, provided that it was useful. This openness likely contributed to

cumulative innovation in Britain, as access to knowledge is a necessity for

any technological development to occur at all.

Secondly, in Appendix 4.9, I examine the Navy Clause, and the possible

role it played in facilitating invention. This clause appears to have acted as a

contract between inventors and Britain’s military, whereby inventors of

military technologies would be required to supply their invention to the

military at a set price in exchange for a patent. I find evidence suggesting

that inventors who did supply their inventions through the Navy Clause

could earn substantial sums of money; in one instance, an inventor was paid

£4,480 and was awaiting further payment of £56,000. Such sums of money

could have acted to incentivise military-related invention, which has some

support from the patent statistics: there was a temporary increase in

military-related patenting during the Napoleonic War. In addition, the

British military appeared unwilling to expropriate those patents relating to

useful military technologies, and instead reinforced the credibility of patent

rights by inserting a Navy Clause as a means of contracting for those

military inventions.

Thirdly, in Appendix 4.11, I examine the role played by Britain’s military

in encouraging invention outside of the patent system. Inventions could

either be purchased directly by the military, or inventors could submit their

inventions to Britain’s various military boards in hopes of a reward. The

evidence suggests Britain’s military was willing to expend large sums of
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money for valuable military inventions: in two instances, inventors of famous

inventions – ‘shrapnel’ and the Congreve rockets – received £1,200 per

annum each. The military also rewarded inventors of life-saving inventions,

not just those inventions capable of destruction. In addition, the evidence

from a sample of inventions submitted to the military suggests that such

inventions received extensive experimentation and testing before a decision of

their value was made. Despite the less secure nature of non-patented

inventions, inventors still submitted them to the military, while the military

did not appear to expropriate any submitted inventions. The evidence

suggests Britain’s military supported the property rights of inventors without

patented inventions, and were willing to spend significant sums of money for

valuable inventions, which may have encouraged military-related invention

outside the patent system.

Finally, in Appendix 4.12, I investigate whether uncertainty was

heightened during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. Inventors

may have been discouraged from either inventing or patenting during periods

when they were uncertain about the security of their property rights. Indeed,

during the Napoleonic War inventors may have thought their patent rights

could be expropriated by the British government, or by the French in the

event of France prevailing over the British, an outcome which may have led

to the establishment of Napoleon’s civil code in Britain. By surveying

qualitative evidence from some private correspondence and various

newspaper reports during the Napoleonic War, I find that the fear of a

successful French invasion was very high in Britain, which likely created an

uncertain atmosphere discouraging inventors from inventing and patenting.

The several attempts to invade Britain during the French Revolutionary

War, the threat of Ireland supporting a French invasion, and Napoleon’s
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planned invasion of England later on, all appeared to encourage the

publication of hysterical, fear-mongering stories in The Times newspaper

regarding those events. Such publications would likely have encouraged the

spread of wartime uncertainty, suggesting the results derived in section 4.4

regarding invasion uncertainty are unlikely to be spurious.

4.7 Conclusion

My results show a sustained increase in the patenting of economically or

socially valuable inventions during the Napoleonic War. This result is further

supported from a series of non-patented inventions which were awarded

prizes from the SAM. In the non-patent series, the share of inventions

receiving higher sums of money as a prize increased during war, and

remained permanently high following the conclusion of the Napoleonic War.

Together, the results support the assertion that valuable inventive activity

increased during periods of warfare, particularly the later conflicts.

Two probable mechanisms regarding invention during the Industrial

Revolution are discernible. The first is that the scale of the later Napoleonic

War necessitated the production of superior military technologies to support

the war effort. There is evidence to suggest Britain’s military boards

attempted to stimulate military invention by acting as a rewarding body.

Inventors could submit an invention, with or without a patent, to Britain’s

Board of Ordnance to be rigorously examined in hopes of earning a reward;

since inventions could be submitted without a patent right, inventors likely

also perceived the Board would not infringe on their property rights.

The second probable mechanism is that the demands placed on Britain’s

economy from its engagement with Revolutionary and Napoleonic France

required significant increases in the output of wartime industries (e.g.
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uniforms, weapons, ships etc.). This knock-on effect to Britain’s industries is

argued to have accelerated the Industrial Revolution (Satia, 2018). My

evidence supports the argument, as economically valuable invention increased

during the Napoleonic War, with preliminary evidence suggesting this was a

response to rising industrial output. Britain’s state capacity had also

permanently increased as a result of Britain’s conflict with France, which is

correlated with the permanent increase in valuable invention. Inventors likely

responded to rising demand by inventing more valuable technologies,

presumably because of the potential profitability of those inventions.

My evidence also shows no significant change in the patenting of military

inventions during times of war, although there were temporary increases

observed in the share of non-patenting military inventions receiving prizes.

This is likely because of two possible effects. Firstly, European history is

particularly bloody, with powers frequently engaging in military

‘tournaments’ (Hoffman, 2017). Inventors may have perceived that periods of

peacetime were temporary because of the prevalence of warfare before 1815

(Knight, 2013; Satia, 2018). Accordingly, inventors may be less likely to

change their behaviour towards military inventions in times of peace.21

Secondly, inventors were seemingly discouraged from patenting military

technologies (Satia, 2018), presumably because this gave the inventor a legal

right to their invention, limiting the control of Britain’s military boards over

its usage.22 Inventions could be submitted to prize-giving institutions,

however, as Britain’s military boards would not be threatened with losing

control over that invention. Indeed, there is qualitative evidence to suggest

inventions submitted to the Board of Ordnance were also submitted to the

SAM, highlighting the complementarity of the two institutions.

21Appendix 4.11 provides qualitative evidence in support of this.
22Indeed, this may have been a cause for the introduction of the Navy Clause.
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This study argues the Napoleonic War was a potentially important factor

in Britain’s industrialisation. The credibility of Britain’s property rights,

either through the patent system or the good-will of the military boards not

to expropriate submitted inventions, likely provided the necessary security

for inventors to invent. At the same time, British inventors were possibly

responding to changes in the real economy, suggesting inventors responded to

demand-side incentives, which Allen (2009) argues as a major factor

explaining why Britain industrialised first. Therefore, war likely positively

contributed to the Industrial Revolution, but as a catalyst rather than a

causal factor. Industrialisation was already underway before the onset of the

large scale French wars, and so the Napoleonic conflict cannot have caused

the Industrial Revolution. More importantly, the Napoleonic conflict did not

prevent industrialisation. War is, by its very nature, highly destructive and

can strongly dictate resource allocation, usually toward those things less

beneficial to society. Despite this, Britain achieved industrialisation. The

credibility of property rights during the wars, coupled with the rising

demands placed on wartime industries, could have further accelerated

inventive activity; inventors would be able to exploit their patent rights to

earn profits from technologies related to wartime industries. Consequently, in

Britain, it probably paid to invent those technologies famously associated

with the Industrial Revolution, and probably more so when the British were

at war.
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4.8 Appendix A – Repertory of Arts and

Manufactures

The types of inventions being discussed and disseminated in scientific

magazines can aid our understanding of what technologies inventors, and

other interested readers, may have cared about. This section discusses

evidence from one of the longest-running scientific magazines circulated in

Britain – The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures. The magazine was

founded in 1794, and published issues biannually. In 1802, the magazine was

renamed to The Repertory of Arts, Manufactures, and Agriculture. The

magazine’s stated purpose was to disseminate knowledge in the arts and

manufactures to inventors, who ‘might otherwise have but little chance of

ever becoming acquainted with them’ (Repertory of Arts and Manufactures,

Volume 1 (1794): p. i). The editors discussed that the magazine should

publish particularly novel or interesting patent specifications and

non-patented inventions, in the hopes of disseminating useful and practical

knowledge. Such inventions were drawn from various scientific journals or

papers from academies or societies from around the world.

In this study, I restrict my focus to observing non-patented inventions

discussed during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars; I therefore

observe the period 1794–1815.23 Since the evidence from the patent and

non-patent data suggest these wars had a more profound effect on inventive

activity, it is useful to observe exactly what was being discussed in this

period. Furthermore, because the magazine begins in 1794, I am unable to

observe the technologies discussed during prior periods of peace using this

23I chose to exclude patented inventions from this analysis because the WRI, used as
an indicator of economic value, accounts more completely for the types of inventions being
disseminated.
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source.

Figure 4.9 shows the number of non-patented inventions discussed in the

Repertory published annually, contrasted with the number of patents

granted. Both series exhibit a gradual increase before 1800, after which there

is a sharp decline in the number of patents granted. In 1804 both series

diverge sharply, as the number of patents declines to 50–60, while the

Repertory published a peak of 100 inventions. The divergence could reflect a

shift of inventions away from patents due to rising uncertainty: the

Napoleonic Code was established in 1804, which may have caused concern in

Britain about the security of British property rights in the event of defeat.24

A similar decline occurs in the Repertory series from 1804–1808, before

returning to an average of 55–60 inventions published annually, which

coincides with a rise in patented inventions to its pre-trough levels.

The Repertory contains information regarding the original journal or

source an invention was published in, but rarely listed the nationality of the

actual inventor. Instead, the nationality of the journal can be viewed as a

crude proxy for the potential geographic origin of an invention. Figure 4.10

graphs the two most prominent journal nationalities as an indicator of where

inventions were from. Perhaps surprisingly, the share of French inventions is

very high, much higher than in the patent or SAM data, which report

significantly fewer. The figure shows a gradual increase in the share of

French inventions published, growing from approximately 15 per cent in 1794

to 50 per cent by the outbreak of the Napoleonic conflict. Conversely, the

relative share of British inventions being published declines – although this is

entirely attributable to increasing numbers of French inventions. There is a

sharp decline in the share of inventions belonging to French inventors from

24Napoleon was also building up his armed forces to invade Britain before 1805, which
may also have played a role in this decline in patenting.
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Figure 4.9: Time series of non-patented inventions published in the Repertory of Arts and Manufactures, and patented inventions,
1794–1815

Notes: The figure plots the number of non-patented inventions published and number of patents granted during the period of the combined French Revolutionary and Napoleonic
wars. I exclude patented inventions from the Repertory series.

Source: Author’s calculations using data from Woodcroft (1854), and The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures (1794–1815).
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Figure 4.10: Time series of inventions belonging to French versus British journals, 1794–1815

Notes: The figure shows the percentage share of inventions belonging to either a French or British journal. There were other nationalities present in the Repertory series,
including inventions from German sources, or the USA, but such inventions were significantly fewer.

Source: The Repertory of Arts and Manufactures (1794–1815).
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1806–1808, after which the series exhibits fluctuations. It is unclear why

French inventions suddenly decline in the Repertory series, although it could

partially be due to the increasing intensity of the conflict with France.25

As observed in Table 4.1 in Section 4.2, the types of inventions reported in

the Repertory were disproportionately agricultural or chemical. The high

proportion of chemical inventions is explained by those inventions belonging

to French inventors. French referenced inventions were concentrated in the

hands of many famous French chemists, including Chaptal, Gay-Lussac,

Parmentier, Guyton, Robiquet, Seguin, Thenard, and Vauquelin.26 The share

of chemical inventions published likely reflects the difficulty of reverse

engineering such inventions, making them safer to be published. The reason

for French dominance of chemical inventions reported could be due to a

comparative advantage of French chemical innovation. The share of

agricultural inventions could reflect the poor performance of agriculture

during the wars; there were several crop failures which, alongside depressed

trade, lead to high inflation of agricultural goods. Inventors could have been

responding to inflation by advertising their inventions, likely in hopes of

earning returns.

Overall, the Repertory evidence suggests two things. First, that French

inventions remained widely disseminated, even after the increasing strains

from war. British magazine editors did not seem to limit entries of French

inventions, although the brief decline during the Napoleonic War could be

attributed to a change in attitudes.27 Secondly, the technologies published

25Between 1806 and 1808, the Berlin Decree was issued, the Holy Roman Empire
collapsed, Prussia was defeated, and Russia joined the continental blockade against Britain
(Knight, 2013). This period ultimately left Britain alone against France, which may have
exacerbated tension within Britain regarding the French.

26Several of these inventors made their fortune through inventions for the French military,
including gunpowder, and new methods of tanning leather.

27However, following the renaming of the magazine in 1802, the editors reported that
there had been objections by some to the inclusion of French inventions; the editors largely
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did not seem to reflect the direction of inventive behaviour in Britain, based

on the patent and non-patent series. Substantially more chemical and

agricultural inventions were being disseminated. This could be explained by

a lack of interest among inventors to submit valuable inventions to scientific

magazines, because of the risk the inventions could be reverse engineered and

stolen. It is reasonable to interpret this evidence as suggesting inventors were

demand-side motivated, and that there was openness to inventions produced

by French individuals. This suggests British inventors did not become

insular, remaining open to consuming new technological knowledge,

irrespective of the sources.

4.9 Appendix B – Navy Clause

Prior to the French Revolution and the ensuing conflict that engulfed Europe

for the better part of 20 years, the British government did not interfere with

the patent system to either encourage or source valuable military

innovations. There is no evidence suggesting the Seven Years War

(1756–1763) or the US Revolutionary War (1776–1783) prompted any

particular legal effect on British inventor’s inventive or patenting behaviour

(Woodcroft, 1854; Bottomley, 2014b). By contrast, the French Revolutionary

and Napoleonic wars led to the introduction of the Navy Clause into the

patent petition, as can be observed in select patent titles listed in Woodcroft

(1854). This clause, introduced sometime between 1793 and 1795 (MacLeod,

2002) – although only consistently found in the patent data from 1803

onward – intended to ensure prospective patentees would supply their

inventions to the British military boards at “reasonable prices” (Bottomley,

ignored these (Repertory of Arts, Manufactures, and Agriculture, Volume 1, Second Series
(1802)).
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2014b: p. 95).

There exists very few instances of discussion of this clause in Britain’s

Parliamentary Papers, and no reference to it among the technical literature

concerning patent matters. Accordingly, this makes it difficult to surmise

why the clause was introduced during the French Revolutionary War and not

earlier, nor is it possible to ascertain the exact workings of this clause.

However, of the few instances this clause is mentioned, the evidence provided

makes it possible to infer its workings.

Bennet Woodcroft – Superintendent of the British Patent Office after its

1852 reform – endeavoured to produce a complete document of all patents

granted in England prior this reform. This resulted in four tomes. Of these, the

‘Title of Patents for Inventions: Chronologically Arranged’ lists the complete

patent title of all patents granted until 1852. For those patents granted during

the Napoleonic War (and for a select few granted in the preceding conflict),

there are instances of an additional proviso inserted stating the patent’s owner

was bound to supply their patented invention for ‘His Majesty’s Service’ at

an undisclosed price. An example of such a title from a patent granted to

Cathcart Dempster in August 1803 – only three months after the outbreak

of the war – for improvements in the manufacturing of canvas, includes the

proviso (Woodcroft, 1854: p.492-493, Patent Number, 2733).

...and also a clause for supply His Majesty’s service with all such articles

of the said invention as he should be required, in such manner, and on

such terms and such prices as should be settled by the master general

of the ordnance or the commissioners of the navy.

Most patents receiving this proviso were required to supply their inventions

to the military (sometimes the Navy would be explicitly specified), and the

Master of Ordnance was the commonly listed adjudicator to settle prices and
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terms of supply. However, the Commissioners of Excise, Commissioners of

the Navy, and masters, principles, and wardens of the Trinity were sometimes

listed instead.

After the conclusion of the Napoleonic War, contemporaries increasingly

called for reforms to the patent system. Indeed, the British government

formed several Select Committees, in the years 1829, 1849, and 1851, to

investigate what reforms were most desired. As part of the evidence to the

1829 Select Committee, John Farey submitted sample petition forms,

including wording of the Navy Clause. Bottomley (2014b) notes that,

although the Clause was introduced during the Napoleonic wars, he is

uncertain whether it was discarded following victory at Waterloo. At the

very least, the Clause was reintroduced between 1829 and 1830, at the

command of the Earl of Rosslyn, during his tenure as Lord of the Privy Seal

(Bottomley, 2014b: p. 95). There is little evidence to suggest the wording of

the Navy Clause in 1829 would differ substantially from its original iteration;

amendments to the patent petition usually required legal action (Dutton,

1984).28 The wording of the Navy Clause, as described in Farey’s evidence, is

presented below (House of Commons, 1829, III: 214):

[...] and also if the said [patentee] his executors, administrators or

assigns, shall not supply or cause to supply, in such manner, at such

times, and at and on such reasonable prices and terms as shall be

settled for that purpose by the Master General of Our Ordnance, or

the principal officers of the Ordnance for the time being; that then

and in any of the said cases, these Our letters patent, and all liberties

and advantages whatsoever hereby granted, shall utterly cease,

determine and; become void.
28Only one patent is known to have been brought to trial concerning the use of the Navy

Clause, namely that of Pering, ex parte, but the case was thrown out (Adolphus and Ellis,
1837)
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Inventors who did not consent to supply their inventions would not receive

their patent, and the patent if granted was liable to become void should the

patentee renege on this contractual agreement.

There is evidence, however, indicating the British military could renege on

this contract. In the 1851 Select Committee, Mr J.P.B. Westhead, MP, gave

evidence suggesting the Boards of Admiralty and Ordnance often did not pay

patentees for their inventions. Regarding a patent for an invention of a screw

propeller, Westhead states the patentee, named Webster, had been paid only

£4,480, but was owed as much as £56,000 (House of Commons, 1851, XVIII:

353). Westhead declines to provide any further details about what the costs

were meant to cover, or who calculated them. Despite this, he states at least

£4,480 was paid, which is still a substantial sum.

Whether reneging was common during the Napoleonic wars, or simply the

later period, is unknown. It is unlikely the military withheld payment from

patentees during periods of war, as such behaviour could reasonably discourage

the patenting of useful military inventions, which might have hurt Britain’s

chances of victory. Indeed, the introduction of the Navy Clause suggests that

the military did not wish to infringe on property rights.

Another point of uncertainty is exactly when this Clause would be

inserted into the patent. Bottomley (2014b) provides a detailed description

of the petition procedure for obtaining patents in Great Britain and Ireland

before the reform of 1852. The petitioner was responsible for guiding their

petition through multiple offices, some of which had to be visited multiple

times. The patentee would first submit their petition to the Home Office and

then bring it to the Law officers. Evidence from Mr H.W. Sanders, the

Record Keeper of the Signet Office, during the 1849 Select Committee

hearing suggests this stage of the petition would see the Clause inserted. He
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suggests the clerk of the Attorney-General would frequently omit this Navy

Clause in inventions, implying it was their responsibility to insert the Clause

based on the recommendations of the Law officers (House of Commons, 1849,

XXII: 9). Therefore, the decision on whether a patent was relevant to the

military could have been made in the early stages of the petition procedure,

before much money had been spent on securing their patent.

4.10 Appendix C – Supervised Machine

Learning Predictions

The existence of the Navy Clause solely within patents granted during the

Napoleonic War presents an opportunity to identify other patented

inventions which would likely have had this Clause inserted, had they also

been granted during that war. Due to the information contained within

patent titles, machine learning techniques can be used to train a model for

the sole purpose of classifying what I term “Predicted Military” patents.

Supervised machine learning models are a suitable choice for this type of

prediction, as such models can be trained to predict binary outcomes using

an already classified dataset. Here, the classified dataset are those patents

granted during the Napoleonic War, as all such patents were liable for the

Navy Clause proviso. This classified dataset can be divided into binary

outcomes, where a value of 1 identifies Navy Clause patents. The supervised

machine learning model is then trained to identify those unique words

associated with each binary outcome, which is used to classify the entire

patent series.

In this study, I use the Logistic Regression model to predict predicted-

military patents. This model is the preferred choice because LR models are
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better suited than other linear decision tree models for smaller datasets (I am

using 1,426 observations to predict 4,459 observations) (Perlich et al., 2003),

and are a more popular method for linear classification (Varian, 2014). As

an additional check, I contrast the prediction of the LR model against several

alternative techniques, such as support vector machines, naive Bayes, and k-

nearest neighbour clustering.

For each supervised machine learning model, Napoleonic War patents are

randomly divided into two groups: “training” and “test”. Intuitively, the

training group contains those patents used to train the model, while the test

data represent those patents the model will be tested on. In both groups,

patent titles are stripped of “stop words” – those words which are most

commonly used in a particular language (for example the conjunctions like

‘and’, ‘if’, or ‘when’, and prepositions like ‘to’, ‘with’ or ‘in’). Such words are

unhelpful in understanding the content of the patent titles and are therefore

ignored.29 Next, the remaining words are stemmed (whereby a word is

returned to its base form, e.g. ‘weaving’, ‘weaves’, and ‘weaved’ all have the

root word: ‘weav’) to prevent double counting of related words due to

different stems. Words are stemmed using two different methods. The first

method uses an existing algorithm – PorterStemmer – to stem the unique

words contained in the patent titles, which is commonly implemented in

python packages. The second approach uses a stemmer of my own

construction by identifying commonly appearing word bases and removing

the stem. The first method is preferred to the second, as the second is

incapable of differentiating those unrelated words with similar bases. Finally,

following O’Callaghan et al. (2015), patent titles are then transformed using

a log-based term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)

29Stop words were sourced from http://www.ranks.nl/stopwords.
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representation, which helps to counter the influence of words that appear

more frequently throughout the data.

The LR model is trained based on the sample of patents within the

training dataset, which was 87 per cent accurate at identifying military

patents. Then, the LR model is tested on the test data, producing an

accuracy score of 91 per cent. Similar scores were derived by using different

machine learning techniques. The LR model is chosen over the other

techniques because it classified the patent data consistently; manual

inspection of classified patents reveals the other techniques frequently

misclassified military inventions. Applying the model to the entire British

patent data, I identified over 1,000 patents as potentially military relevant.

However, patent titles with only one keyword were omitted, meaning those

titles had to be manually classified. To minimize subjective bias, only those

patents which explicitly reference weapons, munitions, ordnance or other

defence-related terms were classified as military. The final number of

observations for predicted-military patents is 1,643 (less than half of which

were granted during the Industrial Revolution).

4.11 Appendix D – Non-patented Inventions

and Warfare

Innovation during warfare can also be encouraged by the British government

outside of the patent office, either through contracting – as shown in Satia

(2018) – or by purchasing inventions directly. During the French

Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, Britain’s assorted military offices (Navy

Board, Admiralty, and Board of Ordnance) did engage in the purchasing of

inventions. In addition, inventors could submit inventions directly to the
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Board of Ordnance for their consideration, presumably in hopes of the Board

purchasing the invention. This section highlights some instances of Britain’s

military purchasing specific inventions, and their approach to dealing with

submitted inventions, which could have encouraged further innovation during

the Industrial Revolution.

4.11.1 Inventions purchased by the Military

The evidence here is drawn on various reports contained in the House of

Commons Parliamentary Papers, although only those more expensive

inventions may have been worth listing. Prior to the Napoleonic War, few

inventions are recorded to have been purchased or rewarded. For example,

one report states the Navy Board paid £4,000 to Mr John Belfour for his

machines for making cordage, which he had patented in 1799; Belfour’s

method was considered to have been vastly superior to the existing methods,

and produced much stronger and more durable cordage than had been

hitherto made (House of Commons, 1804, III:83). Furthermore, in 1800, Mr

James Sadler sold his invention of a moving battery for £160 (House of

Commons, 1802, VI:104). On the eve of the Napoleonic War, Henry

Greathead was paid £1,200 for the invention of his life-boat (House of

Commons, 1803, IV:128). However, Greathead only received £850, and so

petitioned parliament for the remainder of his payment (House of Commons,

1811, XI:215). The high sums paid suggest Britain’s military were more than

willing to reward useful inventions, which could have acted as a signal to

other potential inventors.

After the outbreak of the Napoleonic War, the reported purchasing of

inventions increased in Britain. These inventions are divided into

“direct-military” inventions and “indirect-military” inventions: the
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distinction here is whether the military could make use of these inventions

during battle. Direct-military inventions purchased by the army include two

famous explosives. The first, by Colonel Henry Shrapnel, for his invention of

spherical case shot (the precursor to modern-day fragmentation grenades);

Shrapnel was awarded £1,200 per annum for life (House of Commons, 1815,

IX:340). The second, by Lieutenant Colonel Sir William Congreve, for

explosive rockets, was also rewarded £1,200 per annum for life (House of

Commons, 1815, IX:340). In Congreve’s treatise on rockets, he credits the

successful development and application of his rocket system to the

“patronage of His Majesty”, who adopted his invention into the military,

under a specific regiment of Rocket troops (Congreve, 1827: p. 6).

Several indirect-military inventions were also rewarded by the British

military. In particular, life-boats and such devices to save the lives of Naval

servicemen were substantially developed during the Napoleonic War. For

instance, Captain Manby’s invention for saving shipwrecked persons was

widely discussed in the House of Commons, due to its potential for saving

lives. The invention was based on being able to fire deep-sea lines to

distressed ships, either for reeling them in or allowing individuals to traverse

the ropes. Following an extensive examination of the invention and its

capabilities, a committee of artillery field officers recommended the invention

be adopted widely throughout the Navy (House of Commons, 1811, XI:215).

Captain Manby was reportedly paid £4,000 for his efforts, and received a

further £2,000 to cover his expenses, as his costs were supposedly £5,000

(House of Commons, 1823, IV:351). A similar type of invention, known as

the “Seamans Friend” was invented by a Mr Mallison, and paid £100 by the

Admiralty (House of Commons, 1814, I:28).

The available evidence suggests the British army, and British government,
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were willing to purchase valuable inventions or compensate inventors for

their efforts should they produce an invention of great value for the military.

The high sums expended, particularly to Colonel Shrapnel and Lieutenant

Colonel Congreve, show just how valuable their inventions were, and could

have signalled to inventors the willingness of the British state to pay for

useful inventions. Had contemporary inventors been able to observe such

payments, then there may have been strong incentives to invent

military-related technologies.

4.11.2 Inventions submitted to the Board of Ordnance

A collection of correspondence retained by the Board of Ordnance and War

Office provides further insights into the relationship between the Board and

inventors, and the behaviour of inventor’s during times of war. This

collection consists of inventions submitted directly for the consideration and

experimentation by the Board, covering the period 1812-1821.

The reports contain information on approximately 19 different inventions

submitted by various inventors, for the consideration of the Board of

Ordnance.30 Of these 19 inventions, eight were reportedly accepted by the

Ordnance into service, eight were outright rejected, and three do not provide

a clear outcome. Table 4.11 lists these inventions, their inventors, whether

they were accepted, and if there was an associated patent.

The observed pattern of communication seemed to go as follows: an

invention would be submitted by the inventor to the Board of Ordnance; the

Board would then write to the Admiralty for their consideration; either a

trial would be arranged (usually at Woolwich Royal Laboratory) in front of
30Some of the reports state consideration for multiple inventions. For example, one

collection of correspondence is titled ‘Correspondence, Reports, and Experiments relative
to the New Construction for Ordnance proposed by Sir William Congreve, 1813, 1814, 1815’
(WO 44/498).
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military officers or the invention would be submitted for experimentation;

following the experimentation, the experimenting engineers would submit a

detailed report, consisting of their opinion and tables of experimental results;

the Board may then call on Sir William Congreve for his expert opinion; the

Board would then communicate their wishes to the Admiralty.

In general, submitted inventions were directly applicable to ordnance;

either through improved sight, range, or fire-power. Only one invention is not

directly related to guns: an invention of ‘Rocket Apparatus for Saving Life’

attributed to Mr H. Trengrouse, which was ultimately rejected by the

Ordnance, because Sir William Congreve (who was regularly their expert

adviser on matters of ordnance) had offered to produce superior rockets

(‘Rocket Apparatus for Saving Life’ WO 44/498). Of particular note are two

of the inventions which were patented: William Congreve’s ‘Carronade

Carriages and Slides for Sea Service’31 and John Gover’s and James

Hardum’s ‘Improved Cannon and Carriages for Sea Service’.

Of those patented inventions, only one appears to have been patented

after being submitted for a public inspection (which usually invalidated a

patent right), and this case is also rather unique in that it contains a

narrative, written by Hardum, concerning the development of their invention

as well as the costs involved (‘Improved Cannon and Carriages for Sea

Service’ WO 44/498 p. 5). Hardum writes to the Board in hopes of

remuneration for the expenses he has incurred in the experimentation and

development of the invention. In his view, his role in the partnership was as

financier for Gover, who is reportedly the inventor. Having met through one

31This invention reduced the man-power associated with firing Carronades aboard ships,
and was also credited with the sole reason an American privateer was unable to capture or
destroy a British naval vessel. A letter, written by William Affleck on board the May, states
‘had the May been armed with any other guns than those on Colonel Congreve’s patent,
she must inevitably have been captured’ (‘Proofs of the Advantages of Col. Congreve’s
Construction of Carronade Carriages’ WO 44/498 p. 3).
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Table 4.11: Sample of inventions submitted directly to the Board of Ordnance

Invention Year Name Outcome Patented

12 Pounder B.L. Swivel
Gun

1819 Lieutenant Jackson Declined No

Improved 68 Pounder
Carronade

1821 Captain Millar Declined No

Mr Fane’s Fire Balls 1812 Mr Fane Declined No
Rammer of Wad 1818 Lieutenant Rodgers Declined No
Rocket Apparatus for
Saving Life

1818 Mr H. Trengrouse Declined No

Sights for Naval Guns 1817 Captain Farquhar Accepted No
Carronade Carriages and
Slides for Sea Service

1814 William Congreve Accepted Yes

Sights for Naval Guns 1819 John Hookham Declined No
Improved Cannon and
Carriages for Sea Service

1815 John Gover and James
Hardum

Accepted Yes

Quill tubes for use in the
Royal Navy

1818 Lieutenant Fynmore Accepted No

Furnaces for heating
round shot on board her
Majesty’s Ships

1815 Accepted Unclear No

Tangent Sights for Naval
Guns

1814 Captain Truscott Unclear No

Tangent Sights for Naval
Guns

1815 John Hookham Accepted No

Method of Mounting
Carronades

1818 Captain Jekyll Accepted No

Improvements in
Carronade Slides

1819 William Congreve Declined No

Mode of fixing Naval
Cartouch Box

1819 Captain Bagnold Accepted No

Mode of Firing a 32
Pounder Gun

1816 Thomas Manton Declined No

Locks on the percussion
principle for the “Great
Guns” of his Majesty’s
Ships

1820 Various Unclear No

New Construction of
Ordnance

1813-1815 William Congreve Unclear Unclear

Note: The table describes a sample of inventions submitted to the Board of Ordnance. The table reports
the the title of the invention; the year the invention was submitted; the inventors listed name; whether the
Board of Ordnance accepted the invention; and whether the invention was patented. “Accepted” is classed
as any positive support for the use of the invention in the military, or its recommendation for adoption.
“Unclear” is listed when the outcome was not reported.
Source: WO 44/498
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of the many Royal Societies focused on invention and scientific principles of

enlightenment (an important aspect of the arguments advanced by Mokyr

(2009) to explain the Industrial Revolution), Hardum initially invested £100

in Gover’s invention in 1793. Hardum then recounts their successes, such as

trials at Woolwich laboratory attended by high-ranking military officers,

whose opinion is allegedly positive (no supporting evidence is provided), as

well as experimentation at sea.32 Following the successful public trial at

Woolwich in 1797, Hardum states he immediately solicited a patent right. He

also claims to have spent approximately £1,000 on the invention at this

stage. The patent records indicate no patents granted to James Hardum, but

instead identify two patents to John Gover in 1796 and 1804 (Woodcroft,

1854). Presumably, Hardum refers to the patent of 1796; he may have

solicited the patent right prior to the public trial, or may have had an error

of recollection.

The next point of interest in Hardum’s narrative is that of losing their

patent right (‘Improved Cannon and Carriages for Sea Service’ WO 44/498

p. 19). Gover is described as gullible, and in 1803, reportedly became

acquainted with a man calling himself Colonel Sinclair (who Hardum claims

was a notorious fraud, belonging to a dangerous and violent gang in

London). Gover, believing Sinclair to be a true Colonel, signed over

one-fourth of his patent right and entered into a partnership with him.

Hardum claims he intended to submit a petition to the Court of Chancery to

challenge Sinclair to fulfil his part of the contract for which Gover signed

over his patent right (the contract is not specified). However, Sinclair

apparently learned of this plan, and instead took out considerable debt in

32Hardum notes their invention was used on board the vessels of particularly notable
Officers from the Napoleonic era: Alan Gardner (famed for his involvement in the Mutiny
at Spithead) and Sir Sidney Smith (of which, Napoleon is claimed to have said ‘That man
made me miss my destiny’ (Pocock, 1996: p. 114)).
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Gover’s name. Consequently, Gover’s creditors took ownership of the patent

right as collateral at the end of 1804, and that, despite Hardum’s efforts, the

patent was entirely lost to them. Hardum then claims his expenses to be

upwards of £4,000, and denies having received any remuneration for his

troubles. Ultimately, the Board of Ordnance rebukes Hardum, claiming he

and Gover have no claim over the British government for their hardships.33

Hardum’s narrative reveals two notable facts: their invention was capable

of being patented despite prior public use, and the Board of Ordnance were, at

the very least, content to allow Hardum to patent it. The first point contrasts

prior studies of patenting during the British Industrial Revolution, as prior use

has been noted as a means to void any patent rights (Dutton, 1984; MacLeod,

2002). Presumably, the British military would have had sufficient influence to

overcome any prior use claims, which may have aided Hardum in obtaining the

patent. The second point contrasts the arguments of Satia (2018), who claims

the Board of Ordnance actively discouraged inventors from obtaining patent

rights. In this case, Hardum was allowed, and may have been supported, in

obtaining two patents.

While most inventors who submitted to the Board did not obtain patents,

the Board seemingly operated under the guidance of patent law. During his

tenure as Comptroller of the Royal Laboratory in Woolwich, Congreve shows

the influence of patent case law in his assessments of those submitted

inventions. In the case of Trengrouse’s apparatus for saving lives, Congreve

cites a similar invention developed by Captain Manby and questions

Trengrouse’s originality (‘Rocket Apparatus for Saving Lives, H. Trengrouse’

WO 44/498). Trengrouse is forced to provide proof of his originality, as

33In some cases, inventors attempted to convey their helplessness and hardships in their
inventive life, presumably in hopes of eliciting sympathy from the Board and thereby
receiving compensation.
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Congreve recalls two publications relating to Captain Manby’s device in 1809

and 1810, several years before Trengrouse had submitted his invention.

While Trengrouse is successful (even though his invention is not accepted),

the insistence by Congreve on proving originality further suggests the Board

of Ordnance may have positively contributed to inventive behaviour during

times of war; inventors could have been aware of the Board’s willingness to

consider only original inventions, which may have screened-out duplicate

inventions.

Collectively, the reports highlight the seriousness with which the Board of

Ordnance assessed any new inventions submitted to them, but it also

highlights the willingness of inventors to supply their inventions to the Board

in hopes of their consequent adoption within Britain’s military. Indeed, the

reports of Mr Fane’s Fire Balls further shows this willingness, as Mr Fane

frequently displayed his inventions in experiments at Woolwich, and also

frequently requested further remuneration for his expenses – which the Board

paid to the total of approximately £280 (‘Mr Fane’s Fire Balls’ WO 44/498).

Not all inventions submitted were of a particularly high standard, however.

Some reports indicate submitted inventions were of poor quality, or at least

inferior to the other ordnance already in use. For example, Thomas Manton,

presumably related to Joseph Manton who was a famous gunmaker, submitted

an invention for firing a 32 Pounder Gun. At one of the trials for this invention,

a Colonel Lloyd attended and reported to the Board of Ordnance (‘Mr Thomas

Manton’s mode of firing a 32 Pounder Gun’ WO 44/498: p.15):

“Mr Manton attended, and having fitted the vent, the Gun was loaded

with the usual sea service charge and fired, when, as was anticipated,

his Tube and the Button intended to configure it, were both blown away
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and consequently the Experiment totally failed.”34

A similar observation, by Sir William Congreve, is made against Lieutenant

Jackson’s Swivel Gun. In contrasting Jackson’s Gun with the established gun

used on board British Naval vessels, Congreve notes: ‘the workmanship in

Jacksons piece is so extremely bad, that it can hardly be considered a fair trial’

(‘12 Pounder B.L. Swivel Gun, Lieut. Jackson Royal Marines’ WO 44/498: p.

5). Therefore, those inventions submitted are not all likely to have been of a

particularly high or low quality, as also evidenced by the even split between

inventions accepted and rejected by the Board.

The sample discussed here cannot provide conclusive evidence regarding

inventor behaviour during periods of warfare. However, the qualitative

evidence does suggest inventors benefited from the Board of Ordnance’s role

in experimenting with submitted inventions and providing remuneration to

those particularly valuable inventions, which is reflected in the non-patent

trends.

4.12 Appendix E – Invasion Fears

The French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars are likely to have represented

the most serious threat to Britain’s security since the Glorious Revolution.

The outbreak of war on the continent may have led to increased uncertainty

in Britain. The French Revolution represented a breakaway from the traditions

of monarchy, and many British politicians considered the ensuing war as an

ideological one (Knight, 2013). Furthermore, the early years of the war saw

great domestic unrest because of rising food prices and increased impressment

(coercion) into military service. Such actions led some parliamentarians to fear
34Colonel Lloyd later remarked that Manton, ‘ seemed perfectly satisfied at the utility of

his invention’.
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that Britain may share the same fate as the old French regime. Indeed, the

constant fear that the Irish would ally and aid the French was a contributing

factor to the 1801 Act of Union, which attempted to combat the Irish threat

and bring them into allegiance with the rest of Britain (Knight, 2013).

There is ample evidence to suggest that the British were particularly

fearful of a successful French invasion, and their thoughts frequently

considered Ireland as the main destination of a French envoy (Knight, 2013).

During the French Revolutionary War, three unsuccessful attempts had been

made by the French to invade Britain. The first, in December 1796, resulted

from a lapse of judgement on the part of a Vice-Admiral Colpoys, who

allowed a French invasion force through his blockade after he left his position

to resupply at Portsmouth. This force made its way to Bantry Bay in

Ireland, but were only turned back by adverse weather conditions. Had the

weather been more favourable, Knight (2013) suggests that the French could

have succeeded, as Ireland’s defences had been seriously neglected.

The second attempt, in February 1797, saw a successful landing in South

Wales, but these invaders were rounded up by local militia. However, the fact

that the French had managed to set foot on British soiled cause panic, which

has been linked to the country-wide run on British banks that contributed to

the Bank of England’s choice to suspend payments of bills to cash (Knight,

2013).

The third attempt, in 1798, saw the French land in County Mayo, Ireland,

during the Irish Rebellion. Under the command of General Humbert, the

French managed to capture several locations before being defeated by

Cornwallis at the Battle of Ballinamuck in September of the same year

(Knight, 2013).

The outbreak of the Napoleonic wars once again led to heightened fears of a
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French invasion (Philp, 2006). Between 1803 and 1805, the French possessed a

considerable Navy, and a substantial standing army with enough provisions to

support a full-scale invasion of England. Britain, by contrast, were relatively

unprepared to withstand an invasion; they had few coastal defences and could

not be certain of where the French would attempt to land (Knight, 2013). By

1805, Napoleon had gathered a force at Boulogne for the invasion of Britain,

which consisted of 200,000 well-trained Frenchmen and enough landing craft

to carry them across the sea (Hall, 1992). However, instead of pushing on

with his invasion, Napoleon turned his army’s attention to the Austrians in

August 1805. Not long after this, the British inflicted a significant defeat on

the French naval forces at the Battle of Trafalgar. Although the threat of

an invasion did not subside until Napoleon’s defeat, the time given to Britain

to erect coastal defences by Napoleon’s shifting attention and the success at

Trafalgar meant that the likelihood of a successful invasion had substantially

decreased (Knight, 2013).

Aside from the British government’s fear of the French invasion threat,

there is qualitative evidence to suggest that the British population were also

deeply concerned about the French. A letter written by an Ann Taylor to her

sister details the reaction in her home town to the raising of a false invasion

alarm (cited in Knight, 2013: p. 253-254):

intelligence was conveyed [...] that an enemy’s fleet was off the coast

[...] At this time a theatre and Barlow’s book auction were full but

in one instant they were either depopulated or filled with cries and

lamentations [...] The volunteers were flying to arms. The officers at

the play were scampering out to gallop to their home camps [...] The

ladies in the theatre [were] shrieking and crying and tumbling out until

there was scarcely a creature in the place [...] However, in about half
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an hour after the signals were made to inform us that a mistake had

been made by the first telegraph which announced an enemy’s instead

of a friendly fleet, and of course we all recovered.

Similarly, The Times newspaper regularly published pieces concerning the

French during the early days of the invasion threat. In 1794, they published

a letter that suggested panic had broken out in Northumberland.35 The

letter states that an orator, Mr. Grey, had sent out letters stating that the

French had invaded and plundered Northumberland. Similarly, following the

failed attempt to invade at Bantry Bay, the newspaper published an article

discussing the series of events.36 After the outbreak of the Napoleonic wars,

the Times published two articles in 1803. The first article misinformed the

public of the severity of the conflict against France, stating that the

‘commerce and manufactures of France were annihilated and every individual

of the republic became a soldier’.37 The second was a particularly

disparaging article portraying the French as cruel and barbarous invaders

who subjected their conquered territories to torment.38 The goal, seemingly,

was to instil in the general public a distrust for the French, and that, should

the French succeed, then Britain would be ruined.

It is reasonable to assume, since the threat of invasion was given serious

concern, that uncertainty would also have been high in the economy. A

successful French invasion may have resulted in the expropriation of property

rights from British citizens, as Britain’s common law institutions would

probably have been replaced with Napoleon’s Civil Code that he forced on

his conquered territories (Knight, 2013). In such a case, inventors who held

patents would be at a significant loss, given the resources needed to secure
35“French Invasion!” 1794, The Times.
36“French Invasion of Ireland!” 1797, The Times.
37“Horrors of French Invasion” 1803, The Times.
38“French Invasion” 1803, The Times.
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the patent in the first place (Bottomley, 2014b). Therefore, inventors could

have kept their valuable inventions secret until they could be sure that the

threat was subsided or eliminated.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

My thesis examines the relationship between Britain’s historical patent

system and the British Industrial Revolution, to aid our understanding of the

causes of industrialisation, and how patents can affect invention. The

Industrial Revolution is one of the most important events in all of human

history, ushering in an era of unprecedented and sustained economic growth.

Explaining this unique period of transformation has attracted substantial

scholarly attention, with a considerable number of competing explanations

proposed. At the forefront of these explanations is the acceleration of

inventive activity in Britain.

Prominent accounts which seek to explain invention usually place little or

no merit on patents. This is down to a variety of reasons: because they were

too expensive and cumbersome to obtain; because the patent system existed

for so long before the Industrial Revolution began; because of perceived

judicial attitudes toward patentees; because inventors did not profit from

their patents; or because of alternatives to patents. As argued in Chapter 1,

these critiques are not sufficient to justify overlooking the role patents played

in invention, particularly as many rely on misinterpretations of existing

evidence, and several make very strong assumptions. The merits of the

patent system should be judged on what it actually did, not on what we
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assumed it did. Only recently have economic historians begun to empirically

examine whether patents mattered for the Industrial Revolution (Bottomley,

2014b; Murfitt, 2017; Bottomley, 2019). My thesis is an extension of this

reassessment, through an application of machine learning and econometric

techniques alongside new archival data.

The central argument of this thesis is that the patent system mattered a

lot more than economic historians usually think. One important aspect of

Britain’s system was its high fees. High patent fees acted as a barrier to

entry, which prevented poorer inventors from patenting, allowing access only

to high social status inventors, who I find to have produced more economically

valuable inventions than their poorer counterparts. Consequently, higher social

class inventors likely benefited from exclusive access, as they would not be

threatened by litigation from poor inventors and their less valuable patents;

contemporaries feared poor inventors would patent trivial things and litigate

against inventors who held valuable inventions to extract rents (Dutton, 1984).

Indeed, in Chapter 3 I find that higher social status inventors were more likely

to patent their inventions in multiple British jurisdictions. The high fees,

therefore, are less likely to have discouraged patenting and invention, and

industrialisation.

This finding has particular relevance for modern patent institutions.

Recent literature has called for the abolition of patent systems because they

supposedly encourage only rent-seeking behaviour (Boldrin and Levine,

2013). This is not a new argument, as opponents of patents had similar

concerns historically (for a discussion of this, see Dutton, 1984; MacLeod,

2002). But, Machlup and Penrose (1950) suggest that, based on their current

understanding of patents, it would be foolish to advocate abolishing the

system where it already exists (or instituting one where it does not). The
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evidence presented in my thesis suggests, instead, that a reform which raises

patent costs may be beneficial: fees are a barrier to entry that can discourage

bad inventions from being patented, akin to the examination of patent

applications but without the costs of examiners. Indeed, Nicholas (2011c)

and Rassenfosse and Jaffe (2017) provide evidence that cheaper patent

systems are not better, and raising fees does actively discourage less

economically valuable inventions being patented.

My thesis also has implications for how economists study patent systems.

Patents are a popularly used metric in empirical economics and management

science for studying innovation (Griliches, 1990). In most studies which use

patents, the patent data have been classified according to a taxonomy that

accounts for characteristics common to certain technologies. But, very few

studies use the same taxonomy. Economists and policymakers have not

previously raised any concerns arising from the choice of patent classification

used in different studies, but, as I show in Chapter 2, they should be very

much concerned. There could be significant distortions present in the existing

literature, as a direct consequence of classification choices and methods.

Should policymakers rely heavily on the economics literature to design their

policies, then the possible distortionary effects become more serious: policy

could be misdirected based on the existing evidence. This necessitates an

examination of whether distortions do exist, how prevalent they are, and a

solution to overcome them. One possible solution could be adapted from my

proposed classification schema and the accompanying machine learning

methodology; indeed, there is a growing literature focusing on classifying

patent data in a similar manner (Younge and Kuhn, 2016; Arts et al., 2018),

but I am the first to discuss the possibility of classification distortions.

My evidence also supports the incentives arguments for industrialisation,
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which suggests inventors and innovators are motivated by economic

incentives. Rising demands on wartime industries corresponded with a rise in

economically valuable invention, suggesting that war spurred invention,

which would likely have accelerated the Industrial Revolution. Similarly,

economically valuable inventions were more likely to be patented in multiple

British patent jurisdictions, indicating a profit motive. Incentives mattered,

but so did capabilities, particularly ideas. Ideas are necessary for any

invention to occur at all (McCloskey, 2011; Dowey, 2017; Howes, 2016). But

ideas cannot adequately explain what technologies inventors directed their

efforts toward. Indeed, Howes (2016) acknowledges that institutions and

demand-side considerations can bias the direction of technological change.

The Industrial Revolution was focused on specific types of technology (steam

engines, cotton spinning, iron smelting, for example), which were expensive

to invent (Khan, 2005) and possibly susceptible to reverse-engineering.

Therefore, the patent system could have had a strong effect on what

inventors did invent, which is entirely relevant for understanding the origins

of industrialisation.

How the absence of a patent system would affect innovation can be

considered through a simple counterfactual based on the absence of Britain’s

patent system during the period of the Industrial Revolution. Proponents of

ideas and a unique British culture for invention and experimentation would

emphasise that an absent patent system would not have stopped people

inventing and innovating (Mokyr, 2009; McCloskey, 2011; Howes, 2016).

With this point, I agree, as a patent system is unlikely to have been the sole

reason for all individuals to invent and it cannot cause good ideas. However,

for some inventors to act on their good ideas, such as James Watt, they may

have required a patent system to protect the profits of their good ideas.
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Without that system, they are much less likely to have invented at all. As a

consequence, the rate of inventive activity would probably have been lower

absent patent rights. Indeed, Schiff (1971) examines how the Netherlands

and Switzerland industrialised without national patent systems, suggesting

that a lack of patent rights does not prevent invention which causes

industrialisation, but instead slows it down or directs it down a particular

technological trajectory.

So, what would inventors have invented instead? Capabilities have little

explanatory power over what inventors directed their efforts towards.

Inventors could have focused on what they knew, or what they were good at.

Inventors could still have invented the technologies of the Industrial

Revolution, but these inventors would probably have been fewer. Without

the patent system, an inventor would have had to rely much more on secrecy,

suggesting knowledge diffusion would have slowed. Inventors may still have

had access to prizes, but whether prizes are sufficient to reward very valuable

invention is unclear, though perhaps unlikely: prizes made inventions public

knowledge, and did not always give very valuable rewards. Furthermore,

having to rely on secrecy may have discouraged inventors from pursuing

improvements to mechanical inventions, like steam engines, because of the

risk of their inventions being reverse engineered and appropriated by

competitors; of course, collective invention has been observed with regard to

steam engines (Nuvolari, 2004), which would have mitigated the shift away

from mechanical technologies. Consequently, without the patent system, the

rate of invention may have been slower, which suggests the Industrial

Revolution would have also been slower, and it may have been focused on

different technologies, or may not even have happened first in Britain.

The ultimate causes of the Industrial Revolution are still not fully
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understood – indeed, the singular nature of Britain’s industrialisation means

it may never be fully understood. Our understanding of what role patents

played among the many factors causing it has only recently gained attention.

This thesis has added to our knowledge through an extensive empirical

examination of inventor behaviour. There is still much we can learn from

Britain’s patent system. Future research could focus on examining what

inventors did with their patents and whether they profited from them, as a

patent could be licensed or sold; Dutton (1984) and Bottomley (2014b)

suggest an active secondary market for patents right existed, but are unable

to present much evidence on the subject. Similarly, recent evidence from

Bottomley (2019) indicates patentees did profit from their patent rights, but

this evidence is for a sample of patentees rather than all of them. Observing

the probate records of all patentees would be an important step toward

understanding whether patents were a lottery (Mokyr, 2009) or a

legitimately profitable mechanism for many. Such investigations would yield

further insights into what incentives patents provide, and how they can affect

the degree of innovative or rent-seeking activity in an economy.
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